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ABSTRACT
In this study an attempt was made at understanding contemporary 
thought and application of phenomenological research to the field of 
curriculum and instruction. More specifically, it sought to Identify a 
place and need for a methodology in curriculum research that exposes 
and clarifies the dynamics of pedagogy as a result of investigating the 
existential/ontological nature of pedagogical activity. In accomplishing 
this, the works of two major North American phenomenological 
curriculum theorists, T. Tetsuo Aoki and Max van Manen were examined. 
The work of these two significant contemporary curriculum theorists was 
used due to the international recognition their seminal 
phenomenologically oriented research activities in curriculum has 
received.
The work of van Manen and Aoki was not only examined for its 
theoretical foundations and principal themes, but was also used as the 
guide to a modest phenomenological investigation by the author into the 
interpretation given to the phenomenon of experiencing "knowledge" by 
thirty-three Developmental Reading students from Louisiana State 
University. This portion of the study was prefaced by a review of three 
theoretical emphases firom which the research of reading has been 
approached. This examination of the field of reading included a positing 
by the author of the necessity and benefits a phenomenological 
perspective of reading can offer to its curriculum development and 
instruction. Based on this discussion and the work of van Manen and 
Aoki, the phenomenological analysis of these students written responses 
to the reading of the novel Flowers For Algernon provided the researcher
V I 1
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with the basis for several recommendations to curriculum development 
and Instructional approaches In teaching reading to developmental 
education students.
The conclusion of this study found that phenomenology, as part of 
an eclectic research methodology, can uniquely contribute to curriculum 
research and allows for the creation of a more "llfeworld sensitive" 
pedagogical praxis.
V l l l
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Thesis
This study explores the thesis that phenomenology can provide 
valuable knowledge for essential understandings of the existential 
relationships between pedagogues and students and by so doing inform 
decisions made in the process of curriculum development and 
evaluation. This study ejqilores this thesis by first, contextually 
enfiraming the infiuence phenomenology has had as a major 
philosophical movement within North America in the 20th century 
(Chapter I). This discussion will also describe phenomenology’s 
introduction into curriculum research and theorizing as uniquely 
expressed by the pedagogical work of Max van Manen and T. Tetsuo 
Aoki. Secondly, an investigation of the phenomenologically oriented 
pedagogic research of Max van Manen (Chapter II) will be undertaken. 
Involved in this analysis will be an examination of the primary 
pedagogical and theoretical influences informing van Manen’s work. This 
section of the study will also discuss his particular interpretation of 
phenomenologically informed pedagogic research as well as the 
predominant tliemes that are evidenced in his work resulting from his 
phenomenological orientation. Thirdly, this study will proceed to an 
analysis of the phenomenologically oriented curriculum research of T. 
Tetsuo Aoki (Chapter III). Emphasis will be given to the pedagogical 
development of Aoki and the influence a non-Westem cultural heritage 
has had in that development. Aoki’s administrative accomplishments 
will be discussed that reflect, along with the major themes evidenced in
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
his writings, the influences of a phenomenologically oriented perspective 
of pedagogy. The fourth section of this study (Chapter IV) will be devoted 
to an illustration of the contributions phenomenologically oriented 
investigations can bring into a Developmental Reading classroom 
situation influencing its instruction and curriculum. Discussion in this 
section of the study will Involve a review of the predominant theoretical 
views of reading in comparison with a phenomenological view of reading. 
Particular examination will be given to the phenomenologically 
interpreted descriptions of the reading e^qieriences thirty-three 
Developmental Reading students had with the novel Flowers For 
Algernon. The consequences for curriculum development and 
instruction in Developmental Reading will also be suggested. The last 
section of this study (Chapter V) is a summation of the major findings of 
this study, concluding with suggestions of possibilities and 
recommendations phenomenologically oriented curriculum research can 
offer to pedagogy.
The basic questions that frame this study are as follows:
(1) What is phenomenology? The answer to this question can be 
found in Chapters 1,11, 111, IV and V.
(2) What are the primary theoretical/methodological 
characteristics of a phenomenological orientation to 
curriculum? The work of Max van Manen and T. Tetsuo Aoki, 
Chapters 11 and 111 respectively, provide the characteristics of a 
phenomenological orientation to curriculum that serves as the 
basis of the answer to this question.
(3) Why a phenomenological orientation to curriculum 
research? This answer is not only found in the work of van
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
Manen and Aoki, but also evident in the phenomenological analysis 
conducted in Chapter IV.
(4) What is the nature of curriculum development and 
evaluation when viewed from a phenomenological perspective?
Aoki's curriculum work, as discussed in Chapter III, provides the 
theoretical foundation and lived world examples of curriculum 
development and evaluation employed from a phenomenologically 
oriented perspective.
(5) What are characteristic elements of teacher/student 
relationships when viewed from a phenomenological stance?
Van Manen’s extensive research, summarized in Chapter II, 
endows this study with explanations and illustrations of the 
unique understandings a phenomenological stance unfolds of 
teacher/student relationships. Aoki’s work, discussed 
subsequently in Chapter III, additionally provides singular 
understandings of the llfeworld of teachers and students as his 
work discloses them as living between the pedagogical worlds of 
curriculum-as-plan and curriculum-as-lived.
(6) What is a phenomenological view of reading? How does it 
compare with the predominant theoretical views of reading?
In Chapter IV the phenomenological investigations conducted in 
this chapter are prefaced with a discussion of three varying 
theoretical views of reading with a phenomenological view of 
reading. This discussion is necessary because the 
phenomenological investigations conducted in this chapter are 
constituted upon the essays Developmental Reading students 
wrote as responses to reading the novel Flowers For Algernon. As
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a result of this discussion and phenomenological analysis, the 
writer argues within this chapter for a view of reading that 
incorporates a  phenomenological perspective in its attempt to 
understand the activity of reading.
(7) How can phenomenology inform curriculum development 
and instructional actions in Developmental Reading? Chapter 
IV concludes with a discussion of the resulting consequences to 
reading, including the raising of relevant issues to be considered in 
the development of an appropriate curriculum and instructional 
approach to teaching reading to Developmental Education 
students.
The importance of this investigation does not rest in a final set of 
specific curriculum development techniques and/or instructional 
methodologies but in the possibilities for curriculum work disclosed by 
the investigation itself. Rather than attempt to define phenomenology 
initially and specifically, my purpose has been to allow the description of 
van Manen's and Aoki’s work, in the following two chapters, to personify 
phenomenology. Based on their work, the writer experiments with a 
phenomenological method of research to discover possible benefits to 
pedagogy which can be found through its utilization. The attempts in 
Chapter IV at phenomenologically viewing knowledge based on the 
reading experiences of Developmental Reading students is not offered as 
a seasoned or mature disclosure of this phenomenon. 1 offer it solely as 
an initial experimentation with phenomenology, a novice look at what it 
is to return to pedagogic activities as they are directly or 
phenomenologically experienced and described. As a result of this 
approach, this study is not an ending, rather the beginning of an
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exploratory journey searching for a pedagogical praxis that better reflects 
and discloses reality as it is encountered and constructed in pedagogic 
situations.
Why the Work of Max van Manen and T. Tetsuo Aoki?
Although neither van Manen or Aoki classify their work as solely 
phenomenological nor consider themselves to be phenomenologists 
strictly speaking, both admit to the significance phenomenology offers to 
their examinations of curriculum and instruction (van Manen, 1979a, 
1979b, 1982b, 1984a, 1990: Aoki, 1978, 1979).
Van Manen’s work exemplifies a strong phenomenological stance 
acquired initially from his early college studies at the Utrecht School in 
his native Holland. After migrating to Canada in 1967 where he 
completed his graduate work, van Manen was dismayed by the strong 
positivistic empiricism that guided most North American pedagogical 
research. His work reflects his desire to develop an alternative research 
methodology and pedagogical rationale that incorporates an articulate 
phenomenological orientation to research and theorizing in curriculum, 
with particular emphasis given to the dynamics involved in 
student/teacher relationships. As of this writing van Manen has 
authored three books as well as scores of articles and papers that 
address the nature and procedures of his alternative model for 
pedagogical research. He characterizes his work as Human Science 
Research.^ In recognition of his seminal contribution to education van 
Manen received the 1988 Canadian Association for Curriculum Studies’
1. The reasons for van Manen describing his work as Human Science Research 
are discussed In Chapter II.
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"Award for Outstanding International Accomplishments in Research in 
Phenomenology and Pedagogy."
The evocative work of T. Tetsuo Aoki is utilized in this study due to 
his singular contributions to curriculum development and evaluation. 
Aoki has written extensively on the significance diverse perspectives such 
as phenomenology bring to the task of curriculum research. Chapter 111 
consists of a summarization of the primary themes found in his 
insightful work. The formative insights Aoki has brought to curriculum 
scholarship is evidenced by the vast recognition his work has been given. 
Among the many awards Aoki has received are: (1) The 1984 "Certificate 
of Appreciation" awarded by the Korean Educational Development 
Institute, (2) The 1985 "Distinguished Service Award" presented by the 
Canadian Society for Studies in Education, (3) The 1985 "CEA Whitworth 
Award for Research in Education" presented by the Canadian Education 
Association, (4) The 1985 "Journal of Curriculum Theorizing Award" 
presented at the 1985 Annual Conference on Curriculum Theory and 
Curriculum Practice for his "distinguished contribution to curriculum 
studies," (5) The 1987 "Distinguished Service Award" granted by the 
American Educational Research Association, Division B, and (6) 
induction into the "The Professors of Curriculum Circle" (125 
membership) at the 1988 Annual Conference of the Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Due to the widespread recognition their work has been awarded, 1 
contend that the work of van Manen and Aoki constitute trie leading 
North American efibrts aimed at incorporating a phenomenological 
orientation to curriculum research. Their work, therefore, is essential to 
a study such as this that seeks to examine the possibilities
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phenomenology offers to curriculum research.
Next and briefly, the following discussion places phenomenology as 
a philosophical movement and curriculum research methodology in 20th 
century North America. This is done to preface the work of van Manen 
and Aoki with a clearer understanding of the academic environment and 
heritage which informs their unique curriculum research.
Phenomenology as a Movement in 
American Philosophy and Curriculum Research
This section of the chapter investigates the process by which 
phenomenology has come to be, by the late 20th century, the third 
largest philosophical orientation in North America (Ihde, 1986a). 
Spiegelberg (1982) claims that worldwide the strongest representation of 
phenomenologists as far as number of organizations, memberships, 
university and college appointments are concerned is to be found in the 
United States and Canada. The philosophical/methodological emphasis 
referred to as phenomenology is broad and is found in a variety of 
manifestations upon this continent. The following brief history in North 
America traces its primary philosophical proponents t s well as its 
burgeoning influence in curriculum theorizing.
History of Phenomenology in America
In the early to mid 20th century the predominant philosophical 
mode of reasoning in America was logical positivism (lymieniecka, 1989). 
Diametric to this orientation came a new empiricism at the turn of the 
century, composed and intricately articulated by the German scholar 
Edmund Husserl, that challenged the "natural attitude" assumed by
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these positions. Emphasizing a view of reality that "brackets out" 
preconceived notions of existence, Husserl posited a philosophical 
methodology for viewing existence that attempted to use information only 
provided by an analysis of one’s direct conscious experience with the 
world. Marvin Farber, after studying in Germany in the mid 1920s, 
introduced Husserl’s ideas in America through his work at the 
University of Buffalo, giving phenomenology its initial and very small 
foothold in this country fiymieniecka, 1989).
It was not until the flight of numerous German scholars from 
Nazism in the 1930s that influential thinkers such as Felix Kaufmann, 
Fritz Kaufmann, Aron Gurwitsch, Alfred Schütz, Helmut Kuhn and 
Herbert Spiegelberg began to formally organize a body of 
phenomenologically oriented thinkers in America. In 1939, with Farber 
as the founder, they formed the International Phenomenological Society 
and the quarterly Journal Philosophv and Phenomenological Research the 
following year. In spite of the growing number of scholars reflecting 
interest in phenomenology during the 1940s, American phenomenology 
was still primarily connected only to Farber and his work at the 
University of Buffalo fiymienlecka, 1989).
By the early 1950’s, however, a few other prominent universities 
were gradually becoming known for phenomenological scholars. These 
were 1) Yale University with George Shrader, Paul Weiss and Robert 
Brumbaugh; 2) Duquesne University and its visiting faculty from Europe 
including H. L. Breda, S. Strasser, and Wilhem Luijpen; 3) Fordham 
University, with Dietrich von Hildebrand, Balduln Schwarz, and Qeuntin 
Lauer and; 4) The New School For Social Research. The New School For 
Social Research was founded in 1919 in New York as the first university
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for adult education in the social sciences (GrathofF, 1989). In 1933, in 
partial response to the significant number of scholars fleeing Europe, the 
"Graduate Faculty of Political and Social Sciences" was founded. Among 
its members there arose an influential group of scholars that utilized 
phenomenological orientations in their work. Alfred Schütz is the most 
noted social phenomenologlst of the group fiymieniecka, 1989). In 1950, 
however, phenomenology was still not a major emphasis in American 
philosophy.
During the 1950s other changes were beginning to occur that were 
setting the stage for a  second major wave of phenomenological thought. 
The influx of European ideas, art and culture into America after World 
War II brought with it the existentialism of Sartre, Camus, Marcel and 
Heidegger. A backlash developed ageiinst the positivistic Zeitgeist in 
American thought fiymieniecka, 1989). This post-war invasion provided 
the opportunity for a renewed interest in metaphysics, i. e., "all the ways 
of philosophizing which do not reduce philosophy to crude, empirical, 
naturalistic and positivistic assumptions" (Tymieniecka, 1989, p. xvii).
During the late 1950s, various philosophers led by John Wild at 
Harvard (after his conversion to phenomenology and existentialism), 
formed the Society for Phenomenological and Existential Philosophy. The 
SPEP was loosely firamed around Husserlian thought; however, it was 
open to a variety of phenomenological interests. Such ecumenicism 
helped phenomenology to influence other thinkers and disciplines. 
Tÿmieniecka (1989) states that
we may give credit to this popularizmg way in which 
phenomenology entered the native American grain for it made use 
of the various cultures, ethnic, and educational backgrounds of
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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philosophers and, hence, encouraged the wealth of ideas which 
now characterizes the identifiable community of phenomenological 
scholars here (1989).
John Wild’s phenomenological conversion and academic tenures at three 
major American universities—Harvard, Northwestern, and Yale—helped 
extend phenomenology’s influence. From these institutions departed 
scholars who became spokespersons for phenomenology in the decades 
ahead (Ihde, 1986a).
Under the umbrella of the Society for Phenomenological and 
Ebdstential Philosophy’s influence, centers of phenomenology began to 
appear and flourish in America in the 1960s-80s. Added to the list of 
Initial schools of the 1950s exhibiting varying degrees of support for 
phenomenology were universities such as: 1) Northwestern University 
with James M. Ekiie and William Earle; 2) State University of New York at 
Stony Brook with Don Ihde and Eklward S. Casey: 3) Pennsylvania State 
University with Joseph J. Kockelmans; 4) Tulane University with Edward 
G. Ballard; 5) Southern Methodist University with Richard M. Zaner; 6) 
Yale University with Maurice Natanson (Spiegelberg, 1982); and 
Columbia University with Dwayne Huebner and Maxine Greene (Pinar 
and Reynolds, in press).
The History of Phenomenology in 
North Amftrlp.nn Curriculum Research
As stated previously, the 1950s provided an intellectual shift 
strong enough to precipitate an opening for a second wave of emphasis of 
phenomenology in America. Pinar (1988) credits this decade as also 
opening the door for a reconceptualization of the curriculum field that
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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began to occur within the late 1950’s and early 1960s^ He suggests 
that the readiness for new emphases In curriculum research was created 
In part by anxiousness over schooling caused by the early Sputnik 
successes of the Soviets. In response to the current "red scare" the 
Kennedy administration appointed specialists from within the academic 
disciplines, and not curriculum specialists, to spearhead a national 
curriculum reform movement. According to Pinar, the rejection of 
scholars trained In curriculum studies undermined the [curriculum] 
field’s status and Its legitimacy . . . (Pinar, 1988, p. 2).
Associated with the threat to curriculum provided by these events 
In the 50s was a growing dissatisfaction on the part of some pedagogues 
with the predominance given to Ralph Tÿler’s rationale for curriculum 
development. Pinar credits Dwayne Huebner and Maxine Greene, both of 
Columbia University, James MacDonald at the University of North 
Carolina (Greensboro), and Eliot Eisner at Stanford University with 
calling for curriculum activity to be Informed by other disciplines and 
philosophies (Pinar, 1988). Maxine Greene’s work In the philosophy of 
education exhibits strong phenomenological and existential components. 
However, Huebner Is the scholar Pinar recognizes as initially attempting 
to make connections between phenomenology and curriculum In 
particular (Pinar and Reynolds, In press).
Within the decade of the 1970s a phenomenological orientation to 
curriculum became strongly evidenced In the work of William F. Pinar
1. Pinar defines scholars associated with the reconceptualization of curriculum 
(or reconceptualists) as individuals who consider the "function of curriculum studies (is 
not to be concerned with] development and management but the scholarly and 
disciplined understanding of educational experiences, particularly in its political, 
cultural, gender, and historical dimensions" (Pinar, 1988, p. 2)
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(the result of Dwayne Huebner’s and Maxine Greene’s Influence), and his 
graduate students Janet Miller and Madeleine R. Grumet. Within this 
same time period critical social theorists, such as Michael Apple at the 
University of Wisconsin, were part of a body of scholars referred to as the 
New Sociology of Education (Wexler, 1987). Initially these scholars 
acknowledged the significance phenomenology contributed to a critical 
social theory view of curriculum studies (Apple, 1977). However, several 
scholars of the NSOE, such as Annette Kuhn (Kuhn, 1978) decried the 
micro-level emphasis of phenomenological analysis: a view which 
contributed to its eventual censorship from later works by members of 
the NSOE (Whitty, 1985). In spite of this rejection, other curriculum 
scholars, such as Pinar and Grumet, have continued to further extend 
and incorporate their phenomenologically oriented curriculum analysis 
into other discipline areas: Pinar in autobiography and Grumet in 
feminist studies (Pinar and Reynolds, in press).
In 1973 in Canada Max van Manen was completing his doctoral 
dissertation at the University of Alberta in Edmonton. Van Manen, who 
was unfamiliar at this time with the growing phenomenological emphasis 
being given to curriculum work in the United States, attempted in his 
dissertation study to merge various instructional perspectives from 
General Systems Theory with a phenomenological analysis of 
student/teacher relationships (Aoki, 1979). In the midst of his study van 
Manen realized the inadequacies and "injustice" that existed in a  General 
Systems approach to the "lived reality" of instruction (van Manen, 1973). 
From that point on in his dissertation and in his later research, van 
Manen shifted the emphasis of his study to a research of curriculum that 
maintained a strong phenomenological orientation.
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Van Manen’s dissertation study, in part, provoked an interest in 
his major professor, T. Tetsuo Aoki, in alternative approaches to systems 
theory analysis of curriculum development and evaluation (Pinar and 
Reynolds, in press). After his encounter with phenomenology in van 
Manen’s graduate work, Aoki’s interest in phenomenology was further 
heightened and secured when, in 1977, he participated as a speaker in a 
conference dedicated to the inauguration of a PhD. program in Art 
Education at Concordia University in Montreal, Canada. It was at this 
conference that Aoki was introduced to an "embryo curriculum world" of 
phenomenological research through the work of Kenneth Beittel of 
Pennsylvania State University and Helmut Wagner (a student of Alfred 
Schütz) of the New School of Social Research fT. Aoki, personal 
communication, February, 1991). Added to this encounter was Aoki’s 
discovery of the reconceptualists’ work in Pinar’s edited Curriculum 
Theorizing; The Reconceptualists (1975). Coupled with the insights into 
the micro-level concerns of pedagogy phenomenology provides, Aoki has 
also added a critical social theory perspective that seeks to address the 
macro-level social concerns of such curriculum issues as ethnicity and 
program social relevance.
More than any other curriculum theorists, the work of Max van 
Manen and T. Tetsuo Aoki continues to lead the way into the frontier of 
phenomenologically-informed curriculum research. Chapters 11 and 111 of 
this study investigates the theoretical underpinnings and themes that 
characterize their work as well as the contextual influences that has 
helped shape it.
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CHAPTER n  
MAX VANMANEN 
AND
PEDAGOGICAL HUMAN SCIENCE RESEARCH
"The end of phenomenological research is to sponsor a critical 
educational competence: knowing how to act tactfully in 
pedagogic situations on the basis of a carefully edified 
thoughtfulness." Max van Manen (1984a, p. 36)
Introduction
This chapter explores the particular educational theorizing of Max 
van Manen, who is recognized as a foremost contemporary curriculum 
theorist in North America. In recognition of his work, van Manen 
received the 1988 Canadian Association of Curriculum Studies Award for 
Outstanding International Accomplishments in Research in 
Phenomenology and Pedagogy. He is the founding editor of the human 
science journal Phenomenologv and Pedagogy and has authored various 
hermeneutic-phenomenologically oriented articles. Van Manen has 
authored two books. The first, published in 1986 and entitled The Tone 
of Teaching, was written as a pedagogic text for parents and teachers.
The second, published in 1990 and entitled Researching Lived 
Experience: Human Science for an Action Sensitive Pedagogv. was 
written as a guide to conducting hermeneutic phenomenological research 
in education. A third book will be published in the summer of 1991 
entitled The Tact of Teaching: The Meaning of Pedagogical 
Thoughtfulness. I wül reflect on particular moments of the rethinking of 
educational research and practice as revealed in van Manen’s writings.
1 4
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Emphasis will be placed on four aspects of van Manen’s work. The 
first will be that of the philosophic tradition upon which van Manen has 
founded his work. In this section I will briefly describe the philosophy 
and methodologies associated with the Utrecht School that have provided 
much of the theoretical grounding for van Manen’s work. Second, 1 will 
discuss those elements of van Manen’s writings that distinguish it as 
hermeneutically "phenomenological. " Discussion will center upon some 
of the major premises of hermeneutic phenomenology and how van 
Manen has employed them in his work. Third, 1 will discuss the primaiy 
themes discernible in his writings. The final section of this essay will be 
devoted to a summary discussion of his work in which implications and 
practical applications will be examined.
The Utrecht School and Max van BÆanen 
Van Mflnen*« Academic Influence
Max van Manen first studied phenomenology In 1962 while 
engaged in undergraduate study at the State Pedagogical Academy in the 
Netherlands, his homeland. It was there that he studied the works of 
phenomenological educational theorists such as Martlnus J. Langeveld 
and N. Beets and received an initial understanding of the relationship 
between phenomenology and pedagogy. Langeveld and Beets developed a 
phenomenological view of pedagogy and pedagogical research in the 
1950s at the Institute for Didactic and Pedagogic Studies at the 
University of Utrecht, which has became known as the Utrecht School.
Its founder and principal pedagogue was Langeveld himself, and his work 
alone exemplifies the educational endeavors for which this school of 
phenomenological thought has become noted (van Manen, 1979a).
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As noted, van Manen emigrated to Canada in 1967. He began his 
graduate studies at the University of Alberta, where he studied with T. 
Tetsuo Aoki. Because it had not yet been introduced in Canada, van 
Manen did not study phenomenology at the University of Alberta. Not 
until he encountered a "crisis of relevance" while working on his 
dissertation did he bring to the forefront the phenomenological views of 
pedagogy he had learned previously in his undergraduate studies in 
Europe (van Manen, 1988a). An important methodological and 
programmatic source for his master's tliesis as well as his Ph.D. 
dissertation became an edited volume by J.H. van den Berg entitled 
Person and World. Described as one of van Manen’s earliest and favorite 
phenomenological texts, it is a collection of works that reflect the 
phenomenologlcally grounded pedagogical, psychological and social 
perspectives of the Utrecht School (van Manen, 1988a).
Van Manen's Theoretical Influences
Though van Manen has been influenced by and incorporated ideas 
from other theorists, such as Gadamer and Habermas, in the formation 
of his ideas, it has been primarily the Utrecht School that has served as 
the basis of his work. Central to understanding the contributions of the 
Utrecht School to van Manen’s work is their distinctive usage of the 
terms "phenomenology" and "pedagogy."
The Utrecht School and Pedagogy
The European notion of pedagogy includes both education and 
childrearing (van Manen, 1979a, p. 49). In the Utrecht view, pedagogy 
encompasses the entire realm of lifeworld issues that are encountered in
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teacher/student/adult/child relationships. The concerns of these 
relationships can range from questions of curriculum and learning 
methodology to what it means to be a parent with a pedagogical 
responsibility to a child. A term given to anthropological and ontological 
significance, it reflects the view that pedagogy is not Just an activity 
carried out in schools. Pedagogy is a particular normative stance one 
takes in the world toward children. Van Manen writes:
As new parents, before we have a chance to sit back and reflect on 
whether we can accept this child, the child has already made us 
act. And, luckily for humankind, this spontaneous needfulness to 
do the right thing is usually the right thing. As we reach to hold 
the child (rather that turn away and let it perish), we have already 
acted pedagogically. This is our practical "knowledge" of 
pedagogy . . .  In other words, as soon as we gain a lived sense of 
the pedagogic quality of parenting and teaching, we start to 
question and doubt ourselves. Pedagogy is this questioning, this 
doubting. We wonder: Did I do the right thing? Why do some 
people teach or bring their children up in such a different manner? 
(van Manen, 1988b, p. 447)
For van Manen, the meaning of pedagogy is not derived from some 
systematic view of philosophy, politics, or culture. Instead, pedagogy 
receives its meaning from its own anthropological nature. To define 
pedagogy is to identify ways of being in concrete situations. It is to refer 
to "something that lets an encounter, a relationship, a situation, or a 
doing be pedagogic . . .  [I]n short [it refers to] a relationship of practical 
actions between an adult and a young person who is on the way to 
adulthood" (van Manen, 1982b, pp. 284-85).
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The Utrecht School and Phenomenology
According to Langeveld, "phenomenology" has been applied In two 
directions since Husserl Introduced It In 1913, One Is the philosophical 
sense In which emphasis Is given to understanding as a logical system of 
thinking about the world. The other sense Is that of "methodology" that 
attempts to use the attitude of phenomenology to construct patterns of 
research that reveal the lived formations of meaning. It Is the latter that 
the Utrecht School has sought to develop.
Utrecht researchers employ a method of structural exposition 
known as "situation analysis." Adherents of this Investigative procedure 
believe that It Is possible to obtain Insights into the meaning structures 
and relationships of pedagogical experiences from a careful study of 
concrete examples supplied by experience or Imagination. According to 
Beekman and MulderlJ (cited In van Manen, 1979a), phenomenologlcally 
oriented pedagogical analysis of lifeworld experiences consists of three 
primary components. The first stage of analysis involves the 
accumulation of life experience material. This phase comprises the 
gathering of descriptions given by Individuals using everyday language to 
describe specific experiences. The second stage of Investigation engages 
the researcher In the task of examining the lifeworld description for the 
structural elements contained within the description. This Involves 
searching the description for language clues that perhaps signal deeper 
conceptual structures of meaning associated and consistent with that 
particular experience.
The third stage of situation anWysls calls for recommendations and 
practical applications that can be derived from a deeper understanding of 
the experience studied. It Is this difficult Issue that has caused
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pedagogical phenomenology to receive much of its criticism. Criticism for 
being subjective and lacking generalization has caused many to 
disregard this form of analytical research (Bernstein, 1976). It is the 
achievement of a practical phenomenological method with concrete 
applications to pedagogy to which van Manen has devoted much of his 
energies during his fifteen year tenure (as of 1991) at the University of 
Alberta. He writes:
Some argue that phenomenology has no practical value because 
"you cannot do anything with phenomenological knowledge." From 
the point of view of instrumental reason it may be quite true to say 
that we cannot do anything with this knowledge. But to 
paraphrase Heidegger, the more important question is not Can we 
do something with phenomenology? Rather, we should wonder: 
Can phenomenology, if we concern ourselves deeply with it, do 
something with us? (1982b, p. 297)
The Influence of Langeveld
The work of the Utrecht School and its guiding purposes are 
suggested in the following passage by Langeveld.
As we all know, nothing is so silent as that which is self-evident. 
Thus it becomes our task to render audible, readable, articulate, 
that which is silent. As we all know too, humans are not simply 
bom; they do not just grow up into mature adults. For what we 
call a child is a  being that calls to be educated. (1983, p.5)
Here Langeveld reflects two aspects of the phenomenological approach 
taken toward pedagogy. The first is the imperative of the 
phenomenologically oriented individual to make "audible, readable, and
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articulate" the realm of the silent "self-evident" (Langeveld, 1983, p. 5). 
This entails a continual process of interpreting the everyday world 
around us. Hermeneutic phenomenology is the process of describing the 
"essence" of something or, in van Manen’s words, describing "that which 
makes a thing what it is (and without which it would not be what it is)" 
(1990, p. 177). It has been the project of the Utrecht School to develop 
this activity of pedagogical interpretation into a "science" of the self- 
evident, a lifeworld science. The effect of such a science would be the 
elucidation of those elements of our existence with which we are in 
contact most, our everyday lived world, those of which we are the most 
illiterate. Having practical ways of investigating our lifeworld would put 
us subjectively in touch with the knowledge of what it is to be-in-the- 
world instead of separating and alienating us from it by objectification. 
Objectification is the act of making the world fit into distinct 
dichotomous realms of subjects and objects. This dualism stresses the 
Independent existence of things in the world and obscures the 
interactive, holistic existence of reality asserted by phenomenology. The 
latter is what Merleau-Ponty (1983) refers to as the "embodied" nature of 
existence.
Second, because children are not bom knowing what it is to be 
human, and because they did not ask to be bom, it behooves us as 
adults to assume a pedagogical role with children that assumes a 
determination "to bring into being for the sake of this child and with the 
help of this child, all that is essential to its being human" (Langeveld, 
1983, p. 5). Van Manen comments on the importance of Langeveld’s 
view of human nature when he writes:
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Humanness Is not something with which a child Is bom but rather 
something to which a child is bom, he [Langeveld] says. The 
human child is bom to the promise of educational potential; it is 
this "potential of educability" that distinguishes a young homo 
sapien from the newly-bom among the rest of the animal species.
A human child is not ju st someone who can be educated, says 
Langeveld, it must be educated, by virtue of its need for extended 
care, security, and the need for growth opportunities to become an 
autonomous human being. Every child wants to become someone, 
him or herself: a person—that is, someone with personality, (van 
Manen, 1979a, p. 50)
According to the above statements, children come into the world by 
the willful acts of others and bring with them the irmate need to become 
who they can be. As the volitional beings who have made their existence 
possible, adults are to assume the pedagogical purpose of assisting 
children through the self-formative process of possible ways of being-in- 
the-world. This view stresses that the possibilities of being are 
structured by the child’s experience and therefore lie within the child’s 
world, not the adults’ world. Subsequently, the child assumes a primary, 
not secondary, place in pedagogical activity. Instead of being solely the 
recipient of instruction, the child also serves as its source. 
Phenomenological pedagogical investigation is therefore not only for 
children, but also hy children. Adults provide the occasion for the 
lifeworld of the child and the potentiality that lies therein to appear.
According to van Manen, van den Berg’s edited work Person and 
World, "contains some of the best contributions to the phenomenological 
enterprise of the Utrecht School" (1979a, p. 58). The foreword of that
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work, written by van den Berg and Llnschoten, summarizes the program 
of the Utrecht School:
We want to understand man from his world, that Is, from the 
meaningful ground structure of that totality of situations, events, 
cultural values, to which he orients himself, about which he has 
consciousness, and to which his actions, thoughts and feelings are 
related—this Is the world In which man exists, which he 
encounters In the course of his personal hlstoiy and which he 
shapes through the meaning he assigns to everything. Man Is not 
"something" with characteristics, but an Initiative of relationships 
to a world which he chooses and by which he Is chosen, (van den 
Berg and Llnschoten, 1953, p. 1)
Hermeneutic Phenomenology and Max van Manen
Hermeneutic phenomenology Is often as varied an approach as 
those who choose to follow It and the interests to which it is applied. 
Rather than being a liability, this heterogeneity suggests the usefulness 
afforded by viewing the world from such a perspective. Phenomenology 
Is a supple mode of Investigation that allows Itself to be In some respects 
recast by the subject It Is committed to understanding or "seeing." While 
this Is disdained by those who seek to order the world In tightly bounded 
and stable categories. It affords to others the tools of research necessary 
to allow the world to remain in Its labyrinthine form and yet reveal the 
rich meanings of the lifeworld that Is common to the researcher as well 
as the researched.
Due to this diversity, it Is necessary to understand phenomenology 
as it is conceived by the particular researcher employing it. The following
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discussion of van Manen's view of phenomenology and phenomenological 
research may be helpful in introducing and discussing some of his 
unique emphases later.
The Pursuit of Evervdavness
Following the lifeworld theme of Husserl, van Manen holds that the 
subject of phenomenological viewing is that of the everyday experiences 
of those in the world. Of special importance to him, of course, are those 
everyday experiences that relate to the pedagogical concerns and 
activities of parents, teachers and children. He writes, "phenomenology 
does not offer us the possibility of effective theory with which we can now 
explain and/or control the world but rather it offers us the possibility of 
plausible insight which brings us in more direct contact with the world" 
(1984a, p. 38). Emphasizing the need for "contact" rather than 
manipulation destabilizes the traditional, detached, and almost 
voyeuristic role of the educational researcher and places them more in 
the posture of active participant.
Curriculum research that employs a phenomenological approach is 
a self-reflective process that seeks to give us a sagacious knowing of the 
mundane that affords enlightened pedagogical actions. The purpose of 
educational research is not to put us in command of our own or others’ 
educational lives but instead to put us in "touch" with those lives. 
Phenomenology has historically been metaphorized as a "seeing" and a 
"hearing," which is a useful and significant characterization. Yet more 
than sight or hearing, it also involves the sense of "touching" or "being in 
touch" with those lifeworld experiences we seek to understand. 
Phenomenology brings a required sensitivity to understanding the
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pedagogical relationships that exist between parents, teachers, and 
children, sensitivity that, according to van Manen, has been lacking in 
much educational research.
The Discovery of the Primordial
The universal aim of phenomenology is to discover the primordial 
nature of ideas and the intended object of those ideas before words or 
language captured it (van Manen, 1984a). Phenomenological research 
assumes a "standpoint" that attempts to reveal meanings and 
understand how they are connected to lived experience. Phenomenology, 
however, is not an attempt at giving meaning to lived experience. 
Meaning is already existent and found in the "things" that make up our 
everyday world. Phenomenology proposes to describe the revealed 
meaning in its most essential form.
According to van Manen, the phenomenological question is not, 
"How do these children leam this particular material?"; it is, "What is the 
nature of the experience of learning (so that 1 can now better understand 
what this particular learning experience is like for these children)" 
(1984a, p. 38)? This paring to the very essence of a pedagogical 
experience is only achieved when the basic existential nature of that 
experience is understood. The result of this understanding is the 
possibility of a more informed response to that particular pedagogical 
experience.
In one sense, phenomenology can be understood as the 
philosophical examination of lived experiences. Reflecting Merleau- 
Ponty’s influence, van Manen frames this conceptual exploration in 
poetic terms when he writes that phenomenological research is "a
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heedful, mindful wondering about the project of life, of living, of what it 
means to live a life" (1984a, p. 39). In fact, he encourages us to see that 
this whole process of wondering about life Is Itself a poeticizing activity.
In this sense, language is engaged as "a primal incantation or poetizing 
which hearkens back to the silence from which the words emanate"
(1990, p. 13).
Hiimftnltv
While Husserl contended that by use of "reduction" or "bracketing" 
one could somehow distance oneself objectively from that which was to 
be phenomenologlcally investigated, later theorists, especially Heidegger 
(1962), disagreed. They argued that such abstraction from the world was 
impossible because being-in-the-world and being-of-the-world meant to 
exist in constant interactive relationships with the world. It was 
impossible to abstractly assume a position that put one out of the 
context of the whole. Phenomenological investigation illuminates 
contextualized humanity. The primary phenomenological pursuit 
became to describe what it is to be human with the understanding that 
the phenomenological standpoint was not one of detachment. Max van 
Manen’s research reflects this existential legacy when he writes:
As we research the possible meaning structures of our lived 
experiences, we come to a fuller grasp of what it means to be in the 
world as a man, a woman, a child, taking into account the 
sociocultural and the historical traditions which have given 
meaning to our ways of being in the world. (1984a, p. 38) 
Phenomenology is an investigative process that restores to the 
subject the autonomy of subjectivity and yet locates quintessential
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humanity In the descriptive interpretation of individual experience. It is 
not an analysis of subject-object encounters in the traditional 
Aristotelian sense, but more similar to an inquiry into what Whitehead 
refers to as the "ego-object amid objects" (1925, p. 151).
Phenomenology la  a H um an Science
Van Manen chooses to characterize his hermeneutic 
phenomenological methodology as "human science research." He prefers 
to classify his work as "human science, " because of how the term was 
employed by William Dilthey (van Manen, 1990). Dilthey denotes human 
science, or Geisteswissenschaften. as investigation concerned with those 
areas of human existence involving consciousness, purposiveness, and 
meaning. For van Manen, these areas of human existence are the 
necessary fields of pedagogical inquiry. In contrast, Dilthey posits the 
notion of natural science, or Naturwissenschaften. as research 
preoccupied with "objects of nature, things, natural events, and the way 
that objects behave" (van Manen, 1990, p. 3). Van Manen regretfully 
acknowledges that the methodology of "natural science" predominates in 
North American educational research.
Van Manen synthesizes contributions from the theoretical fields of 
phenomenology, hermeneutics, and semiotics. According to him, these 
are not used due to personal preference but because each is required to 
understand fully the phenomena of pedagogy. He writes that: 
pedagogy requires a phenomenological sensitivity to lived 
experience (children’s realities and lifeworlds). Pedagogy requires a 
hermeneutic ability to make interpretive sense of the phenomena 
of the lifeworld in order to see the pedagogic significance of
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situations and relations of living with children. And pedagogy 
requires a way with language in order to allow the research process 
of textual reflection to contribute to one’s pedagogic thoughtfulness 
and tact. (1990, p. 2)
Major Themes in van Manen’s Work
Van Manen’s work can be seen as phenomenological research into 
the concrete relationships encountered in educational practice. His 
desire to understand more about the existential relations experienced in 
pedagogical acts can be thematized as follows: (1) the interconnection 
between theory and research, (2) the place of "tact" in pedagogy, and (3) 
the place of the child in pedagogy.
The Role of Theory and Research 
The Decentering and Isolating of the Child
For Max van Manen, much of current educational research suffers 
from a disinterested view that lacks a "practical pedagogic orientation to 
children in their concrete lives" (van Manen, 1988b, p. 438). This lack of 
a pedagogical perspective and child orientation can be noted in various 
ways. One is the way in which curriculum theorists refer to themselves. 
Van Manen finds disturbing the trend among theorists to classify 
themselves as other than educators. He writes:
Educational theorists exemplify their unresponsiveness to 
pedagogy in their avoidance of it. They would rather think of 
themselves as psychologists, sociologists, philosophers, 
ethnographers, critical theorists, and so forth, than as educators 
oriented to the world in a pedagogic way. (van Manen, 1988b, p.
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438)
For him this reflects an attitude that shows educational researchers as 
being over concerned with how they perceive and position themselves 
within the profession at the expense of the child and teacher/parent 
pedagogical relationship. He argues that studies emanating from the 
fleld give evidence to the professional posturing and primacy assumed by 
many researchers through their claims of being able to control 
educational settings by their research methodologies.
The assumption of manipulative roles by researchers in 
educational research exemplifies how contemporary research lacks a true 
pedagogic orientation to children. The result of this has been the 
decentering and discrediting of the relationship between the child and 
those significant others who approach the child in a pedagogical way. 
These "significant others" include teachers, administrators, and parents. 
Van Manen argues that the way that we as researchers position children 
within our research reveals our Intentions toward them and identifies the 
relationship we have with them. He maintains that "rather than teaching 
us to live our lives with children more fully, educational research so often 
seems to be cutting us off from the ordinary relation we have with 
children" (1988b, p. 439). He particularly criticizes ethnographical 
researchers who mistakenly assume that they capture the "true settings" 
of children and teachers through their research methodology. He writes: 
But what we are offered on the basis of these studies are texts of 
lives of children, teachers, administrators, and so forth that 
distance and estrange us from those lives rather than bringing 
these lives closer into the field of vision of our interest in children 
as teachers, parents, educational administrators, and so on.
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(1988b, p. 439)
According to van Manen, it is a misguided endeavor to isolate 
moments of educational activity between children and educators. It is a 
commonly held assumption that isolation from as many intervening 
variables as possible will make the activity under investigation clearer 
and more verifiable. In van Manen’s view, what is accomplished by such 
practice is the constitution of an unnatural pedagogical setting. The 
scene of the pedagogical act becomes a contrived world fashioned after 
the interests of the researcher, not the researched. It is an investigation 
that lacks the moral presence of the children researched. He states:
The children may be there as objects of our human science interest 
in them--but they are not morally present in that they force us to 
reflect on how we should talk and act with them and how we 
should live by their side. (1988b, p. 439)
How damaging a critique of modem educational research one 
regards van Manen’s statements depends of course, upon one’s 
epistemological view. Scientific realists, with their contention that the 
world is nothing but the sum of its parts, have no epistemological 
difficulty in aUempting to isolate parts from the whole in order to 
understand the independent identity vs. dependent relation those parts 
have to the whole.
Human science researchers, such as van Manen, instead stress 
that the world is the experiential domain of "being " and interminably 
connects with the experiential domain of other "beings." Understanding 
of what it is for human beings to be-in-the-world is possible by a 
descriptive phenomenological analysis of the nature of concrete 
experience. As a result of such analysis it makes no sense to imagine
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that one can sever pedagogical experience (or any experience) from its 
highly complex and interwoven context. Although experience cannot be 
severed, it can be understood. To do so involves a phenomenologically 
empirical methodology that recognizes this contextual complexity and 
works hermeneutically within its existential framework.
Van Manen asks:
Is it ever possible to observe a child closely and to see the child's 
experience in a pure way? Outside of our relation to this child? Is 
it possible to describe a child, and his or her lifeworld, in a fashion 
that is disinterested, that lacks orientation? (1988b, p. 439)
Van Manen's answer to his last question is, of course, no. Since it is not 
possible in the mainstream research paradigm, another theoretical model 
is necessary that understands a child’s experience without reducing that 
experience to one’s own (van Manen, 1988b). What we need is "edifying 
theory" (van Manen, 1982a, p. 41).
The MlsunderstapHin  ^of "Theory"
For van Manen, educational theorists are raising many questions 
about educational theory but are missing the most essential one. It is 
the question of "how the subject of (educational) theory should even be 
spoken" (1982a, p. 41). According to him, we have lost the vision of the 
initial purpose of reflecting on pedagogical practice. A major cause of 
specious educational research is the misguided desire to conceptualize, 
and even reconceptualize, educational oqrerience. Instead of 
approaching pedagogical practices directly in the original context of the 
lived experience, the majority of educational theorists are satisfied with 
manipulative reconstitutions of experience. Modem curriculum theorists
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attempt to capture conceptually the replicative essence of pedagogical 
practice. The common result of their efforts is existential alienation 
because, as he writes, modem theorists "attempt to exchange the living 
rationality of the spontaneously experienced with a reconstructed 
rationality derived from a theoretic (reconstructed) account of desirable 
(because more rational) practice" (1982a, p. 46). It is theory construction 
that seeks as its primary task to "find the permanent in the fleeting, the 
commensurable in the incommensurable, the conceptual in the unique, 
the measurable in the poetic" (1982a, p. 46).
Van Manen argues that practically all modem curriculum theorists 
fail, to some degree, in capturing the nature of pedagogy. This failure 
occurs because research into curriculum theory, development is seen as 
an epistemological—not ontological—inquiry. It is a search for the 
theoretic principles of knowledge that succumbs to an emphasis of 
"method, certainty, . . . structure and rigor" (1982a, p. 46). For van 
Manen, strong curriculum theory is not that which philosophically and 
conceptually analyzes curriculum and pedagogy. Instead, strong theory 
is that which is committed to the orientation to or edification of the 
pedagogic good. By pedagogic good, he refers to "the end . . . from which 
all our hope, love and inspiration for our children draws its meaning" 
(1982a, p. 47). He contends that curriculum theory’s role is not to 
inform us as much as it is to remind us and position us toward the 
pedagogic good of the student. Good curriculum theory, or curriculum 
theory fif thg good, helps us as pedagogues build a place, or edifice, for 
students to experience being-in-the-world in all its dynamic variances.
He writes, "As the poet poetizes to create speech which we experience as 
poetry, so the theorist edifies (builds, speaks, theorizes) in order to create
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theories which we may experience as edifying pedagogic consciousness" 
(1982a, p. 44).
Pedagogical theorizing takes on the hermeneutical role of 
interpreting the spontaneously experienced meanings found in the 
relationships that teachers, parents, and administrators have with 
children in specific pedagogical moments. It is reflective and interpretive 
and not manipulative or condescending, keeping in mind that 
pedagogical practice as an event is prior to pedagogical theory. 
Considering this van Manen writes that curriculum theory could be seen 
as edifying displays of
examples of pedagogic praxis: relations and situations of 
thoughtfully "leading" the child into the world, by mediating 
tactfully between the original self-activity, the deep interest of the 
child, and the spiritual, cultural meanings and objectifications of 
the world. (1982a, p. 47)
What edifying theory pursues and provides for those involved in the 
activity of educating children, is "pedagogic wisdom" or "tact."
Pedagogic Tact 
The Tftrhnlral Versus the Nontechnical
Pedagogic capability or competence has been conventionally 
approached firom positivistically oriented research paradigms that use 
means-end methodologies to enhance the technical aspects of teaching. 
The objective is to create improved teaching competence in the classroom 
that will make learning more efficient and systematic. New teachers are 
annually ushered into classrooms with a myriad of learning and student 
management strategies. They have been given preservice practice as well
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as continuing inservice training in various new technical skills that 
research has shown to be efifective. What the research does not show, 
but teacher experience soon acknowledges, is that teaching is much 
more than the dutiful execution of technical acts. While most involved in 
education would agree that good teaching is more than technical skill 
and performance, van Manen questions why research has not attempted 
to investigate the nontechnical dimensions of teaching. By the 
nontechnical, he means those aspects of teaching where the issue is not 
skill-based strategies but the necessity for "pedagogic tactfulness" or the 
"sensitivity or sensitiveness to a situation that enables me to do 
pedagogically the right thing for a child" (1984b, p. 158).
For van Manen, such tactfulness is not so much "a body of 
knowledge" one possesses but rather "a knowing body", a way of being 
with students that recognizes the pedagogical actions that are 
appropriate in a given moment with a particular child. It is an 
improvlsational thoughtfulness that involves "the total corporeal being of 
the person; an active sensitivity toward the subjectivity of the other, for 
what is unique and special about the other person" (1988c, p. 5).
A teacher who exercises tact is one who recognizes the highly 
subjective nature of learning and is responsive to the uniqueness of the 
student. A tactful teacher is also one who knows when to exert influence 
and when to withhold it and enjoy a continuing sense of pedagogic 
confidence and capability in spite of the varying learning situations they 
encounter (van Manen, 1988c). For van Manen, tact is pedagogically 
vital because it maintains the child’s preeminence in the learning 
environment; it strengthens what is good and enhances what is unique 
in the child. Tactfulness is also important because with it, teachers are
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suspicious of that which could hurt the student, and yet tact also "heals 
(makes whole) what is broken" (1988c, p. 6).
The pedagogue has opportunity to implement tact in speech as well 
as in silence, in a particular glance or gesture as well as by example. 
Obviously, tactfulness is not something that can be inserted into the 
daily lesson plan. Van Manen emphasizes that although it cannot be 
planned for, one can prepare or ready oneself for it. This readiness 
demands engagement in a "profound process of humanistic growth, 
education and the development of thoughtfulness " (1988c, p. 2). This 
process should lead to an ability to "read " and interpret the social context 
enveloping the relationship between the child and the teacher. Such 
reading is possible only by learning the language of unique experience.
As van Manen writes:
Prom a phenomenological point of view, to research is always to 
question the way we experience the world, to want to know the 
world in which we live . . . Phenomenology is, in a broad sense, a 
philosophy of the unique, it is interested in what is essentially not 
replaceable . . .  Phenomenological research sponsors a certain 
attentiveness to the details and seemingly trivial dimensions of our 
everyday educational lives. (1984b, pp. 160-68)
Pedagogic Tact as "Resistance"
For van Manen, the greatest enemy of pedagogical tactfulness is 
"the hegemony or desire for control " (1984b, p. 164). Agreeing with 
critical theorists such as Apple and Giroux, van Manen asserts that this 
desire for control encourages research methodologies and classroom 
practices that emphasize rigid educational outcomes as well as
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manageable behaviors:
This process often turns politicians into educational powerbrokers, 
academics into pedagogic entrepreneurs, educational 
administrators into so-called executives, and teachers and other 
subordinates into replaceable workers, who now merely carry out 
what the technological educational bureaucracy has blueprinted. 
Insofar that creative technique, skill and tact are still required in 
the execution of externally planned and organized curriculum or 
social service programs, they are now interwoven in the 
methodological apparatus of the rational planning system. (1984b, 
p. 164)
Unlike critical theorists who emphasize neo-Marxian critique as a 
tool of social and thereby educational reform, van Manen’s emphasis on 
moving to resistance and reform from technicratlzation lies within the 
broader adoption of hermeneutic phenomenological research in 
educational theory and practice.
Phenomenological research into the so-called theoretical basis of 
pedagogic tactfulness is a way of resisting the technologizing effect 
of pedagogic lifeworlds by claiming and exercising personal 
autonomy over our pedagogical actions. This personal autonomy 
is authorized, not primarily by the legal-rational power structures 
of bureaucratic Institutions, but by our very pedagogic 
commitment to children. (1984b, p. 164)
Van Manen describes phenomenology as a "philosophy of action" 
well suited to radically reforming educational practice (1984b). His 
argument is that phenomenology, because of its ontologically oriented 
methodology, provokes serious and original thinking about the world. It
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raises radical questions concerning preconceived Ideas of what It Is to 
be-ln-the-world and what Is the nature of truth. A deeper 
understanding of the lifeworld of the student through phenomenological 
research precipitates a greater likelihood of one actively articulating 
questions and dissent concerning Ideas and programs that violate the 
good of the student, "It Is on the basis of understanding what serves the 
human good of this child or these children In need that one may engage 
In collective political action" (van Manen, 1984b, p. 165).
Secondly, phenomenology Is active, not passive, especially In the 
pedagogic setting, because pedagogy Is the practice of action (1984b). 
Pedagogy, by its nature, calls for active Involvement In the lives of others. 
It Is a way of belng-ln-the-world that Interactively responds to the way of 
belng-ln-the-world of others, primarily children/students. Pedagogical 
tactfulness responsively manifests Itself only after others have acted. It 
Is therefore a life of action that Is primarily one of re-actlon. 
Phenomenology aids the parent/teacher/admlnlstrator by providing for 
Informed pedagogical action/reaction based on a greater understanding 
of what It means to be- wlth-the-student In a pedagogical way.
A third and final reason van Manen cites In his argument for 
phenomenology as a philosophy of action Is that phenomenology requires 
a sense of situated personalness (1984b). The commitment to the child 
Inherent In pedagogy Is underscored by the personal engagement 
required In doing phenomenological research. Van Manen writes:
When I act towards a child 1 feel responsible that I act out of a full 
understanding of what It is like to be In this world as a child. And 
so, for the sake of this child or these children, 1 want to be 
suspicious of any theory, model, or system of action that only gives
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me a generalized methodology, sets of techniques or rules for 
acting In predictable or controllable circumstances. (1984b, p. 165) 
For van Manen, what Is needed most from educational research 
and training Is not the enabling of teachers with the ability merely to 
think but also to be thoughtful, that is, pedagogically tactful (1988c).
The personal commitment to the child reflected In the above passage 
echoes the third major theme of van Manen’s theorizing.
The Hace of the Child in Pedagogv 
The Child’s Orientation
In his view of educational research. Max van Manen supports 
allowing the child to dwell In his or her proper place. He contends that 
mainstream educational theorizing and research have decentered the 
child and his or her perspective of the world, instead emphasizing the 
values and goals of the observer of the child, that Is, teachers, 
curriculum theorists, administrators, and researchers. What he holds as 
essential Is for educational research to orient Its observation to view 
principally the "meaningful" experience of the child (1990). For van 
Manen, true pedagoglcally-oriented observation assumes this type of 
relational emplacement in the child’s life. Van Manen writes:
The . . .  pedagogue is oriented toward the child in a special way. 
While being concerned with maturation, growth and learning, I do 
this: I Immediately enter a very personal relationship with the 
child. There Is a fellow feeling between us but at the same time 
another and new dlstantlatlon which makes me "his observer." 
Since I "know" this child I can hold back superficial judgments 
about him. And in this holding back 1 create another "distance".
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but now of a different order of objectivity than the distance of the 
outside observer. "Simultaneously I stand closer but also further 
away." There is a maximal closeness with the maintenance of 
distance. This is what Beets means when he says "pedagogic 
observation is: discovering and meeting the other in the heart of 
personal existence". (1979b, p. 14)
Parents and teachers are given a unique opportunity of 
relationship with children. Their eyes, if properly focused, can see 
children in ways other adults cannot. A striking example of this is 
offered by van Manen in The Tone gf Teaching (1986). In a section 
entitled "Pedagogy Is Child-Watching," van Manen describes a story of 
how two people, one a passerby who has stopped for a moment to enjoy 
watching children play in a schoolyard, and the other, the children’s 
teacher who is supervising the children at play, experience seeing a girl 
skipping rope. The passerby quickly looks past the girl in his mind and 
sees himself skipping rope as a child at play at school. He senses regret, 
for seeing her has stimulated a desire to revisit his childhood days. He 
knows, however, that those days are gone and so he too goes by. Van 
Manen then shows us the same child skipping rope in the schoolyard but 
this time through the eyes of her teacher. The teacher is also touched 
with remorse, as he watches the girl jump rope, but for entirely different 
reasons. He senses regret because he knows the child. He sees and 
hears the anguish of the child’s life in every skip of the rope caused by 
an overdemanding mother and the consequential loneliness that haunts 
the child.
For van Manen, it is important to note that both adults saw the 
child, but only the teacher saw the person. The passerby saw the child
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as an opportunity to see himself and remember his past, whereas the 
teacher saw the child and found an opportunity to be even more aware of 
this girl and her needs. It Is too easy for professional educators to 
assume the orientation of the passerby, especially when traditional 
research paradigms encourage such a nonpersonal view. He warns that 
educators must not adopt a control-oriented observational style that 
displaces the child Into categories of adult Interpretation. Instead, 
educators must adopt the child’s orientation (1973, p. 181). For van 
Manen,
The theoretical language of child "science " so easily makes us look 
past each child’s uniqueness toward common characteristics that 
allow us to group, sort, sift, measure, manage, and respond to 
children in preconceived ways . .  . Putting children away by means 
of technical or Instrumental language Is really a kind of spiritual 
abandonment. (1986, p. 18)
To be oriented to the llfeworld of the child Is to discover what a 
particular experience Is like for the child. Van Manen contends that 
knowing what a particular pedagogical situation is like for a child Is the 
first question that educators should seek to answer (1986). Such 
knowledge Is vital because It gives to the teacher a clearing through 
which to approach the child. The clearing sets the tone and prepares the 
way for an educative encounter between the teacher and the student.
This encounter Is founded on the student’s view of her world and 
establishes a relationship that Is more prone to recognize what is 
pedagogically good for the child (1989).
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The Teacher’s Orientation
In view of van Manen’s emphasis on the experience of the child in 
directing the pedagogical relationship, it follows that, for him, the place 
of the child in pedagogical research is not Just the place of a student but 
also that of a teacher. He writes:
Parents and teachers are good pedagogues when they model 
possible ways of being for the child. They can do that if they 
realize that adulthood itself is never a finished project. Life forever 
questions us about the way it is to be lived. "Is this what 1 should 
be doing with my life? Is this how 1 should spend my time?" No one 
can reawaken these questions more disturbingly than a child. All 
that is required is that we listen to children and leam from them. 
In this, children are our teachers. (1989, p. 13)
To van Manen, children serve as a type of primordial form of adult 
existence. Children are seen as archetypal beings disclosing primordial 
human existence. By approaching the world through the experiences of 
a child we not only leam what it is like for the child in that situation, but 
the essences of human existence are also discovered.
"1 wish 1 could be young again but know what 1 know now." Many 
of us are nostalgic about our childhood, and not because we want 
to be children again. What we really want to do is be able to 
experience the world the way a child does. We long to recapture a 
sense of possibility and openness—a confidence that almost 
anything is possible . . .  All kinds of things are possible when one 
is young, and the reward for both parents and teachers is the 
presence of hope. That is what a child can teach us. It is what a 
child must teach us if we are to be true and good parents and
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teachers. (1986, p. 29)
Van Manen criticizes educators who see themselves as competent 
and superior in their adult understandings of the world. Their attitude is 
one of not needing anything from children in the pedagogical relationship 
but their devotion, diligence and cooperation. Such educators contend 
that children have no lessons to teach them other than possibly those of 
patience and the professional reward found in self-gratification when the 
students perform as predicted and desired. To van Manen, such 
educators turn education into a "pedagogy of oppression—an 
authoritarian form of domination of adults over children." (1986, p. 15)
Conclusion
Van Manen is a strong advocate for the voice of the child to be 
heard in research, in theorizing, and in everyday pedagogical activity.
His writings reflect a deep sensitivity and commitment to children that 
are foreign to many adults. In part, his work attempts to give 
administrators, teachers, and parents a way to begin developing and 
extending their understanding of children. Though very beneficial, van 
Manen’s work is restrictive in the sense that it articulates the young 
child’s voice as the student. Noticeably absent are distinctive student 
voices of adolescents and young adults. The factors contributing to this 
emphasis are possibly two. One involves van Manen’s close relationship 
with his own child, and the second is his view of children as an 
expression of the primordial essence of human existence. In fairness, 
van Manen has never maintained that his research addressed all of the 
complexities of pedagogy. By insightful descriptions into the nature of 
pedagogical relationships with children, he indirectly reveals the need of
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phenomenological research that describes pedagogy in the context of 
older students; that is, secondary, college, vocational, and so forth.
Another strength of van Manen’s work is its responsiveness to the 
criticism that phenomenology is too esoteric in its methodology. Van 
Manen admits that for "newcomers to the enterprise of phenomenological 
method, such [phenomenological] descriptions are virtually impossible to 
reconstruct" (1979a, p. 57). He has sought, therefore, to make 
phenomenology more accessible and to extend the work of the Utrecht 
School by developing more e>q)licit procedures for doing 
phenomenological research. His latest book. Researching Lived 
Experience: Human Science ^  Action Sensitive Pedagogy, is an 
effort to accomplish these aims. This book is clearly written and 
includes a glossary to aid those not familiar with the vocabulary of 
phenomenology. Within the text, van Manen identifies six dimensions of 
conducting phenomenological research. Part of his discussion includes 
advice in formulating a human science research project and how to 
outline it in a research proposal. This book is beneficial to educators 
because it uniquely contextualizes phenomenological research and 
pedagogy as one and the same project.
Van Manen’s book is also helpful in examining the status of 
phenomenological literature. Many of the phenomenological research 
works available to newcomers are essays published in various 
phenomenologically oriented educational journals. Many of these essays 
rightfully give explanation and defense of the value this type of research 
affords to our understanding of the world. Other essays give us the 
results of phenomenological study in beautifully written prose and poetic 
descriptions. The difficulty for interested readers is that these essays
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usually shield them from the concrete processes the researcher may 
engage In conducting the study. Van Manen recognizes that the 
processes of phenomenological research and writing are messy and 
difficult (1990). His book gives an "Inside" perspective Into the basic 
philosophical and methodological processes constituting this type of 
research and writing. Such Insight aids In understanding the 
phenomenologically oriented reasons behind the various twists and turns 
taken by the researcher In framing the final description. Without this 
type of assistance. Inquirers Into phenomenological research often leave 
an encounter with a phenomenological text perplexed. The lingering 
Impression Is that to do this type of research, you need only be a 
"sensitive person" In the colloquial and not the phenomenological sense 
of the term.
Simply stated, Max van Manen has contributed Immensely to 
curriculum and, more broadly, to educational theorizing and research by 
his explanation and application of phenomenology to pedagogy.
Hopefully, In the years ahead, more of his work will become known to a 
wider and more diverse population of North American educators.
Making the work of phenomenology known to a wider audience has 
been one of the accomplishments of T. Tetsuo Aokl, to whom we turn 
next.
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T. TETSUO AOKI AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
"In my being and becoming the tensions that were there 
created a dynamic world within which I acted" (Aoki 1983. 
p. 335) 
Introduction
This chapter consists of an Investigation of the pedagogical life, 
work and Ideas of a leading North American currlcularlst, T. Tetsuo Aokl, 
My examination Involves discussion of four major aspects of Aokl’s work. 
These are 1) his pedagogical development, 2) specific characteristics of 
his administrative tenures at the University of British Columbia and the 
University of Alberta, 3) specific curriculum development and evaluation 
projects undertaken by Aokl, and 4) major pedagogical themes that are 
developed and exemplified In his curriculum work. It is hoped, through 
this discussion, to capture the significant Innovations to curriculum 
Aokl’s hermeneutic/phenomenological stance provides.
The Pedagogical Development of T. Tetsuo Aoki
To understand T. Tetsuo Aokl and the significance of his seminal 
work for curriculum scholarship In North America, one must not only 
grasp the themes of his labor but also understand the "dynamic " context 
of his being and becoming as a Japanese/Canadian and as a late 20th 
century citizen of the world. Acknowledging and reflecting upon his 
ethnicity Is Important because It has provided for Aokl the local 
psycho/soclal and cultural setting for his development as a child,
4 4
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student and young educator. Contemplating his citizenship in a world 
ejqperiencing paradigmatic transition from a modem to post-modern 
condition is important in understanding the global setting his being and 
becoming as a noted international curriculum scholar has occurred.^ 
Bom in British Columbia to Japanese parents Aoki always had 
difficulty finding total and consistent identity with either the Japanese or 
Canadian populace. With the former were strong ancestral ties to 
Japanese culture, exampled by his grandfather being a Samurai. Yet in 
a visit to Japan as a child, a  few years before WWII, he sensed even then 
areas of estrangement with the Japanese people. In reflecting upon this 
experience Aoki (1983) wrote.
When as a youth, 1 first walked the sidewalks of crowded Tolgro, I 
experienced a strange feeling that stemmed from being thrust into 
a sea of blackheads, a feeling of belonging and not belonging. For 
the Japanese throng, their "geographical here among blackheads" 
must have been taken for granted, whereas for me "my here among 
blackheads" (at least at that moment) was vivid to me. (p. 322)
He continues to reflect upon this experience by saying that "In 
Japan I felt that as a Japanese Canadian, 1 was both Japanese and non- 
Japanese. I felt that I was both insider and outsider, "in" yet not fully 
"in," "out" yet not fully out" (1983, p. 323). In attempting to answer the 
question of why this sense of alienation, Aoki contends that "for me to be 
one with the dominant mainstream group has never been my way of life 
ever since I was bom" (1983, p. 322).
1, For a review of awards and recognition given to Aoki’s work refer to Chapter
One.
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Not being part of the dominant mainstream was a realization that 
was also forced upon Aoki throughout his childhood and adolescent 
school years in British Columbia. From grade schools divided into 
"occidental" and "oriental" classes, to college entrance requirements that 
blatantly restricted Japanese Canadians from certain disciplines, such 
as law, medicine and education, the cultural imposition of 
marginalization was clear. A most telling example of this socially 
enforced estrangement occurred while Aoki was a college student at the 
University of British Columbia, after having served two years as a cadet 
in the Canadian Officers Training Corps. He recalls the incident as 
follows.
Early in the Fall of 1941 our Commanding Officer, Colonel Shrum, 
summoned me. In the basement of the present University 
Administration Building I appeared before him. He fired me a terse 
question with his typical bark: "Aoki, what would you do should 
there be a war between Japan and Canada?" I responded in what I 
thought was a voice assured: "I am a Canadian, Sir." That was a 
damn good honest answer, I thought. But I guess my old physics 
professor didn’t think so. For about two weeks later I got a piece of 
paper—an honorable discharge from his Majesty’s service—this 
before Pearl Harbour! (Not being a  historian, I ripped up that 
curriculum document!) Rough? Yes! Rough! Rough on a fellow 
seriously trying to find meaning in his life, a reason for being. 
(1983, p. 324)
Aoki, by his statements and career choices following a childhood 
and adolescence of tension-laden treatment, does not convey any sense 
of isolating embitteredness. Nor does he portray a life that has
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continually fought the harder to belong to the mainstream that 
marginalized him. Rather In word and action Aokl exhibits a strength 
and thankfulness for the experience of dialectical living his environment 
provided him (1983).^ He expresses appreciation for the opportunity to 
probe Into not only the realm of ethnicity but of humanity Itself.
the more 1 probed, the more I felt 1 was beginning to touch the 
essence of what it means to be human; the essence of what it 
means to become more human. I guess 1 was on a search for the 
inner meaning of my "isness"—what Viktor Frankl was later to call 
aptly Man’s Search for Meaning. This kind of probing does not 
come easily to a person flowing within the mainstream. It comes 
more readily to one who lives at the margin—to one who lives in a 
tension situation. It is, I believe, a condition that makes possible 
deeper understanding of human acts that can transform both self 
and world, not in an instrumental way, but in a human way.
(1983, p. 325)
With the outbreak of WWII, many Japanese Canadians, Including 
Aokl, were ushered off into the countryside of southern Alberta to 
become sugar beet workers and part-time lumberjacks. Such work must 
have seemed excruciatingly tedious and unfair to a young person who 
recently had received a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University
1. My use throughout this chapter of the notion of "dialectics" differs from its 
Marxist use where negation is seen as the elan vital of existential change. My 
conception of "dialectics" agrees more with Merleau-Ponty in which the dialectic occurs 
as a way of "being in which a junction of subjects occurs [it is the) global and primordial 
cohesion of a field of experience wherein each element [marked by its difference] opens 
onto others." (Merleau-Ponty 1973, p. 204) Therefore, dialectical living is a way of being 
in the world where experience is constituted by the continual interaction with the 
others of a person’s lifeworld.
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of British Columbia. In 1944, however, Canada experienced a teacher 
shortage due to the war effort and advertised a reduction in the Normal 
School entrance requirements and length of training, hoping to entice 
more people to become teachers. Aoki quickly applied for admission. 
Upon acceptance to the Calgary Normal School (now the University of 
Calgary), he left the wilderness forests of southern Alberta for the 
opportunities he sensed awaited him in Calgary.
After the completion of his training, his war heightened ethnicity 
still served as a cultural barrier blocking opportunities to teach in 
metropolitan schools. Aoki was given three vocational choices: to teach 
in a remote one room school at an obscure Hutterite religious 
community; to do propaganda broadcasting for the BBC; or to teach 
Japanese to the Canadian Intelligence Service. Aoki’s choice was very 
telling for a person who had experienced social estrangement all his life. 
Either of the latter two choices could have afforded him significant 
amounts of cultural capital that could lessen the barriers of alienation.
In effect, either job would have given him the opportunity to deny before 
other Canadians, his ethnicity; either directly by engaging in propaganda 
broadcasts against Japan or indirectly by teaching Canadian operatives 
the language of the enemy to aid them in their conquest of Japan. Such 
denial could be seized upon as a cultural rite of passage into a domain of 
greater acceptance by Canadian society.
Aoki however chose the former offer and "launched a pedagogic 
career—a move . . .  I have never regretted taking" (1983, p. 328). Though 
he has not said specifically, one migbt speculate that it has been the 
acquiring of sufficient inner strength and stability within his realm of 
marginalization that encouraged and enabled Aoki to reach out to other
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marginal groups and risk even further rejection. This strength and 
acceptance of the "tense" existence found where one dwells in-between 
two different cultural worlds is evidenced as a major theme in his work, 
to be discussed later in this chapter.
Aoki later went on to serve in various pedagogical capacities over 
the next nineteen years, including a thirteen year tenure at Lethbridge 
Collegiate Institute as an assistant principal "in charge of locker keys, 
student attendance, student assemblies and really not enjoying being 
assistant principal" (1983, p. 330). It was while he was at Lethbridge 
that he acquired his Master’s degree as well as an uneasiness with his 
gradual assimilation into the mass culture. He writes
I was becoming one of the many; I did the many things that many 
did; 1 had come to own many things that many owned; I had come 
to value the many things that many valued. I was becoming very 
comfortable in the city, yet discomforted by the very comfort that 
seemed to surround me. (1983, p. 330)
In response to this cultural incorporation that has the effect of 
existential anesthesia, Aoki ventured into the realm of estrangement once 
again by assuming a position as a junior professor at the University of 
Alberta. This time however his estrangement was by choice and not force 
(1983).
During the next 11 years at Alberta, Aoki received his PhD in 
Curriculum and Instruction from the University of Oregon and served as 
Max van Manen’s major professor. In 1975 Aoki accepted the position of 
Professor of Curriculum Studies at the University of British Columbia. 
Three years later he returned to the University of Alberta as Chairman of 
the Secondary Education Department and remained there until 1985
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where he now serves as Professor Emeritus in addition to serving as an 
Adjunct Professor at the University of Victoria.
The Administrative Accomplishments of T. Tetsuo Aoki
During his administrative tenure at the University of British 
Columbia and at the University of Alberta, Aoki’s leadership reflected the 
dynamics of his dialectical being and becoming. This period of the 
1970’s saw significant new voices and happenings occurring in North 
American education. Post-positivistic emphases in empirical research, 
neo-maixian critical praxis, phenomenological hermeneutics, 
ethnographic and ethnomethodological studies were all part of the 
reorienting or reconceptuallzing movement of education theory and 
practice taking place in limited areas within North American academia 
(Pinar, 1988). Aoki recognized the call for more openness and less 
closure these various manifestations of rethinking educational practice 
were requesting. As coordinator for the Centre for the Study of 
Curriculum and Instruction at UBC and later Chairman of the 
Department of Secondary Education at the University of Alberta, Aoki 
characterized his leadership by an alertness and sensitivity to his 
students’ and staffs "embryonic sayings/happenings/ interests" and 
gave support "one way or another to what I saw were possibilities . . .  1 
began to see the department polyphonically" (T. Aoki, personal 
communication, February, 1991). Inherent within this polyphonic view 
is Aoki’s argument for the true notion of competence. It is this view of 
competence that witnesses his manner of pedagogical leadership. He 
writes.
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To help ejq)lore this view of competence, let us uncover the root 
etymology of "competence." The disclosure of the Latin root reveals 
a fresh view. The Latin root is "com-petere": "com" meaning 
"together," and "petere" meaning "to seek." In a root sense, then, to 
be competent means to be able to seek together or to be able to 
venture forth together. This root meaning of "competence" as 
"communal venturing" holds promise for a fresh view of what it 
means to be a competent teacher . . .  In this framework of 
competence as communicative action and reflection, reality is 
constituted as a community of actors and speakers. (1984, pp. 75- 
77)
A sense of "community" or "communal venturing" into openings 
and clearings became characteristic of an Aoki academic department.
The following remarks, made to his departmental colleagues at the 
beginning of his final year as chairman of the Secondary Education 
department at Alberta, resonates this.
As we open our doors to the 1984-85 academic session, I wish to 
welcome staff and students to places of gathering which we call the 
Department of Secondary Ekiucation. I see these places, whether 
they be offices, classrooms, lounges or hallways, as gathering 
places, openings which allow people who are open to others to 
enter into dialogue. I wish to understand the "Department" 
essentially as gatherings of people who by opening themselves to 
self and others engage in their own and others’ unfolding dedicated 
to revealing answers to the question of what it means to educate 
and be educated . . .  I hope, that each of us gains a measure of 
insight and understanding of who we are so that in the end, having
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lived well during our stay, we can with R. S. Peters say: 'To be 
educated Is to walk with a different view." (Cited In Jacknlcke, 1987, 
pp. 41-2)
Aokl views "clearings" as existential moments, or what Alfred North 
Whitehead might refer to as "occasions" (Whitehead, 1925), that serve to 
provide a meeting place for previously unseen or differing vistas to be 
viewed concurrently. It Is such a place that dialogue and creative 
dialectical engagement can occur. Aokl recognized the voices of 
curriculum and pedagogical reconceptuallsts as calling for such places 
and moments to dwell In with students and colleagues. It was a call to 
which his hermeneutic/ phenomenological voice could contribute.
Having discarded systems theory management as extraneous to 
the concrete experiences of everyday living, Aokl spearheaded Insightful 
Innovations In the graduate program. Two of the most significant 
changes he Introduced was in curriculum assessment and course 
requirements. A nine point grading system was converted to a simple 2 
point "credlt/no credit" system. In doing so Aokl considered the 
department to have "cut to the core of what we mean by education." (T. 
Aokl, personal communication, February, 1991) This "cutting to the 
core" also Included reducing required courses to a minimum and leaving 
ambiguously open the maximum courses a student could take In their 
particular program of study. His conviction Is that students ought to 
take the greater responsibility in defining what a master’s degree or 
doctoral degree in curriculum really meant. For the students, the "yet to 
be decided" on the formal program sheet became most fascinating; 
reflecting possibilities and promise. (T. Aokl, personal communication, 
February, 1991)
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T. Tetsuo Aoki and Curriculum 
Development and Evaluation
As early as 1972 and continuing to the present Aoki has engaged 
in a variety of curriculum development and evaluation projects. The 
discussion in this section highlights some of those projects describing 
their purpose and Aoki’s unique contribution to each one. First 
discussed is his initial curriculum development undertaking in 1972 at 
the Hobbema Native Reserve in Alberta, Canada. 1 examined this project 
because it offers a chance to see Aoki’s initial expression of curriculum 
work before the later Influences of the Reconceptuallsts. The second 
project examined is his 1986 evaluation of the Ts 'Kel curriculum 
program in educational adminstration. 1 chose this project because it 
examples Aoki’s more recent and seasoned curriculum endeavors and 
serves as an appropriate seque into the next section dealing with major 
themes in Aoki’s curriculum work. Situated between these two projects 
chronologically, and in the following discussion, is an examination of a 
key essay of Aoki’s (1979) entitled. Toward Curriculum Inquiry in a  New 
Kev. It is valuable because it reflects a resolute, skillful effort by Aoki to 
challenge traditional curriculum thinking and encourage the acceptance 
of diverse research orientations to curriculum; notably, the hermeneutic- 
phenomenological orientation.
The Hobbema CiirricMlmn Development Project
This was one of Aoki’s earliest curriculum projects prior to his 
involvement with the reconceptualist movement in the mid 70s’. Though 
prior to the influences of Macdonald, Pinar and Apple, the Hobbema 
curriculum story resonates with initial sounds that would later vibrate
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Into fuller themes in Aoki’s later reconceptualist works. Concern over 
cultural marginalization and domination through curricular reification 
was a fundamental issue that guided much of his work in this endeavor.
Aoki’s primary curriculum task was to assist the Hobbema Natives 
of Alberta, Canada in developing a curriculum for their reservation 
schools that reflects the Hobbema worldview. He defined this effort as a 
developmental project in which community action is crucial and 
whose action is directed towards the following intended payoffs for 
the Reserves: (1) change in the curriculum content and 
instructional materials content of the Reserves school to 
accommodate educational goals defined by the people of Hobbema, 
goals which emerge from the community’s socio-cultural context; 
and (2) change in the process of curriculum development such that 
the process acccommodates meaningful involvement of the 
Reserves’ community parents, students and teachers. It is believed 
that such meaningful involvement will provide opportunities to 
accommodate the community’s socio-cultural imperative. (1972, 
pp. 2-3)
The curriculum project lasted for over 10 months and involved 
numerous developmental meetings with individuals, families, and small 
to large groups consisting of parents, teachers and students. Workshops 
were also held to compose the list of curriculum materials and resources 
the Hobbema people wanted transmitted to their children through their 
schools. Tribal legends written as children’s stories as well as social 
studies materials (including manuals, maps, and transparencies) 
reflecting six interpretations of the discovery of America are partial 
examples of the resources and materials that became the Hobbema
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curriculum.
Aoki’s childhood experiences with schooling acquainted him with 
the ways education can be used as a tool of marginalization by the 
predominant members of a society. Sensitive to that realization, Aoki 
described the political dimensions of this project as a devolution of the 
education system of the Hobbema Native Reserves.^ He writes 
The Hobbema Curriculum Project was conceived along 
devolutionary lines, convinced that community or local curriculum 
development to be meaningful to the people of the community 
must be based on autonomy of action. To trigger the movement for 
social action in curriculum development. . .  we as a mediating 
team of two moved into this domain . . .  in touch with but outside 
the Department of Indian Affairs and not gf but in close contact 
with the Reserves. We see this mediating role as a limited, âd hoc 
self-destruct kind, to have organizational life only for the duration 
of the need for the mediating role. (1972, p. 7)
Rather than change the Hobbema educational system from 
without, Aoki assisted in providing a setting for the Hobbema’s to 
reconstruct their curriculum program from within their world-view. The 
final result was a  curriculum plan that emanated from the Hobbema’s 
unique pedagogical intentions reflecting their cultural oq)erience. Aoki 
never usurped the curriculum process from the Hobbemas but allowed 
the primary curriculum formulation to remain within the control of those 
it would most affect. The acceptance of Aoki’s stance can be illustrated
1. "Devolution" is a term coined ly  Frank Sherwood (1969) and used by Aoki 
meaning a "process of power reallocation [where] the identifiable group situated outside 
the headquarters feels free to act without the constraints of some hierarchy." (cited in 
Aoki, 1972, p.6)
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by one native participant who stated that "If I am aware that someone is 
trying to change me, I am very reluctant to change, but if I know no one 
is trying to do this, I will do anything to change myself' (Aoki 1972, p.
19). Theresa Wildcat the, then. Chairman of the School Committee on the 
Hobema Reserve examples best the enthusiasm for the project in stating 
that
Many of us Indian parents had at one time or another dreamed 
about a project where Indian people themselves could sit down to 
write their own history, their legends—in other words, their own 
culture-to teach their children. Today we are doing ju st that. 
(1972, p. 1)
Aoki reflects, in this early project, his desire and commitment to 
the integration of lived experiences with curriculum activities. Over the 
next seven years, Aoki’s hunt for a clearer and proper understanding of 
the relationship between abstract curriculum thinking and everyday 
pedagogical/lived experiences brought him into greater contact with 
Critical Social Theory and phenomenology. The search also led him 
further from general systems theory and more traditional ways of viewing 
curriculum.
Toward Curriculum Inquiry in a New Key
In 1979, after completing an evaluation of the British Columbia 
Social Studies Curriculum two years earlier, Aoki wrote a pivotal essay 
entitled Toward Curriculum Inquiry in a  New Key. In that essay, in 
almost evangelistic tones, Aoki called for a multi-perspective approach to 
curriculum development and evaluation. He concurs with the pejorative 
critique of mono-dimensional traditional curriculum research offered by
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Beittel (1973), Eisner (Eisner and Vallance, 1974), Macdonald (1975), 
Apple (1975) and Freire (1972, 1973) cited in this 1979 essay. ^  In 
summarizing their criticisms Aoki writes
What seems to be needed in curriculum inquiiy, therefore, is 
general recognition of the epistemological llmit-situation in which 
current research is encased, i. e., a critical awareness that 
conventional research has not only a limiting effect but also to 
some degree a distorting effect. . .  we need to seek out new 
orientations that allow us to free ourselves of the tunnel vision 
effect of mono-dimensionality. (1979, p. 4)
Aoki continues by discussing his evaluation of the British 
Columbia social studies curriculum and his utilization of Habermas’ 
(1972) tri-paradigmatic framework to acquire a new orientation 
"appropriate for our evaluation research interests" (Aoki, 1979, p. 6). 
Aoki argued that curriculum research needed to expand its horizons to 
the extent that the individual in the context of her relations to the world 
occupy the center of the researcher’s view. Ftom such a stance the 
multi-dimensional relations between the individual and society become 
paramount to the researcher. According to Aoki these vaiying 
relationships have primary forms. Drawing upon Habermas, he writes 
that "Man experiences three root activities: WORK, COMMUNICATION 
AND REFLECTION. These activities yield three forms of knowledge:
1. By "mono-dimensional traditional curriculum research" Aoki refers to the 
predominance educational research gives to documenting and quantifying observable 
actions. The primary interest of this orientation is "the utilization of predictive 
knowledge, as m behavior modification, technology, engineering (and associated with] a 
number of control oriented theories such as cybernetic engineering, management 
theory, general systems and structural-functionalism" (1979, p. 10).
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NOMOLOGICAL, SITUATIONAL INTERPRETATIVE, AND CRITICAL"
(1979, p. 8). Aoki translates these three activities into curricular 
orientations through which curriculum researchers directly view the 
individual-in-the-world.
In curriculum inquiry, there is an array of orientations that a 
researcher might adopt. . . First, there is the empirical analytic 
inquiry orientation in which explanatoiy and technical knowledge 
is sought. This research mode is familiar to us as "science." 
Second, there is the situational interpretative inquiiy orientation in 
which research is conceived of as a search for meaning which 
people give in a situation. Such an account is called 
phenomenological description. Third, there is the critical inquiry 
orientation which is gaining some visibility in research literature. 
Researchers within this orientation are concerned with critical 
understanding of fundamental interests, values, assumptions and 
implications for human and social action. (1979, p. 7)
Aoki has given preference in his work to the second orientation, 
situational interpretive or hermeneutical phenomenology. He favors this 
view because it goes beyond the quantification of second-order 
experience to an interpretive analysis of first-order experience 
descriptions. The purpose of first-order analysis is to probe the essence 
of an individual’s reality. That reality is seen as the sum of meanings the 
Individual has given to her experiences encountered in relationships with 
others in her lifeworld. To understand the significance of an intended 
pedagogical activity for a student, the students’ interpretation and
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meaning given to that experience must be known. ^  Aokl writes
At this point In time we are asking the question: "Descriptive 
knowledge, phenomenological or otherwise, what for?" We take a 
cue from the first line of Tao, "The way that can be described is not 
the way" . . . some of us feel that the Inherent logic of "application" 
often found In education talk—the notion of applying thought to 
practice—should be made problematic, at least when reference Is 
made to the world of people.. . .  For too long we have not been 
aware that second order thoughts were being "applied" to the first 
order social world of practice. A phenomenological study of the 
phenomenon of "application" Is called for . . .  . This Is our current 
Interest and thrust In curriculum Inquiry. (1979, p. 17)
The Ts 'Kel Educational Adminstration Program Evaluation
In 1985 an appraisal was made of the educational adminstration 
curriculum program at the Ts 'Kel Native Indian Reserve School. A 
primary recommendation emanating from that study stated
Doubts have been expressed about the direct applicability of 
concepts, conceptualizations, and theories of public school 
administration to Native Indian settings. Hence, It Is suggested 
that efforts be made to investigate these doubts and to determine 
ths. extent to which the language and the concepts of traditional 
adminstration iiSC ÎÎÎÊ Native Indian situation. (Aoki 1986b, p. 3)
In the fall of 1985, Aokl was Invited to undertake an evaluation 
that specifically sought to understand how Ts 'Kel graduate students,
1. A more detailed discussion of Aoki’s view of hermeneutical phenomenology Is 
given in the next section of this chapter.
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enrolled In the educational adminstration program, interpreted the idea 
of "program relevance." Aoki was asked to make problematic the 
mundane acceptance of what it means for a program to have "relevance." 
In other words, how do students who are to benefit by this curriculum 
program interpret its relevance from within their lifeworld experiences. 
Aoki agreed to undertake the task and discovered two additional 
concerns strategically associated with his initial investigations. These 
are the notions of "situatedness" and "language." He writes
To come to an understanding of what "a Native Indian situation" is 
requires . . .  a  break away from the language world of concepts, 
and enter into the language world of concrete lived 
experiences . . . .  Speaking of the language world of lived 
experiences assumes an understanding of language as embodied 
language wherein we understand man as the language he speaks. 
(1986b, p. 6)
With this awareness, Aoki proceeded to engage each of the 
graduate students of the Ts 'Kel educational administration program in a 
series of two conversations, each lasting approximately one hour. The 
topic of the first conversation was the question, "What does program 
relevance mean to you?" Following the first conversation with each 
student, Aoki wrote a 2-3 page interpretation of the student’s response to 
the question. In his writing he looked for the appearing of "emergent 
themes" regarding "relevance." Aoki then had each student review his 
[Aoki’s] interpretation of the conversation to confirm its fidelity.
The second conversation dealt with: (1) the student’s review of 
Aoki’s interpretation of the first conversation and (2) the student’s 
response to another question of "How do you find the relevance of the
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Ts 'Kel Educational Administration program?" Emphasis was placed on 
the student addressing particularly the specific features of the general 
courses and special seminars within the program.
Prom these conversations and his interpretation of them, Aoki’s 
evaluation disclosed and discussed six various areas of concern involving 
the Ts 'Kel graduate students and the notion of "relevance " to the 
educational administration program. Based on the students’ comments 
and their verification of his interpretation of their conversations, Aoki 
framed these concerns within four "zones of program relevance" (1986b, 
p. 9).  ^ Rewrites,
In this report, "program relevance" is to be understood from the 
standpoint of the Ts 'Kel students’ lived situation. From such a 
standpoint, we can sense the existence of multiple zones of 
relevance. . . . These zones are not discrete and hence it would be 
better to think of them as four emphases. (1986b, p. 9)
Aoki identifies these areas of program relevance as Zones A, B, C, 
and D and configures them in relation to two thresholds through which 
the students experience "program relevance." These two forms of 
experience are (1) abstract/theoretical experiences and (2) concrete/lived 
experiences. Aoki summarizes each zone as follows:
Program Relevance Zone D
Zone D is a  world in which students ejqperience the program as 
somewhat distanced firom their being . . .  a world of others . . .  a 
world of concepts and theories . . .  a world in which "practice " is
1. Although Aoki identifies six areas of concern, he only discusses 4 of them in 
this evaluation.
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understood as "applied theory."
Zone C is much like Zone D, except for the fact that the 
abstraction experienced is that of "Native Indians". . . although the 
content is of "home," [i. e. what is the Native Indian conception of 
leadership] talk is "talk about." The preposition "about" suggests a 
distancing.
Program Relevance Zone B
is a world [embracing] Native Indians and Native Indianness. Zone 
B differs from Zone C in that the speaking is in and of concretely 
lived experiences . . . What does it mean tfi hs a Native Indian 
adminstrator?
Program Relevance Zone A
relevance is experienced as flowing from an acknowledgement that 
the dwelling place of the Ts 'Kel students is the current historical 
time and place . . .  It is the Ts 'Kel students’ lot to constitute in 
their "here" and "now" a meaningfully relevant life, including life as 
educational administrator as they In-dwell in this zone, 
experienced as a zone of tension. As such, the realm of between 
entails possibilities of constituting a  life of hopelessness or one of 
hopefulness. The Ts 'Kel students seem to be driven by 
hopefulness for both themselves and their people through 
education. (Aoki 1986b, pp. 20-22)
As a result of his study, Aoki concludes that these disclosed zones 
of program relevance and the ways of experience associated with them, 
offer a developmental schema that can guide instructors in;
(l)delineating statements of intention in the courses related to the
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Ts 'Kel program, (2) deciding the forms of activities involving 
instructions and/or students associated with the Ts 'Kel program, 
(3) selecting or designing "resources " (texts and/or people) for the 
program/courses, (4) designing evaluation approaches to guide the 
appraisal of the program/courses. (1986b, p. 23)
The concerns illustrated in Aoki’s work proceed from his 
experiences of being and becoming and find pertinent expression in his 
reflexive endeavors to understand the manifold ways and dimensions of 
being-in-the-world as students and pedagogues. In the next section of 
this chapter, I will explore more deeply these primary themes of Aoki’s 
work. The themes examined are those that, I contend, find the most 
consistent expression in and serve as foundational convictions for Aoki’s 
broad range of curriculum activities.
Major Themes of Aokl’s Work 
What Is It Tfi I s  Educated?
Aoki’s pedagogical contemplations have always been prefaced and 
postscripted by the question of "what is it to be educated? " It is a 
question that has directly and indirectly, repeatedly surfaced in the 
writings of reconceptuallsts (Aoki, 1990a) and was additionally enkindled 
in Aoki by circumstances in British Columbia in the 1980’s resulting 
from information coming to light concerning educators charged with 
sexual abuse. One such thought-provoking episode occurred in a 
particular court proceeding when a superintendent of schools stated in 
court of one teacher/administrator, that "He was an excellent educator 
but he violated children" (Aoki, 1989c, p. 24). The contradiction inherent 
in such a declaration prompted Aoki to disclose more clearly what it is to
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be educated.
For Aoki, the provenance of the answer to "what is it to be 
educated" is the same as that of "what is it to be human." He writes 
An educated person, first and foremost, understands that one’s 
way of knowing, thinking, and doing flow firom who one is. Such a 
person knows that an authentic person is no mere individual, an 
island unto himself or herself, but a being-in-relation with others 
and hence is, at core, an ethical being. (1988b, pp. 8-9)
In the above passage Martin Heidegger’s influence upon Aoki is 
evident. At the heart of Aoki’s pedagogical investigation is a search for 
"being. " Heidegger describes this type of ontological examination as an 
Interpreting, which we have described as the working-out and 
appropriation of an understanding. Every interpretation has its 
fore-having, fore-sight, and its fore-conception. If such an 
interpretation, as Interpretation, becomes an explicit task for 
research, then the totality of these "presuppositions" (which we call 
the "hermeneutical situation") needs to be clarified and made 
secure beforehand, both in a  basic experience of the "object" to be 
disclosed, and in terms of such an experience. In ontological 
interpretation an entity is to be laid bare with regard to its own 
state of Being; such an Interpretation obliges us first to give a 
phenomenal characterization of the entity. (1962, p. 275)
In laying bare the entity of an "educated being" Aoki discovers 
several characteristics of this type of existence or being-in-the-world. 
Foremost is the notion, as stated previously, that an educated person 
understands the reciprocal relationships between what we know, think 
and do and who we are. For Aoki (and Heidegger), to be human is to be a
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place-holder In a network of internal relations, constituted by a public 
language of the communal world in which we find ourselves. As human 
beings we find ourselves to be caught up in and dependent upon a 
cultural context from which we draw meaningful possibilities for concrete 
ways of being engaged in the world. Consequently, we are a being-in- 
relation-with-others and by that an ethical being. To be educated is to be 
aware of contextual connectedness and thereby exist "aright in 
thou^tfu l living with others" (Aoki, 1990a, p. 114).
Secondly, Aoki sees the features of an educated person, in part, as 
a person that actively seeks to sustain the uniqueness of humajmess in 
the daily existence of human beings. Aoki challenges the use of 
curriculum terminology such as teacher-centered, child-centered, 
discipline-centered curricuhuru etc. Such attempts are too confining and 
have failed to produce any meaningful advances in pedagogical praxis.
He advocates centering curriculum thought "on a broader frame, that of 
"man/world relationships," for it permits probing of the deeper meaning 
of what it is for persons (teachers and students) to be human, to become 
more human, and to act humanly in educational situations" (Aoki, 1979, 
p. 4). Therefore an educated person
guards against disembodied forms of knowing, thinking, and doing 
that reduce self and others to things, but also strives, guided by 
the authority of the good in pedagogical situations, for embodied 
thoughtfulness that makes possible living as human beings.
(1990a, p. 114)
Finally, Aoki posits that an educated person, mindful of the 
constraints of human existence, enters the pedagogical relationship 
humbly acknowledging "the grace by which educator and educated are
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allowed to dwell In a present that embraces past experiences and is open 
to possibilities yet to be" (1990a, p. 114), It is a humility that causes one 
to "be ever open to the call of what it is to be deeply human and, heeding 
that call, to walk with others in life’s ventures" (1990a, p. 114). An 
openness to being-in-the-world has allowed Aoki to develop a view of 
pedagogy that privileges relationships with others, and is differentiated 
and discovered through various phenomenologically interpretive themes.
Tenslonallty and the Lived World of the In-Between
For Aoki (1979), curriculum inquiry and development that is 
person/world relationships-centered consists of that that is the 
irreducible element of human existence. As such, questions 
contemplating and searching for the essence of the concrete/lived world 
experiences of teachers, students, and administrators, when they 
encounter one another In pedagogically imbued situations, become 
primary. Of particular concern to Aoki is how these pedagogic situations 
are perceived and experienced by teachers. His explorations reveal a 
unique sensitivity resulting in penetrating descriptions of the 
everydayness of pedagogical being.
Even before Day 1 of the term, our teacher. Miss O, walks into her 
assigned Grade 5 classroom. Because Miss O is already a teacher, 
by her mere presence in the classroom as teacher, she initiates a 
transformation of a socio cultural and physical environment into 
something different. E)ven before a pupil walks in, she silently 
asks: "Can I establish myself here as a teacher?", and the 
classroom’s desks, walls, and chalkboards, floor, books and 
resources reply, albeit wordlessly, by what they are. (1986c, p. 8)
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Aoki’s disclosure of the lived world of being for a teacher reveals 
among other things its tensionality, "a tensionality that emerges, in part, 
from in-dwelling in a zone between two curriculum worlds: the worlds of 
curriculum-as-plan and currlculum-as-lived-experlences" (1986c, p. 8), 
The curriculum-as-plan is the world of educational administrators 
and curriculum designers. It has a pedagogical worldview that does not 
originate in the lived experiences of the classroom yet attempts to fulfill 
its intents there. These intentions, "imbued with the planners’ 
orientations to the world, which include their own interests and ways of 
knowing and about how teachers and students are to be understood" 
(1986c, p. 8), are placed within a set of curriculum-as-plan declarations 
known and referred to as objectives, activities, resources and 
evaluations. Within this world teachers are often seen instrumentaUy as 
the official (i. e. certified) trained implementers of the intentions of the 
curriculum-as-plan. Such a view forgets that "what matters deeply in 
the situated world of the classroom is how the teachers’ "doings" flow 
from who they are . . . teaching is fundamentally a mode of being" 
(1986c, p. 8).
Juxtaposed to the curriculum-as-plan world is that of curricukun- 
as-lived-experiences. This is the everyday world of the classroom 
individualized by
face-to-face living with Andrew, with his mop of red hair, who 
struggles hard to learn to read; with Sara, whom Miss O (the 
teacher] can count on to tackle her language assignment with 
aplomb; with popular Margaret, who bubbles and who is quick to 
offer help to others and to welcome others’ help; with Tom, a
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frequent daydreamer, who loves to allow his thoughts to roam 
beyond the windows of the classroom; and some 20 others In class, 
each living out a story of what it is to live school life as Grade 5’s. 
(1986c. p. 8)
It is a world alive with the cursive sets of intentions students bring into 
the classroom. Intents and perspectives that comprise, among others, 
the concreteness of this pedagogic situation.
Another contributing element to the curriculum-as-lived- 
experiences world is the lifeworld of the teacher. As stated previously. 
Aoki sees teaching not as a profession but as a way of being. As a way of 
being, circumscribed as teacher with all the cultural and individual 
meaning attached to it. there is interminably interconnected to it other 
ways of being such as spouse, lover, father, mother, friend, employee, 
writer, artist, etc., all which interact with teaching-as-a-way-of-being to 
compose the goals and manner of the teacher in the classroom. Added to 
this constellation of existential ways-of-being is the teacher’s awareness 
of the dynamically changing interests and concerns of the students’ 
lifeworld. Therefore, to initiate or continue in an effective pedagogic 
relationship with her students, the teacher understands the importance 
of hearing the voice of each child within the context of that student’s 
lifeworld.
It is a difficult task for a teacher, "trained " in a cultural mindset 
that sublimates childhood into the perceived advantages of mature 
adulthood, to be sensitive to the lifeworld callings of the students and 
simultaneously accomplish the pedagogical tasks assigned by outsiders 
at the district, state and/or federal level. Added to this is the constant 
awareness of the teachers own existential callings and needs that so
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often contradict the intentions of the "others" involved in the pedagogic 
situation. Therefore the curriculum-as-lived-experience is a 
compendium of intents and perceptions in which, moment by moment, 
students and teachers negotiate the boundaries and structures of the 
pedagogic situation,
Aoki contends that for a teacher to dwell in such a state is to dwell 
"in the zone of between" (1986c, p. 9). He writes,
in this way Miss O in-dwells between two horizons—the horizon of 
the curriculum-as-plan as she understands it and the horizon of 
the curriculum-as-lived-experiences with her pupils. Both of these 
call Miss O and make their claims on her. She is asked to give a 
hearing to both simultaneously. This is the tensionality within 
which Miss O inevitably dwells as teacher. (1986c, p. 9)
To dwell in the zone of between, for Aoki, is to live within a state of 
tension. It is to be alive to the diversity of the pedagogical situation 
caused by often contradictory alms of those involved in the situation. It 
is to sense the anxiety and resulting care that the right choices and 
actions be enacted that best serve the pedagogic good of the students.
For Aoki, to be a teacher is to dwell in a tension-filled dialectical 
realm where negotiation between the curriculum-as-plan and the 
currlculum-as-lived-e3q)erlences is perpetual. He acknowledges that 
such a state of dialectical existence is what many teachers flee from in 
great fear.
Miss O knows that it is possible to regard all tensions as being 
negative and that so regarded, tensions are "to be got rid of." But 
such a regard. Miss O feels, rests on a misunderstanding that 
comes firom forgetting that to be alive is to live in tension: that, in
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fact, it Is the tensionality that allows good thoughts and actions to 
arise when properly tensloned chords are struck, and that 
tenslonless strings are not only unable to give voice to songs, but 
also unable to allow a song to be sung. (1986c, p. 9)
In 1987, Canadian Brian Orser won the Men’s World Figure 
Skating Championship In Cincinnati, Ohio. Aoki watched as Orser 
reflected and commented on his achievement In an Interview with 
Barbara Ftum the day after he won the championship. In Brian’s words 
Aoki found a lucent example of the benefits of living In tensionality and 
has since referred to It often (1987b, 1988a, 1989b, 1989c, 1990a, 
1990d).
On March 12, Brian Orser touched many of us when he, standing 
tall on the podium, eyes uplifted, unabashedly allowed tears that 
welled up to roll down his cheeks uncontrolled as the swell of "O 
Canada " resounded through him. He was being crowned In 
Cincinnati as the men’s world figure skating champion. In an 
Interview with Barbara Frum the day after, Brian was asked about 
his ejq)erlence of the 4 1/2 minutes of his free skating number. 
"How calm were you as you were skating? " Erum asked. Brian 
answered, ""No, I was not calm. Calmness was not what I wanted.
I was In tension—In a good tension that surged throughout my 
whole body.'" Then, he spoke of the practice sessions geared to 
allowing him to experience different forms of tension, firmly 
regarding that skating well means not the presence of calmness or 
tranquillity but rather the appropriately tensloned In-dwelling that 
allows his body and soul to resonate well with the surface of the 
Ice, with the music, with the spectators. "
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When later in the interview, Barbara Frum commented how 
in his performance his skating seemed to reflect well the shift in 
mood of the music, Brian responded, "When I skate well, as I feel I 
did in my number, I become the music. I do not skate to music as 
if it were outside of me. I become the music. My skating is the 
music."
In my view Brian speaks not from the world wherein subject 
and object are twin poles. His is a world beyond such 
fragmentation; his is a world in which his very being shimmers and 
pulsates, a world in which his skating sings, a world in which he is 
the skating. (1990d, pp. 182-83)
For Aoki, to be alive is to dwell in tension. It is to be aware and 
open to the anxiety that exists in venturing forth into new frontiers of 
existence and to use that tension as a compelling force for creative 
interaction with the world. Orser shunned calmness for the graceful 
potency he found performing in the midst of tension. So would Aoki have 
teachers find their creativity and fervor in teaching by disclosing it as a 
way of being in all its complexity and ensuing difficulty. He realizes 
however, that most teachers flee from this tension birthed in the 
complexity of our existence.
Aoki (1990a) finds intriguing and challenging to this discussion the 
work of John Caputo (1987), Radical Hermeneutics: Repetition. 
Deconstruction, and the Hermeneutic Project. In it, Caputo argues for 
diffusing the haze of simplicity regarding human existence that 
metaphysical philosophy, since Plato, has provided for humankind. He 
calls for a methodological view of existence that exposes us to the
ruptures and gaps . . . the textuality and difference, which inhabits
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everything we think, and do, and hope for . .  . radical 
hermeneutics Is not an exercise In nihilism, which wants to reduce 
human practices and Institutions to rubble, but an attempt to face 
up to the bad news metaphysics has been keeping under cover . . . 
It [radical hermeneutics] provides an approach to the question of 
human existence that does not fall through the trap door of 
subjectivism and humanism. It opens us up to the question which 
we "are". . . The point Is to make life difficult, not Impossible—to 
face up to the difference and difficulty which enter Into what we 
think and do and hope for. (1987, pp. 6-7)
Aoki (1984) criticizes Instrumental/technical programs of teacher 
education as so rule-oriented that they transform teachers Into technical 
implementers and classify good teaching as technical ejfectiveness. "As 
such, the teacher, the curriculum developer, or the curriculum evaluator 
are seen as rule-oriented, rule-governed beings cast within a 
manipulative ethos, an ethos In which even the future Is conceived In 
terms of rules" (1984, p. 73). Teacher-proof Instructional packets are an 
example of the acqulessence of many pedagogues to an existence that 
sees the future predetermlnlstically designed by curriculum planners 
and admlnstrators. Some teachers and administrators desire such 
materials because they are a means of flight from the tension of day to 
day pedagogical dwelling In the world of the In-between.
Aoki, however, encourages teachers to leam how to stand tall In 
the midst of the tensionality of the zone of between (1986c, p. 9). The 
task of pedagogues Is not to prepare students for life but engage them In 
a communal venturing Into life as It phenomenologically Is. A life full of 
risks and possibilities where
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in-dwelling dialectically is a . . . mode of being that knows not only 
that living school life means living simultaneously with limitations 
and with openness, but also that this openness harbors within, 
risks and possibilities as we quest for a change from the is to the 
not yet. (1986c, p. 10)
In his emphasis of the in-between and its indigenous tensionality, 
Aoki admonishes educators to participate in reflective engagement with 
the dialectic of pedagogical existence. Allowing that engagement to open 
before them new possibilities of dwelling with students where hope, trust 
and the essentialness of humanity is always present. In so doing, 
teachers, as well as their students, participate in a pedagogy that is the 
most basic to human existence; they are learning to reside in each 
moment or occasion of their fluid and tangled existence (Heidegger,
1977). In the tradition of Western culture such a disorderly 
interpretation of existence has not been the prevailing or preferred view. 
Aoki senses that since Plato we have been entrapped in a monolithic 
diatribe that associates harmony with oneness. Historically as a culture, 
we are taken with
a notion of harmony as a goodness that is thought to be in accord 
with that which is natural and true. But could it be that such an 
understanding of con-joining is a reflection of our caughtness in 
our own creation, a metaphysical notion of oneness, a harmonic 
oneness . . .  Could it be that the . .  . belonging together of Orser’s 
skating "with the ice, with the music, with the spectators" could be 
understood as a polyphonic tensionality? . . .  Could it be that such 
an understanding allows us to let go of our inclination to totalistic 
harmonic wholeness and to open us to the threshold of a space
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which like a frontier acknowledges both the limits of the is and the 
openness to the stirrings of sounds yet silent? (1989b, p. 7)
Aoki invites a curriculum where learning involves communal 
interaction that explores what it is to be in the midst of an existence 
characterized by multiplicity. He contends that, in part, this existential 
complexity for the teacher is the two worlds of curriculum, 
curriculum-as-plan and curriculum-as-lived, that she stands at the 
threshold of. It is feeling the formidable pull of both worlds and yet 
allowing the tugs to create a resonance of pedagogical being that 
creatively vocalizes both worlds into an environment where students 
leam to dwell.
Theory and Practice vs. Prarlft
In the late ‘60s and early ‘70s Joseph Schwab (1972) declared the 
field of curriculum to be "morbid" and "moribund" and in dire need of 
transformation from its present state of theoretical inertia to one that 
shifts its efforts "from the theoretical to the practical" (1972, p. 79). Aoki 
(1977) viewed this as a call for curricularists to "shift the very ground 
they stand on . . .  to assume a new stance" (p. 51). It was especially 
Schwab’s emphasis upon the "practical" that particularly stirred Aoki’s 
interest. Rewrites,
I concur with him [Schwab] that the practical day-to-day world of 
curriculum development merits intensive attention. I feel, 
however, that merely moving to the practical is not sufficiently 
Jimdamental . . .  An authentic radical departure calls for not only 
a lateral shift to the practical but also a vertical shift that leads us 
to a deeper imderstaivding of the program developer’s theoretic
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Stance, [emphasis mine] (Aoki, 1977, p. 51)
Aoki calls for a shift in theoretical perspective that emphasizes the notion 
of the practical as not only the "practices or ’doings’ of a teacher" but 
urges a grounded standpoint that sees no dichotomy between who we are 
existentially and what we do experientially.
In Competence in Teaching ââ Instrumental and Practical Action: A 
Critical Analysis. Aoki (1984) criticizes educators who view the notion of 
"practice" as synonymous with that of "technique" and associate 
"competence" with that of "instrumental action" (p. 72). Through the 
usage of expressions as competency-based teacher education and 
competency-based testing, Aoki alleges that "competence" becomes 
usurped as a sacrosanct utterance of devotion to "the belief that 
problems and conflicts can be managed through purposive rational 
action based on precise quantification and systemic decision-making" 
(1984, p. 73). Lost in such an efficiency based curriculum world is the 
lived-world of teachers and students. In its place is the manipulated 
world of "beings-as-things" suffused with teacher-proof curriculum 
packets and students seen as empty vessels waiting to be filled with the 
how-to-do knowledge of a technologically focused culture.
Aoki considers the segregation of theory and practice as key in the 
dehumanization of teachers and students in education. He recalls his 
first experience with the dichotomizing of theory and practice as 
occurring in his first teaching assignment in the Hutterite colony. The 
primers used to teach first year students to read were entitled Ws. Work 
and Play and ^  Think and Do. Being a first year teacher Aoki was 
naive to the hidden curriculum presented to the children through such 
material. Unknowingly he helped introduce them to an instrumental
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world that emphasized separating into various compartments of 
existence working and thinking and playing and doing. It is a view of the 
world that stresses
1. that "thinking and doing" are acts of first importance to our 
culture, highly prized; 2. that "thinking and doing" is a way of life 
in which one says, "First you think; then, you do"—a way of life in 
which "thinking" Is primary and "doing" is derivative—a way of life 
that edifies one understanding of "thinking" to the neglect of other 
possibilities. (1989c, p. 4)
A curriculum conviction where reading is only a skill to be learned and 
language serves as its primary tool. Aoki asks
how was I to know that in teaching reading as mere skill, I was 
being caught up unconsciously within a technological ethos within 
which . . . tended towards a machine-view of children as well as a 
machine-vlew of the teacher? Within this ethos, was 1 not 
understanding people, teachers and children, not as beings who 
are human, but rather as thing beings? Is this not "education" 
reduced to a half-life of what it could be? (1989c, p. 4)
Though it was over 40 years ago when he first used the ^  Think 
and Do primer, Aoki contends that the dichotomy still exists between 
thinking and doing although reformulated to read 'We Theorize and 
Practice" (1989c, p. 5). He examples teacher education departments that 
have a student’s learning experiences divided into theorizing (course 
work) and the practicing of theories (teacher practicum); secondary 
schools divided between academic programs and vocational programs.
In higher education universities fill the compartment of thinking and 
technical institutes provide for the province of doing.
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Aoki responds to this pedagogical schizophrenia by asking if we 
must be "caught up totally in the linearized form of from theory into 
practice?" (1989c, p. 5). His answer is "no" and supports his reply by 
developments over the past two decades that indicate a different stance 
taken by some educators to the notion of practice. He writes,
One of the promising re-understandings of "practice" views practice 
as praxis, wherein even the notion of theory requires a 
reunderstanding. I see at this time two major interpretations of 
praxis—one, in tune with the critical social theory of the neo- 
Marxist persuasion, and the other, hermeneutic praxis which 
seems to flow out of the existential posture of Heidegger and 
Gadamer. I note that at this cutting edge, forceful work is ongoing. 
(1986a, p. 4)
Citing the work of Karol Wojtyla (1979, 1981)\ Aoki (1984, 1989c) 
posits a view of praxis that offers the alternative, existential view of 
thouaht-fuUrof- action and action-Ml-of-thouaht for the traditionally 
accepted Cartesian dichotomization of theory and practice. Praxis viewed 
as such is the conjoining of thinking and doing into the activity of 
reflective action. Reflection not used here in the ordinaiy sense of simply 
being mindful or in remembrance of what was said or done by an 
individual, but rather to probe beneath words and deeds to the motives 
and assumptions that underlie them. It is to question the manner or 
way of being out of which such actions arise. But reflection, in the 
context of praxis, doesn’t stop there. Aoki adds that "reflection is not 
only oriented towards making conscious the unconscious by dis-covering
1. Karol Wojtyla Is better known as Pope John Paul n.
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underlying assumptions and Intentions, but it is also oriented towards 
the implications for action guided by the newly gained consciousness and 
critical knowing" (1984, p. 77).
For curriculum developers, substitution of the segregated concepts 
of theory and practice with the notion of praxis would mean, among 
other things, an acknowledgment of the subjectivity intrinsic to the 
pedagogical situation. It would initiate a reflective return to the originary 
grounds of being and learning where teachers and students are seen as a 
community of independent actors each contributing to the shape and 
focus of the pedagogical situation.
CONCLUSION
The phenomenologically oriented work of T. Tetsuo Aoki seeks even 
less to describe its processes of analysis as does van Manen’s. However, 
in my view, Aoki’s work reflects more of the significant ramifications of 
phenomenological investigation. As evidenced in this chapter, intuitive, 
thick and impassioned descriptions of the lifeworld of students and 
teachers characterize much of his writings. Whereas van Manen’s work 
has concentrated primarily on student/teacher relationships, Aoki’s work 
has successfully incorporated the broader pedagogical concerns of 
curriculum development and assessment to phenomenologically oriented 
research. In doing so, Aoki has sought to require the world of 
curriculum planning and evaluation to be more relevant to what it is to 
be-in-the-world.
A fitting summation of T. Tetsuo Aoki’s work is a reflexive 
extension of his work to a particular moment of classroom instruction. 
The next chapter accomplishes this by utilizing the hermeneutic/
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phenomenological stance taken by Aoki and van Manen in beginning to 
understand how the notion of "knowledge" is interpretively experienced 
in the lives of undergraduate students in a developmental reading 
course.
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CHAPTER IV 
READING AND THE PHENOMENON OP 
EXPERIENCING KNOWLEDGE
"Why then do we assume that reading begins with 
alphabetization, that it  is a set of observational skills, to be 
developed in isolation from story, from engagement, firom the 
drama of lived experience?" Valerie Polakow (1986, p. 37)
Introduction
This chapter explores how students experience reading as an 
opportunity to construct their world In a meaning-laden way. 1 will 
examine this process specifically as an opening into understanding the 
phenomenon of experiencing one’s relationship with knowledge as 
described by developmental education students. Central to my 
phenomenological investigation will be the novel Flowers For Algernon 
(Keyes, 1966) and the written, descriptive responses thirty-three first- 
year college students, enrolled in a Developmental Reading course, gave 
toit.^
My discussion will first survey the present realm of reading theoiy 
Identifying what might be considered as three varying theoretical 
approaches: a bottom-up emphasis of reading; a top-down emphasis of 
reading; and an interactive/schema reading emphasis. In this section 1 
also will discuss the significant contributions a top-down and 
interactive/schema emphasis brings to our understanding of reading.
1.Developmental Reading Is a required remedial course at Louisiana State 
University for incoming freshman who demonstrate academic skills below the 
designated levels deemed necessary for college success.
80
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I additionally will discuss the openings these theories provide for 
significant contributions from phenomenology to the understanding of 
the phenomenon of reading.
Second, I will attempt a phenomenological description of a reading 
experience the aforementioned Developmental Reading students 
encountered with Flowers For Algernon: a novel that conveys the fictional 
story of one man’s encounter with knowledge. These students are 
appropriate for this study because of the struggle they have confronted in 
trying to acquire knowledge successfully in an academic setting. I will 
examine their descriptions of experiencing knowledge and discuss the 
pedagogical consequences that follow from the insights gained by this 
Investigation.
The discussions that follow will also be guided by the work of van 
Manen and Aoki. By doing so, I hope to reveal the suggestiveness of 
their unique orientation to understanding aspects of reading. Elements 
of the phenomenological works of Martin Heidegger and Maurice 
Merleau-Ponty are used to help inform the following discussions. The 
work of Madeleine Grumet, Margaret Hunsberger and Thomas 
McCormick will also be presented in illuminating a phenomenological 
approach to reading. Supplementing these contributions will be other 
voices not strictly defined as phenomenological but appropriate to a 
phenomenological discussion of reading, such as Henri Bergson and 
Alfred North Whitehead. Their work is quoted to further illumine a 
phenomenological view of reading.
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Current Reading Emphases
Reading has been approached from a variety of theoretical 
perspectives that reflect alternate views of how students read, 
comprehend, and acquire meaning. The teaching methodologies applied 
from these varied theories range from viewing reading as an empirically 
based skill, which gives attention to the physiological processes Involved, 
to emphasizing the psychological role of "prior knowledge" the student 
brings to the reading experience.
The Bottom-up Emphasis
Physiologically based theoretical approaches to reading are the 
oldest and are commonly referred to as bottom-up theories (McCormick, 
1988). In general, reading scholars working from within such a 
framework maintain that a reader acquires meaning by decoding the 
Individual words, phrases and overall content of a text. A noted scholar 
associated with this perspective has been Charles Fries. This approach 
has also been referred too as "text-driven," "data-driven" and "outside-ln." 
(McCormick, 1988, p. 1)
In explaining his particular theory Fries writes.
The process of learning to read . . .  Is the process of transfer from 
the auditory signs . . .  to the new visual signs . . . Learning to read, 
therefore, means developing a considerable range of habitual 
responses to a specific set of patterns of graphic shapes. (Cited In 
Chall, 1967, pp. 120-121)
For Fries, a reader acquires meaning reading through "the lexical 
meanings of the words, the structural meanings of the sentences, and 
the cumulative meanings of the succession of sentences as connected by
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sequence signals into a un i t . . . "  (cited in Chall, pp. 120-121).
According to Fries, reading is a stimulus/response process or a 
"decoding" of graphic symbols into language meanings. The meaning is 
found in the text itself. For him, meaning arrives as the result of a series 
of linkings of lexical codes progressively revealed from an analysis of the 
lower order level of individual letters and syllables to the higher order 
level of words, sentences and paragraphs. Though he is unclear exactly 
how meaning can exist a priori in oral language, he does give primacy to 
the notion that reading is merely a translating of writing into oral speech 
(cited in Chall, pp. 120-121). As such, Charles Fries relegates reading to 
the behavioristic realm of reflexes. He subjugates the reading process to 
a physiologically based series of "causes," i. e., graphic symbols on paper, 
and "effects," i. e., meaning responses activated by symbols encountered 
in the text.
In the early years of his pedagogical career at the Hutterite colony, 
Aoki regretfully admits to naively teaching reading from a utilitarian 
understanding of "language as a mere tool of communication" (1989c, p. 
4) that is inherent in the bottom-up approach to reading. Aoki 
characterizes these early attempts at reading instruction as a "war". He 
writes.
Obediently, following the curriculum guide, I helped students 
"attack" words and sentences as if reading were a war game. So, 
as in warfare, we indulged as teachers in "strategies" and "tactics," 
guided by targeted ends (many of them behavioral), the 
achievement of which meant VICTORY, and the failure to achieve, 
DEFEAT. . . .  [it was] an instrumental view of reading, reducing 
[reading] to mere skills and techniques, transforming reading to a
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half-life of what it might be. (1989c, p. 3-4)
It is Aoki’s contention that not only Is reading reduced to a half-life, but 
education as a whole suffers. At the core of such an attenuated view of 
pedagogy is an understanding of existence, influenced by an infatuation 
with technology, that fragments human activity into pure behavioral 
actions.
In The Structure fif Behavior. Merleau-Ponty (1983) argues that no 
human activity can be understood solely from a singular isolation and 
analysis of any particular feature of human existence. He maintains that 
some researchers have attempted just that in interpreting human acts 
solely from a physiological base. Merleau-Ponty contends that it is 
ludicrous to see life as a linear progression of rigid causal events. 
Behavioristic theoiy is seductive to some because of the "messy" 
complexities found in any view that gives place to consciousness and 
because of the convenience found in the "obviousness" of human 
behavior. He writes:
as soon as one ceases to place confidence in the immediate givens 
of consciousness and tries to construct a  scientific representation 
of the organism, it seems that one is led to the classical theory of 
the reflex—that is, to decomposing the excitation and the reaction 
into a multitude of partial processes which are external to each 
other in time as well as space . . . .  one becomes accustomed to 
treating as "cause" the condition which we can most easily 
influence. (1983, pp. 8-17)
For Merleau-Ponty, reading would not be an activity explained by 
physiological reduction as a bottom-up emphasis might contend. In 
such a model the body operates only as an object of the stimulating
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input received by graphic symbols. This, in turn, makes reading a 
manipulative and predominantly one-sided affair where the reader 
assumes a passive stance. Merleau-Poniy would maintain instead that 
activities such as reading, involve much more than blind physical 
automatism in response to given stimuli (1983, p. 40). He would argue 
that the reader brings to the reading encounter not only physical/neural 
motor skills but also tntentionaltty^. Every human action is an 
adaptation to the global situation encountered by the individual at the 
particular moment of excitation. It is not the excitation alone but also 
the existential state or lifeworld of the individual at the moment of 
stimulus that decides the response given. Because of this Merleau-Ponty 
writes.
It is within the organism then that we will have to look for that 
which makes a complex stimulus something other than the sum of 
its elements . . . the form of the excitant is created by the organism 
itself, by its proper maimer of offering itself to actions from the 
outside . . .  It is the organism itself. . . which chooses the stimuli 
in the physical world to which it will be sensitive. The environment 
emerges from the world through the actualization or the being of 
the organism . . . (1983, pp. 12-13)
1. The phenomenological notion of intentionality has undergone a variety of 
changes since Brentano first introduced it. For Merleau-Ponty, intentionality is the 
existential orientation of the self in its conscious perceptions of the other. Underlying 
this is the notion that an Individual never experiences consciousness as a thing but 
rather as an activity. Part of the phenomenological endeavor is the attempt to isolate or 
bracket various aspects of this activity, the ego, the object of consciousness and the act 
of conscious itself. Doing so reveals the intentional structure of consciousness (van 
Manen, 1990).
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Applied to reading, it could be said that it is not the stimulus of the 
symbols alone that gives signification, but also the intentionality of the 
reader, at the moment of perceiving the textual signs, that create the 
opportunity for meaning to appear. Will the meaning found be the "pure" 
meaning of the author? Or will the resulting meaning be that wholly of 
the reader? Merleau-Ponty would answer no to both questions. For him 
the "properties of the object and the intentions of the subject. . . are not 
only intermingled; they also constitute a new whole" (1983, pp. 12-13) 
that transcends the Cartesian dualism of subject and object. This new 
whole is the "new meaning" that comes as a result of a dialogical 
encounter between the text and reader. More will be said of this in the 
discussion of an interactive/schema emphasis of reading.
The Top-Down Emphasis
Dissatisfied with such a narrow view of language, Canadian 
journalist turned academic and educational researcher, Frank Smith 
began in the 1970s advocating a humanistic/psychologically based 
theory of reading that became associated with other similar theories 
known as "top-down theories" and are also referred too as "hypothesis 
test," "concept-driven" and "inside-out" models of reading (McCormick, 
1988, p. 8). In his early work. Smith (1975) drew heavily upon 
information-processing psychology and psycho-linguistics to develop a 
view of reading that places the reader and not the text in the primaiy role 
of acquiring meaning in reading. Initially this view emphasized a 
computer model of learning. He argued that
the primary function and activity of the human brain-at least with 
respect to its commerce with the outside world-is actively to seek.
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select, acquire, organize, store and, at appropriate times, retrieve 
and utilize information about the world. (1975, p. 2)
Smith (1983) later revised his view to include more specifically the 
reader’s prior knowledge and present state of anticipation as important 
factors, stating that reading is more of "a matter of "making sense" of 
text, of relating written language to what we know already and to what 
we want to know" (p. 15).
Not only did he revise his theory. Smith (1983) also drastically 
changed his concept for reading to that of a constructionist model of 
learning.
My alternative [model] is that the primary, fundamental, and 
continual activity of the brain is nothing less that the creation of 
worlds . . . My metaphor pictures the brain as an artist, as a 
creator of experience for itself and for others, rather than as a 
dealer in Information . . . the term create literally means "to cause 
to come into existence, to generate possibilities of experience." (pp. 
118-19)
Though more sensitive to the place of the reader in the 
reading/meaning-making ej^erience Smith’s theory has received 
criticism (Lovett, 1981) for not specifically accounting for how the brain 
creates meaning through reading. Top-down theorists view meaning a 
priori as something the reader brings to the text already situated in the 
mind (McCormick, 1988). It posits an ego-centric view of existence that 
does not account for the interplay with the world (including the 
recognition of "signs," "symbols," or "words ") that exists as part of being- 
in-the-world. Uke bottom-up theorists, those scholars whose reading 
research reflects a top-down emphasis therefore present only a partial
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explanation of the reading experience.
Alfred North Whitehead’s notions of "prehension" and "event" give 
an illuminating perspective to a non-ego-centered view of existence that 
is relevant to viewing reading comprehension more holistically as a way 
of being-in-the-world. ^  For AVhitehead , existence is, in part, a 
continual transitory process of interaction among actual entities or 
individual experiences. This is a creative process by which every 
interaction among entities causes recreation within themselves as new 
entities. As a compendium of entities or experiences, I am constantly 
reacting, in the sense of grasping, or relating to entities that come into 
awareness. Whether physically, mentally and/or affectively, I am 
continually relating to my environment. This grasping or relating activity 
that Whitehead coins as "prehension" never leaves us unchanged. At 
every moment I am a synthesis of the "continuation of the antecedent 
world," the active immediate interacting self of "self-creation," as well as 
the purposeful aim of some anticipated ideal. As such, Whitehead refers 
to existence as an "event" or a "grasping into unity of a pattern of 
aspects" (Whitehead, 1925, p. 119).
Whitehead not only views "being" as an "event" or collection of 
experiences but stresses that the event is not a static result of those 
experiences but a continual process of making relentless "links" or 
connections with our world. This in part is what WHiitehead means when 
he states that "I find myself as essentially a unity of emotions, 
enjoyments, hopes, fears, regrets, valuations of alternatives.
1. Though I am not a Whiteheadian and Whitehead cannot be called a pheno- 
menologlst, I do find many facets of his process philosophy that are conducive and 
attractive to the present phenomenological orientation to reading.
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decisions—all of them subjective reactions to the environment as active in 
my nature" (1938, p. 228). Each connection reflects the uniqueness of 
the active self-creative being and alters its uniqueness even more. Which 
is what Whitehead refers to when he says, "I shape the activities of the 
environment into a new creation, which is myself at this moment"
(p. 228). Whitehead encourages us to broaden our understanding of 
existential experience. This includes the reading experience also. For 
him "the subject which enjoys an ejqierience does not exist beforehand, 
neither is it created from the outside; it creates itself in that very process 
of experiencing" (Lowe, 1962, p. 40).
The positioning of the self as one among many factors influencing 
the creation of the meaning-laden lifeworld of the reader is a conception 
that top-down theories do not recognize in their work (McCormick, 1988). 
However, Smith has realized that his rejection of a computer metaphor, 
which forces the notion of cognition into a mechanistic model of 
existence, for a more aesthetic metaphor placing comprehension within 
the sole control of the reader, was not without its problems. He 
envisions the dilemma as a choice between two extremes stating that, 
a considerable difficulty with perceiving the brain as an artist is 
that it does not facilitate control or "accountability" In educational 
contexts or replication In psychological experiments. Creativeness 
is not easily quantified . . . .  The question is which metaphor is the 
most productive, and the answer will depend on what one’s 
intention Is In the first place—to measure and control human 
behavior or to understand it. (1983, pp. 133-34)
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The Interactive/Schema Emphasis
A third theoretical emphasis In the field of reading, known as the 
Interactive/schema theories of reading, attempt to arrive at a more 
explicit explanation of reading and comprehension by merging the falsely 
dichotomized physiological and psychological components of human 
existence (McCormick, 1988). A significant scholar whose work Is 
associated with this view is Kenneth Goodman. Goodman states that 
reading Is,
constructing meaning in response to text . . .  It requires Interactive 
use of grapho-phonic, syntactic, and semantic cues to construct 
meaning. My model Is thus Interactive. (1981, p. 477)
He goes on to define an Interactive model as,
one which uses print as Input and has meaning as output. But 
the reader provides Input, too, and the reader. Interacting with 
text, is selective In using Just as little of the cues from text as 
necessary to construct meaning. (Goodman, 1981, p. 477) 
Typlcally, as Indicated In the above passage. Interactive theorists 
such as Goodman give more attention to the role of the text than top- 
down theorists such as Smith. Unlike the bottom-up theorists, however, 
Goodman does emphasize understanding the role of the reader In making 
meaning with a text. Due to this synthesis Interactive theorists see 
reading more as a mutual engagement between the reader and the text. 
This engagement Is a purposeful one with the Intent being the making of 
meaning (Goodman, 1979, p. 658).
According to McCormick (1988), all Interactive theories admit the 
essential function of the prior knowledge a reader brings to the reading of 
any text. Most contemporary Interactive theories give substantial
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consideration to the "form or organization of this prior knowledge. These 
are the schema theories" (p. 107).
Recognized as one of the foremost contemporary scholars of 
schema theory, Rumelhart (1980) states that schema theory is "basically 
a theory about knowledge" (p. 34) that in turn makes his reading 
research an epistemological investigation. According to him, "our 
schemata are our knowledge. All of our generic knowledge is embedded 
in schemata" (Rumelhart, 1980, p. 41). By this view Rumelhart 
emphasized that the source of knowledge or understanding rested 
primarily in the utilization of mental data structures that harbor 
memory. These data structures are internal cognitive representations of 
previously perceived external events, objects, situations, and so forth, 
which provide comparative examples to interpret incoming data by.
Later, however, Rumelhart (Rumelhart, Smolensky, McClelland, and 
Hinton, 1986) felt compelled to revise schema theory from its rigid model 
of fixed mental data structures to a view that saw "schemas" less as 
things and more as process. He writes:
If schemata are to work as a basis for models of cognitive 
processing, they must be very flexible objects—much more flexible 
than they really ever have been in actual implementations. This is 
a sort of dilemma. On the one hand, schemata are the structure of 
the mind. On the other hand, schemata must be sufficiently 
malleable to fit around most everything. None of the versions of 
schemata proposed to date [including Rumelhart’s] have really had 
these properties. (1986, p. 20)
His alternative was to shift from viewing schemas as explicit entities to 
that of
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being implicit in our knowledge and are created by the very 
environment that they are trying to interpret—as it is interpreting 
them. Roughly, the idea is this: Input comes into the system, 
activating a set of units. These units are interconnected with one 
another, forming a sort of constraint satisfaction network. The 
inputs determine the starting state of the system and the exact 
shape of the goodness-of-fit landscape. The system then moves 
toward one of the goodness maxima. When the system reaches one 
of these relatively stable states, there is little tendency for the 
system to migrate toward another state, (p. 20)
A Place For A Phenomenological View of Reading
This brief overview of reading research over the past three decades 
reveals the trend in reading theory to reach for the "Intervening variable" 
of existential being in the act of reading. Smith’s shift to a constructionist 
metaphor and Rumelhart’s reinterpretation of schemas as process are 
hopeful signs and clearings into the discussion of reading in which a 
phenomenological voice can contribute significantly. Van Manen (1990) 
would still argue, however, that most research on pedagogical activities, 
such as reading, is based on existentially distanced data, consisting of 
second-order descriptions of first-order experience. He would emphasize 
that to understand reading is to understand what it is for students to 
experience reading as a first-order encounter. In other words to 
understand how the experience of reading is related to what it is to be in 
the world. This resonates with Aoki’s criticism that "[for] too long we 
have not been aware that second order thoughts [or theories] were being 
"applied" to the first order social world of practice" (1979, p. 17).
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McCormick (1988) contends that a  significant contribution 
interactive/schema theory offers is a combination of three major 
theoretical emphases concerning reading that posits reading 
comprehension in a way similar to what it is to be-in-the-world. For him, 
"schema theory makes a very clear claim about what comprehension 
is—it is the filling of schemas, the matching of information from the text 
with slots in the schemas" (p. 109). This "filling" and "matching of 
information" process described by schema theory, does suggest 
resemblance to the view of "reference" as viewed by Heidegger.
According to Heidegger (1962) part of how we understand our own being- 
in-the-world is by means of an interaction between our recognition (or 
lack oi it), and our response to that recognition (or lack of it) in what we 
experience in our world. Therefore existence is not characterized by a 
one-sided relationship of the internal to the external or vice versa but 
instead is a reciprocal interdependence. Due to this notion, schema 
theory allows space for the uniqueness of the individual in determining 
the success of the learning situation.
According to McCormick, allowing space for the individual is an 
additional strength of schema theory.
schema theory can account for both the similarities and the 
differences in comprehension which occur in text 
comprehension . . .  Reading is not passive, but active and 
motivated by the expectations and desires of the individual. Thus 
the purposes of the reader as well as the peculiarities of his/her 
own schemas . . .  account for the differences. The similarities in 
comprehension derive from the similarities among schemas which 
are themselves derived from personal experience which is
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thoroughly social and thus in many, if not most, respects similar.
(1988, p. 109)
The recognition of the uniqueness of the individual in social experience 
and the role played by intentionality are primary preconditions to 
understanding who we are. Heidegger (1962) argues that "a person is in 
any case given as a performer of intentional acts which are bound 
together by the unity of a meaning" (p. 73). The understanding of 
ourselves and of our world is not based solely on these acts but more on 
the purposive stance underlying them. In other words, our actions, and 
the meanings we give them, are only understood by disclosing the 
intentional stance of the actor. Rather than concentrate on the 
physical/psychical acts of reading, a phenomenological view stresses the 
importance of understanding how an individual creates meaning by 
investigating the existential/hermeneutic process of intentional 
engagement with the other of the individual’s world. Traditional research 
methodology is ill equipped for such investigation.
McCormick summarizes the strength of schema theory as allowing
for
a subject, the one who comprehends and who in some sense 
transcends and controls the process. The control is not absolute, 
though, since the schemas are presented to the subject with a high 
degree of giveness by experience which itself is influenced by the 
social fabric of culture as well as by invariants in nature, even 
perhaps, the nature of the subject, a question not taken up by this 
theory . . . For those who value the freedom of the human subject 
in the process of production and interpretation of discourse, this is 
a welcomed aspect of schema theory. (1988, p. I l l )
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Despite the contribution schema theory brings to the field of 
reading, there are important, basic questions yet to be answered. Most 
obvious is the question of whether reading can be understood by 
interpreting human acts solely from a psycho/physiological basis? In 
Heidegger’s (1962) view all "acts are something non-psychical. . . Any 
psychical [o]bjectiflcation of acts, and hence any way of taking them as 
something psychical, is tantamount to depersonalization" (p. 73). For 
Heidegger the act of reading would not be understood by envisioning it in 
terms of biomechanical motion. Machines do not possess, among other 
things, the vital feature that characterizes human existence; the 
constitutive feature of the awareness of the self, of one’s being-in-the- 
world. Understanding what it is to be-in-the-world is more than 
amassing the sum of one’s physical/psychical acts. A phenomenological 
view of reading esthetically sees reading as a way of being-in-the-world 
and not simply as something Involving "thinking and doing" (Hunsberger, 
1988). A phenomenological view of reading involves an acknowledgment 
and commitment to apprehend the question of "what is reading" as an 
issue concerning existential experience and not merely psycholinguistlc 
activities.^ Morgan and Sellner state that,
the impression one gets from story schema literature is usually 
that a good story is one that fits well with some story schema, as if 
the enjoyment and judgment of stories were derived from trying to 
fit events into schemata. But this misses the point entirely. The 
essence of a story is the imaginary experience it evokes in the
1. Ontology In a Heideggerlan sense it to ask, what is it to be a being aware of its 
own as well as others being? With reading the question becomes a search to understand 
reading as a phenomenon that is part of what it is for humans to be.
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reader or hearer. People enjoy stories via the experiences that they 
derive from understanding the story, not through the sensual 
pleasures of fitting information structures into an abstract 
schema. (1980, p. 190)
Rumelhart (Rumelhart, Smolensky, McClelland and Hinton, 1986) 
revised his view of "schema" but not-in my judgment-to the point of 
allowing the reader’s e3q)erience with texts to be a creative one. He still 
contends that "although [his revised schema theory] is a much more 
activist view it is still a "data-driven" view. The system is entirely reactive 
[as opposed to creative]—given I am in this state, what should I do (p. 
40)?" To see reading comprehension as solely a reactive, cognitive 
activity is not sufficiently far enough from Fries’ stimulus/response view 
of reading to escape the theoretical notion of objectified knowledge. As 
such, imagination and creativity are at best by-products of external 
stimuli and therefore are not in the control of the reader. Such a view 
subjugates the inner, private world of the reader to the external world of 
dominating "reality." Instead of an interaction with the word/world in 
which 1 bring meaning to each reading engagement, I can only bring 
passive memories awaiting to be wakened by my environment.
Rumelhart is not mistaken in asserting that our existence is reactive.
The problem is that it is only half the story.
In contrast Henri Bergson, the noted French philosopher of the late 
19th and early 20th centuries, attempts to explain consciousness, prior 
knowledge and engagement with external objects such as texts from a 
position that allows the individual to assume a greater role in the 
creation of their lived world. For Bergson, human experience is the 
result of a dynamic movement linking memory to that of intentionality
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via one’s immediate perception of the material world. He writes.
We will merely say that with regard to matters of experience—which 
alone concerns us here— existence appears to Imply two conditions 
taken together: (1) presentation in consciousness and (2) the 
logical or causal connection of that which is so presented with 
what precedes and with what follows (1988, p. 147).
According to Bergson, consciousness, chiefly associated with the 
perception of the external, concerns that part of our existence that is 
present and actual (1988, p. 142). Though dwelling in the present, 
consciousness/perception is a synthesis of retained images of the past 
with the determlnation(s) of the immediate future and has as its primary 
concern the immediate implementation of intentional activity. He states 
that,
our present. . .  is that which acts on us and which makes us act; 
it is sensory and it is motor . . .  [it is] the state of our body. Our 
past, on the contrary, is that which acts no longer but which might 
act, and will act by inserting itself into a present sensation from 
which it borrows the vitality (1988, p. 240).
What Bergson describes is an existential flow that originates in 
recollection of past images and has as its goal not the revealing of 
knowledge about the external world but the achievement of the 
fulfillment of intentionality. In other words, what we see and the acts we 
creatively perform, literally and figuratively, are not the results of what 
we immediately perceive materially, but instead are causally affected by 
what we have seen and by what we hope to see.
Consciousness, then, fllumines, at each moment of time, that 
immediate part of the past which, impending over the future, seeks
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to realize and to associate with it. Solely preoccupied in thus 
determining an undetermined future, consciousness may shed a 
little of its light on those of our states, more remote in the past, 
which can be usefully combined with our present state . . . 
(Bergson, 1988, p. 150)
Bergson contends that prior knowledge, as recollected images, 
dynamically fuses with futuristic desires to shape present experience. In 
the center of this synthetic stream of existence is the body, the seat of 
consciousness, mediating the initial experience of the past with the 
purposeful designs of the future and effecting an active response. For 
Bergson, as well as for Merleau-Ponty, the body becomes a "place of 
passage". Bergson writes:
But this special image which persists in the midst of the others, 
and which I call my body, constitutes at every moment. . .  a 
section of the universal becoming. It is then the place of passage 
of the movements received and thrown back, a hyphen, a 
connecting link between the things which act upon me and the 
things upon which 1 a c t . . .  (1988, pp. 151-152)
In Bergson’s view, the body serves as the "connecting link" between 
the immaterial and material, between the domain of the personal and the 
external. His view attempts to unify human experience in such a way 
that does not sacrifice one part of our existence for that of another by 
Cartesian dualism. On the other hand, positivistic-oriented education 
has in effect tried to silence the lifeworld of the student by classifying 
and evaluating the student solely on the basis of overt actions. An 
example of this is the traditional approach where reading is taught as a 
mechanistic educational skill. Implicit in this approach is the belief that
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the purpose of possessing the skill of reading is to provide the individual 
with a tool necessary to advance in learning about the "sacrosanct" 
objective world. Readers are evaluated as "good" or "bad" based on their 
recognition of vocabulary, speed of reading and comprehension of the 
writer’s ideas presented in the text. E)ven at the university level, reading 
is used as a standard for assessing an incoming freshman’s educational 
promise or potential. As such, reading has fallen prey, as so many other 
facets of human experience, to the cult of utilitarianism in which the key 
to acquiring the skill of reading is the successful manipulation of words 
and texts, while the value of ultimately having such a skill is the 
manipulation of information which in turn leads to "success." The 
pedagogical process of learning and reading is coined in a conventional 
phrase in which one first leam s to read and then reads to learn.
From a phenomenological standpoint, Madeleine Grumet (1988) 
argues that reading has become an exercise in "disembodiment" in which 
the reader replaces and loses her voice for the voice of others. For 
Grumet, this occurs because words are viewed as symbols of objective 
meaning that have value within themselves. Texts become objective 
entities in which the value and purpose of the text is found within the 
text itself. Grumet further criticizes the traditional view of reading 
because it has the reader assume a passive stance toward a text much 
the same as we are inclined to assume a passive stance when watching a 
sunrise or sunset. We behold its beauty and splendor and realize that 
we have no control over it happening. It is an act of nature that happens 
to us and not we to it. We transfer this passive viewership to reading 
and assume the belief that we have no control over this engagement with 
words and text but are there as spectators only to behold its beauty and
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let it speak to us its message.
It is this same conviction that says one must leam to read the 
notes on a scale and keep proper time before it is possible to engage 
successfully in the creation of music. Perhaps what is needed in reading 
education is more emphasis on being able to read by our existential "ear" 
than by grasping all the mechanical elements of the act of "reading". The 
use of anecdotes and stories in the form of literature, autobiographical 
writings, storytelling, etc. serves not only as excellent ways of teaching 
reading, that is more sensitive and therefore relevant to lifeworld 
experience, but also provides a phenomenological researcher with 
excellent passageways into existential explorations. Van Manen 
characterizes the pedagogical and phenomenological benefits of stories as 
stemming from their ability:
(1) to compeU a  story recruits our willing attention;
(2) to lead us to rejlect a story tends to invite us to a reflective 
search for significance;
(3) to involve us personally: one tends to search actively for the 
story teller’s meaning via one’s own;
(4) to transform: we may be touched, shaken, moved by story; it 
teaches us;
(5) to measure one’s interpretive sense: one’s response to a story is 
a measure of one’s deepened ability to make interpretive sense. 
(1990, p. 121)
Van Manen summarizes the pedagogical/phenomenological power of 
stories by stating that "if done well, [stories] will create a tension between 
the pre-reflective and reflective pulls of language" (1990, p. 121). As 
discussed in Chapter 111, Aoki (1986c) contends that it is tension.
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emanating from the state or "zone of between" Inherent in being-in-the- 
world, that characterizes in part what it is to be a teacher contending 
with the pull of the pedagogical worlds of curriculum-as-plan and 
curriculum-as-lived. Similarly, van Manen argues that, for the reader, 
the task of synthesizing words and world, i.e., recognizing graphic 
symbols while also maintaining awareness of the lifeworld of the self, 
characterizes the tensionality of being-in-the-world as a reader. As such 
Aoki’s following comments could be equally applied to the experience of 
reading stating that,
to be alive is to live in tension: that, in fact, it is the tensionality 
that allows good thoughts and actions to arise when properly 
tensioned chords are struck, and that tensionless strings are not 
only unable to give voice to songs, but also unable to allow a song 
to be sung. (Aoki, 1986c, p. 9)
For many, however, reading is encountered as an unnatural 
exertion repressing the reader’s own drive for purposeful engagement, 
i.e., a creative singing of the world. Some scholars through their 
theoretical approach to reading attempt to preempt the collaborative, 
interpretive struggle to create meaning that is reading, by viewing the 
reader as a  slavish detective of the author’s meaning. A meaning that is 
stored infallibly in the text. Grumet (1988) criticizes such an approach 
to viewing and teaching reading arguing that:
Meaning is something we make out of what we find when we look 
at texts. It is not in the text. Now this is hardly news, but 1 am 
sorry to tell you that the myth of the meaningful text still 
flourishes in the secondary classroom. . . . Using single textbooks, 
sometimes supplemented with library readings or handouts, the
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students are sent to read unburdened by motives, interests, 
questions, tasks, rationales, or expectations, (p. 465)
Grumet further criticizes Harold Herber’s theory of how students 
understand what they read in the content areas (1988, p. 465-66). She 
considers absurd his contention that students follow a three step process 
by which understanding of a text is achieved by emphasizing what the 
author says, what he means by what he says and how it applies to 
previous knowledge possessed by the reader. In such a view, lip service 
is given to the prior knowledge of the reader, however the text still serves 
as the sole dispenser of understanding and meaning. If this power to 
possess meaning is shared at all, it is done so with the view of the 
teacher’s understanding as primary and represses any involvement of the 
student other than as a passive audience witnessing the power of some 
to "make meaning." She writes.
Only in schools does the text become a spectacle, and do we, the 
dazed spectators, eyes glazed, sit in mute reception, waiting for 
something to appear. No, television has not ruined reading. 
Reading in school has trained us for television. (Grumet, 1988 p. 
466)
1 contend that reading must be reconceived as important 
"moments" of making meaning in the reader’s lived world involving a 
reflexive interchange of viewpoints: those of the author of the text; the 
parents or teachers who have presented the text for reading; and more 
importantly the lifeworld of the reader. Only when reading is allowed to 
reside in such a domain of embodied existence, where experience is not 
fragmented into objective parts, will students begin to encounter reading 
as a much more pleasurable experience.
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Reminiscent of Bergson’s notion of the body as a passageway, 
Grumet also recognizes the role embodied reading has as a "place of 
passage." She writes,
But what reading is about, very much like writing, is bridging the 
gap between private and public worlds. Its purpose is not to 
reduce mystery to what is obvious, patent, nor to confirm 
solipsism, but to provide a passage between the images, impulses, 
and glimpses of meaning that constitute being in the world and 
our encoded representations of that world . . . .  Every text, every 
symbol, every word, is a passage between one consciousness and 
another. (1988, pp. 459-62)
In light of Bergson’s and Grumet’s comments, one might also 
reflect on the Husserlian notion of the "epoche "; the suspension of the 
world but not the belief in it, that accompanies an encounter with a text. 
It is within this "firee space" imagination can create, play with, and reflect 
on meanings. Readers then let those meanings engage the sovereign 
otherness of the external world claiming their right to interpret it; to see 
it as this or that kind of place. Additionally, reader’s need to be 
encouraged to Zinger in the passageway dialogical encounters with texts 
provide, cautioned to not transverse it too quickly.
Phenomenological Investigation 
Through Reading
Before beginning a phenomenological investigation and illustration 
of experiencing knowledge, a few comments must be made concerning 
the unique opportunity reading offers to phenomenological 
investigations.
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For Max van Manen (1985), the experiential value of fictional 
literature is not "fact or incidence, news or controversy, but the reality of 
possibility: the reality of imaginable human experience" (p. 177). For 
him, it is the phenomenon of reading fictional literature that allows us to 
experience â priori "a knowing that is more like living . . . .  Fiction is 
made of our experiences of the lives of imagined characters in action" (p. 
178). These experiences come via the narrator's voice through language 
in the text. In reading a fine novel, however, it is not words that we see 
or syntax we recognize but experiential being itself that resonates with 
our own experiences. A fine novel invites us to be vulnerable to the 
experiences that are portrayed. It beckons us to trustingly open our 
interpretive stance of the world to the world of the imagined characters in 
the book; to assume their world into ours and at the moment of reading 
dwell within the same world. By doing so, reading becomes a 
passageway to ourselves by way of an encounter with imagined others.
By referencing my experiences with those of the imagined characters of 
the novel, I further Interpret and reveal my own stance in the world; 
extending further the definition of what it means to be-in-the-world.
Reading is a phenomenon that grants us a unique opportunity to 
intuitively reflect upon our own being. Merleau-Ponty (1968) considers 
this possible because in reading, "(t)he other’s words make me speak and 
think, because they create within me other than myself. . . The other’s 
words form a grillwork through which I see my thoughts " (p. 224). For 
van Manen, the true pedagogic value of a novel is that it,
provides me in an intimate way with a great human experience and 
then, as a bonus, offers me the phenomenological experience of 
interpreting the first one. Herein lies an important distinction.
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One cannot be a critic and a reader at the same time. Critics are 
poor lovers. They cannot let go. Their minds are on the wrong 
things. It is only after the communal experience that we may 
meditate its cathartic nature and thus may be transformed further 
or deeper as we retroactively and self-reflectively once again 
appropriate the original experience. (1985, p. 186)
Reading, therefore, is useful as a phenomenological investigation 
because it provides us with the opportunity to instinctively bracket out 
empirical reality; allowing the existential realm of the self to be manifest. 
Pedagogically, reading provides a clearing through which the veiled ways 
of being-in-the-world as teachers and students are phenomenologically 
disclosed and offered up for reflection. This reflection, in turn, must lead 
to the creation of meaningful responses to the others we encounter in 
pedagogic situations. In the following study, the reading of Flowers For 
Algernon, concerning one person's struggle with the acquisition of 
knowledge, provides a phenomenological moment necessary allowing us 
to bring closer to the surface the ontological roots of what it is to be-in- 
the-world in a knowledgeable way.^ The troubled lifelong quest for 
knowledge by the novel’s protagonist serves as an excellent provocation 
for the assigned reader of this novel to begin thinking about their own 
experiential search for the elusive existence of "knowledge. " As discussed 
earlier van Manen argues that fine stories can create a tension within the 
reader through which greater understanding of what it is to be-in-the- 
world is revealed. It is hoped, that by a reading of Keyes’ stoiy of Charlie
1. Originally a novelette, Daniel Keyes won the Hugo Award in 1960 for Flowers 
For Algernon.
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Gordon’s experiences, these students will be "compelled" to descriptively 
articulate through writing, their experiences associated with being-with- 
knowledge.
A Phenomenological Look at Experiencing 
Knowledge Through the Reading of 
Flowers for Alggrnnn
The starting point of this investigation is the responses given by 
thirty-three Developmental Reading students to the novel Flowers For 
Algernon by Daniel Keyes (1966). Their responses were in the form of 
two journal entries, each being approximately a page in length, which 
were class assignments. The first journal entry assignment consisted of 
their personal description of CharUe Gordon, the main character of the 
novel. In their description, they were asked to compare the various 
phases of low to high intelligence Charlie experienced in his life and 
discuss how these diverse proportions of intelligence impacted Charlie 
and his relationship with the world. It was my hope that this first 
writing assignment would lead  ^ these students to initial reflections 
about how knowledge is viewed/valued in American culture and the 
process needed/constructed to acquire it. Their responses and the 
ensuing phenomenological description discloses these students’ concerns 
over pursuing and possessing knowledge.
In reference to van Manen’s argument that stories provide the 
means by which to transform readers and measure one's interpretive
1. My rationale In this writing assslgnments stems from van Manen’s characteri­
zation of the benefits stories offer to phenomenological Investigations discussed earlier 
in this chapter.
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sense, a second Journal entry was assigned. This writing assignment 
also was a free and personal response revealing a comparison between 
how the student felt society views "knowledge" and how they, individually 
based on their own experiences, view "knowledge." They were additionally 
asked to share if any change had occurred in their view of knowledge 
after reading the novel and to discuss the nature of that change. Their 
written responses to these issues serve as the first level of inquiry 
examined to help disclose their interpretation of experiencing knowledge.
Before describing these responses, I will review in the novel Itself.
In the following brief summary, hopefully the reader will be able to sense 
some of the uniqueness of this book for affording an opportunity to 
journey into reading and reflect on experiencing "knowledge."
Review of 
Flowers for Aigmmnn
This novel is an engaging story centering around the fictional 
experiences of a 32 year old retarded man’s encounter with the gain and 
loss of extremely high intelligence. Our first encounter with Charlie 
Gordon takes place a few days before he is to undergo an experimental 
brain operation which the medical/psychological research team of 
Beekman University hopes will significantly increase human learning 
capacity. After apparent success with the technique on laboratory rats, 
(in particular one rat named Algernon), Charlie is chosen as the first 
human subject for this experimental surgery because of his willingness 
to leam in spite of the mental handicap he has had since birth.
From the first page all information given in the novel is conveyed 
through Charlie’s journal entries. Though before and immediately after
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the surgery his writing is difficult to understand. Dr. Strauss, the head of 
the research team, wants him to write down all that he experiences so 
that it will serve as an additional written record of the anticipated 
progress achieved by the surgery.
Charlie came into contact with the research team as a student 
enrolled in the Beekman University Center For Retarded Adults where he 
attended classes three times a week under the instruction of Alice 
Kinnian. Due to her recommendation, Charlie was tested to see if he was 
suitable for the operation. The following conversation between Charlie 
and Dr. Strauss, recorded by Charlie in his journal, reveals to the reader 
part of Charlie’s desire to leam.
"He (Dr. Strauss) said Miss Kinnian tolld him I was her bestist 
pupol in the Beekman School for retarted adults 1 tryed the hardist 
becaus I reely wantd to lem I wantid it more even then pepul who 
are smarter even then me.
Dr. Strauss askd me how come you went to the Beekman 
School all by yourself Charlie. How did you find out about it. I 
said I don’t  rememblr.
Prof. Nemur said but why did you want to lem to reed and 
spell in the filst place. 1 tolld him because all my life I wantid to be 
smart and not dumb and my mom always tolld me to try and lem 
just like Miss Kinnian tells me but its very hard to be smart and 
even when I lem something in Miss Kinnians class at the school I 
ferget alot. (Keyes 1966:3)
After the operation, Charlie exhibits an ever increasing capacity to 
leam. This learning serves as a window that gives Charlie vistas of the 
world he never dreamed possible. One view granted by his heightened
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Intellectual ability is the ability to vividly recall his past. Dreams and 
flashbacks of a painful past that before the operation were at best vague 
and Inconsequential to the retarded Charlie suddenly become 
Interpreters of his still scarred emotional state which has not advanced 
equally with his mental ability. Dealing with emotional trauma brought 
about by clearer understandings of past physical and verbal abuse, as 
well as with new eiqierlences of love and sexual desire for his friend and 
now former teacher Alice Kinnian, are some of the conflicts Charlie must 
grapple with because of his new Intellect.
As Charlie grows Intellectually, he begins to comment In his 
Journal on a wide variety of subjects, ranging from the shallowness of 
educational jargon, criticism of structural linguistics, to a view of 
transcendentalism. The reader too Is Induced Into thought about 
intelligence and knowledge and how they are esqjerlenced and repre­
sented In modem western culture. The following quotation Is an example 
of a comment Charlie made concerning education.
"Am 1 a genius? I don’t think so. Not yet anyway. As Burt would 
put It, mocking the euphemisms of educational jargon. I’m 
exceptional—a. democratic term used to avoid the damning labels of 
gifted and deprived (which used to mean bright and retarded) and 
as soon as exceptional begins to mean anything to anyone they’ll 
change it. The Idea seems to be: use an e;q)ression only as long 
as it doesn’t mean anything to anybody. Exceptional refers to both 
ends of the spectrum, so all my life I’ve been exceptional." (Keyes, 
1966, p. 106)
Charlie’s Intelligence surpasses everyone’s around him Including 
the research team developed the experiment’s theoretical premise and
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performed the surgery. Ironically it is Charlie’s towering intellect that 
discovers the fatal flaw in Dr. Strauss’s theory that will cause him to 
eventually revert back to his former mental state and even possibly die.
The book ends with the intellectually regressed Charlie leaving for 
the Warren State Home and Training School for the retarded. The reader 
is left to ponder Charlie’s encounter with feasting at the "tree of 
knowledge" as she reads Charlie’s own summation of his predicament in 
the last entry of his Journal:
I dont no why Im dumb agen or what 1 did rong. Mabye its becaue 
1 dint try hard enuf or just some body put the evel eye on me. But 
if 1 try and practis very hard maybye 111 get a littel smarter and no 
what all the words are. I rememblr a littel bit how nice 1 had a 
feeling with the blue book that 1 red with the toren cover. And 
when 1 close my eyes 1 think about the man who tored the book 
and he looks like me only he looks different and he talks different 
but I dont thing its me because its like I see him from the window. 
(Keyes, 1966, p. 216)
Was Charlie’s experience with high intelligence worth the pain and 
suffering he and others experienced? Was Charlie better off retarded? In 
what way does this story speak to my experience with learning? These 
are some of the questions the students in my classes struggled with after 
reading this novel. It was a  struggle that worked its way into written 
language, taking form in the students’ own journal entries in which they 
sought to make sense, or better yet "meaning", of the experience with 
knowledge they shared vicariously with Charlie Gordon. In the next 
section, I will take a phenomenological look into that experience in hope 
of better understanding what it is "to know" for these students.
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Experiencing Knowledge
There are a variety of methodologies from which to choose in 
conducting phenomenological research. An essential, initial task 
in undertaking this study was selecting a  phenomenological procedure to 
follow. Most of the varying methodologies reviewed credibly followed the 
basic principles of phenomenology as exampled by the various 
interpretations given to phenomenology by Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau- 
Ponty, and so forth. Each methodology also contained unique steps that 
were sensitive to the particular field of investigation the researcher was 
attempting to understand phenomenologically. ^  1 found Beekman and 
Mulderij’s (cited in van Manen, 1979a) three stage pedagogical analysis 
of lifeworld experiences to be the most fitting. 1 chose them because their 
three stages encompassed the broad theoretical notions of 
phenomenology into a pedagogically specific analysis; their methodology 
seemed to abbreviate into three steps the other multi-step methodologies 
surveyed; and finally, their analysis serves as the basis for the human 
science research of van Manen (1979a) and shows similarity to the 
thematic writings of Aoki (1990a).
According to Beekman and Mulderij, phenomenologically oriented 
pedagogical analysis of lifeworld experiences is constituted of three 
primary components (cited in van Manen, 1979a; Barritt, Beekman, 
Bleeker & Mulderij, 1984). The first stage of investigation involves the 
accumulation of life experience material. This accumulation process
1. Some of the more notable methodologies examined were Herbert Spiegelberg*s 
seven steps of phenomenological inquiry (1982); Max Van Msmen’s six stages of Human 
Science Research (1990); Don Aide’s five stages discussed in Experimental 
Phenomenology (1986b); and Anton Beekman's and Karol Mulderij’s 3 stage pedagogical 
analysis of lifeworld experiences (Cited in van Manen, 1979a).
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comprises the gathering of descriptions given by Individuals using 
everyday language to describe a specific, personal, and simple 
experience. The number of descriptions acquired is relative to the 
situation that is being phenomenologically investigated. In examining 
the experience a particular class of students had in reading a specific 
novel, descriptions firom all the members of the class would be needed. 
Such is the case with this study. However, examining data concerning a 
unique individual experience where only one description is analyzed can 
be just as valid and revealing. This is because lifeworld situations are 
never investigated as causal events but rather as occasions for 
particular experience. Since the methodological purpose is not the 
establishment of cause and effect relationships, the resulting revelations 
do not need to give any sense of final explanation. Therefore, large 
population studies would not establish the significance of a 
phenomenological study.
For the purpose of this study, students were asked to write their 
attitudes, interpretations and reflections concerning Charlie Gordon’s 
life. Particularly, I asked students to express their views about 
knowledge as prompted by the reading of Flowers For Algernon and their 
own lived experiences.^ The student excerpts, listed in Table 1 (See 
pages 113-114), serve as initial, simple descriptions of their experiential 
perception of "knowledge." These quotations express the central ideas 
that were common to the various essays (See Appendix A).
1. Using Husserl’s notion o f’lebensvelt" or lifeworld, van Manen defines "lived 
experiences" as "the world of immediate experience, the world as "already there," 
"pregiven," the world as experienced in the "natural, primordial attitude." that of 
"original natural life". . .  the term natural [represents] what is original and naive, prior 
to critical or theoretical reflection" (1990, p. 182).
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TABLE I
STUD ENT COMMENTS CONCERNING KNOWLEDGE 
AND THE NOVEL FLOWERS FOR ALGERNON ^
"Charlie's strengths were his naiveness, his loving and caring for people and his 
real drive to do things " (II J 1)
"He had a great amount of determination that made him appear as a giant" (I 
A 1)
"Sometimes I feel you learn a lot more through [life experiences] instead of the 
books you read " (I A 2)
"Charlie is  determined to be like everyone else" ( I C I )
"With a great deal of knowledge a person could travel along way in life" (n C 2)
"I don't think it  is what you know, but whats inside of you that makes a special 
person" (I M 1)
"If that's the way I've been born (average) I want to stay that way" (I B 2)
"I admire Charlie for his strength of determination to leam . I wish I had his 
determination. He is always striving for goals to get smarter. " (I H 1)
"We need knowledge to understand everything that goes on around us" (I F 2)
"Knowledge is the understanding gained by actual experience. " (H F 2)
"a person having knowledge would have a valuable opinion about everything"
(n H 2)
"I think it  is important to  have knowledge, but not so much that you don't care 
about anything else." (H F 2)
"although he [Charlie] is dumb, he was happy . . . the key to life is being 
happy " (U B 1)
"book proved that education is not everything in the world " (I 0 2)
"intelligence does not bring happiness, life only gets confusing and harder to 
understand " (II A 1)
"He (Charlie) has a lo t of determination to prove to h is friends and family that 
he is not stupid and that he can be Just like any normal human being" (I H 1)
"without knowledge you can't get any good paying job . . . alternative is to be a 
person without se lf-resp ect . . . hom eless and dependent on others for the rest 
of your life"
(n  Q 2)
"Even though Charlie was retarted he was a very determined person." (H G 1)
"[people with a lo t of knowledge] wiU probably have more frustration and anger 
towards life" (I S 2)
1. All citations found In Appendix A (Continued on next page)
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TABLE 1 
(CONTINUED)
"having knowledge ia great . . . you are a step ahead of others who don't" (I H 2)
"I feel that this society is putting too much emphasis on knowledge" (I J 2)
"if God wanted everyone . . .  to have knowledge then every person would be bom with 
that gift" (I H 2)
"Intelligence is truly, a gift, a blessing from the lord . . .  I, like Charlie have accepted
the way things are; God's will" (I L 1)
"knowledge is a great gift and is great to have" (n D 2)
"He [Charlie] is given his chance to be intelligent and takes advantage of it"
( I F  1)
"knowledge is taken for granted. Many people don't realize the gift we have. " (I £ 2)
"Having knowledge. I feel only lets you know how things should be if eveiything 
was perfect, and when everthing is not it only supplies you with let downs" (H A 2)
"Happiness is the key to everything . . . .  In my mind intelligence is not the most
important factor of life although it  helps. " (II B 2)
"you become so smart that you learn things that you really would rather not know" (H 
N 2)
"Knowledge isn't as good as it  seems, sometimes intelligence and knowledge is blind "
(H P 2)
"I naturally took knowledge as something that is good, but maybe its questionable" (H C 
2)
"if we use our knowledge we will understand all about life " (II K 2)
"AH CharUe thought of was going back home to his parents and showing them that he 
reaUy wasn't [retarded] and that he was smart and now could make them proud"
(I A 1)
"I to have the feel toward the concept of knowledge being unimportant" (H A 2)
"I feel in my life 1 have a full balance with my intellectual and social knowledge."
(I A 2)
"I think that in the real world of today knowledge is a necessity. If not at least 
knowledge of text, then at least some bit of knowledge of the world, "street smarts. " 
( Hi  2)
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These students made descriptive comments showing a wide range 
of experiences and attitudes that imply upon the role of education in 
their lives. These are telling associations reflecting a myriad of sources; 
childhood experiences, cultural expectations, teacher influence, etc.
With the securing of the students reflective essays, we probe into the 
second stratum of investigation, the discovering of the "lived meanings" 
that the student’s comments pose. "Lived meanings " refer to the way 
that an individual experiences and interprets her world. Lived meanings 
describe those aspects of a situation as experienced by the person in it 
(van Manen, 1990).
According to Beekman and MulderiJ (cited in van Manen, 1979a), 
the second stage of phenomenological investigation engages the 
researcher in the task of examining the lifeworld description of the formal 
elements contained within the description. It is an attempt to discover 
the essential meaning associated with and given to a particular 
ejperience of being-in-the-world. In explaining the rationale 
undergirding this step van Manen states that.
The meaning or essence of a phenomenon is never simple or one­
dimensional. Meaning is multi-dimensional and multi-layered. 
That is why [experience] can never be grasped in a single 
definition. Human science meaning can only be communicated 
textually—by way of organized narrative or prose. . . .  To do human 
science research is to be involved in the crafting of a text. In order 
to come to grips with the structure of meaning of the text it is 
helpful to think of the phenomenon described in the text as 
approachable in terms of meaning units, structures of meaning, or 
themes. Reflecting on lived experience becomes reflectively
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analyzing the structural or thematic aspects of that experience.
(1990, p. 78)
Phenomenologically, experiential themes are seen as the 
existential components of an experience. They are not seen as 
immutable formulations or categorical statements, but moments of 
meaning given by the recipient of an ejq)erience in an attempt to relate, 
i.e. interpret one's being in the world. Explained another way, the act of 
giving meaning to experience is the existential process of referencing the 
self to that of the other in an experience. In an attempt to accomplish 
this stage of analysis, the student’s descriptions of knowledge, as 
previously listed in Table 1, are grouped into broader structural themes 
and listed in Table II (See pages 117-119). These themes emanate from a 
process of the researcher repeatedly reading and rereading these essays. 
In the midst of this reading is a search involving 1) the language utilized 
by the student, 2) the experience of the researcher, and 3) a comparison 
and contrast of similar experiences described by others, such as in 
novels.
An initial area of guidance in the identifying and formulation of 
these themes is the students’ positioning of what appears as a central 
perception in the text of their essays. By this 1 mean elemental themes 
found within their descriptions that are signified through the language 
used by the student giving particular focus to aspects of the experience. 
For example, within the description is there a pivotal point upon which 
the rest of the experience is described as centering or hinged upon? Is 
there an idea expressed repeatedly thereby suggesting its importance to 
the reader in describing this experience? Is there an idea related in a 
climatic sense to the experience suggesting that this is the summative
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TABLE II 
Being—With—Knowledge
Shared T hem ea/
Common Forma Theme S tatem enta Variationa
1. Need determination. 
Knowledge only good 
when acquired by effort.
"Charlie'a atrengtha were hie naivenaaa, 
hie loring and caring for people and hie 
real drive to achieve good thinga . . . 
hie determ ination to do thinga."
(n J 1)
"I admire Charlie for hie atrength of 
determination to learn. I wiah I had hie 
determination. He la alwaya atriving for 
goala to get am arter." (I H 1)
"He had a great am ount of determ ination tha t 
made him  appear aa a giant" (I A 1)
"He (Charlie) haa a lot of determ ination to 
prove to hia M anda and family th a t he ia not 
atupid and th a t he can be Juat like any normal 
hum an being" (I H I)
"Charlie ia determined to be like everyone elae" 
(1 C 1)
"Even though Charlie waa retarted  he waa a very 
determined person." (H G 1)
"All Charlie thought of waa going back home to 
hia parents and showing them  th a t he really 
wasn't [retarded] and th a t he waa sm art and now 
could make them  proud" (1 A 1)
S. Knowledge ia risky, harm ful 
to well-being or being- 
whole.
"intelligence does not bring happiness, life only 
gets confusing and hardar to  understand" (n  A 1)
"[people with a  lo t of knowledge] will probably 
have more frustration  and anger towards life"
(I 8 2)
"you become so sm art th a t you leam  thinga th a t you 
raally would ra ther no t know" (H N 2)
"Having knowledge, 1 feel only lets you know how 
thinga should be if everything waa perfect, and 
when everything is no t it  only supplies you with 
le t downs" (H A 2)
"Happiness ia the key to everything . . . .  In my 
mind intelligence ia no t the moat im portant factor 
although i t  helps." (H B 2)
"although he [Charlie] ia dumb, he was happy . . . 
the key to life ia being happy" (H B 1)
(Continued on next page)
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TABLE II
(CONTINUD)
Sharad Thamaa/
Common Forma Uléma Statementa Variation#
3. Knowledge ia orerratad  
and aecondary to 
happlaaaa
•'althoach he [Charlie] waa dumb, he waa happy . . . 
th e  key to life la being happy" (n B 1)
"book proved th a t  éducation la no t areiythlng In 
th e  world" (I 0 2)
"I feel th a t  thla a o d e ^  la putting too m uch 
amphaaia on knowledge" (I J 8)
"1 th in k  I t la Im portant to have knowledge, b u t n o t 
ao m uch  th a t  you don 't care about anything alaa." 
(BFE)
"I d o n t th in k  I t la what you know, bu t whata Inalda 
of you th a t  make# a  apedal peraon" (I It 1)
*1 to  have th e  feel toward thge conoept of knowledge 
being unim portan t” (H k  2)
"without knowledge 
you c a n t  gel any 
good paying job . . .
alternative le to  
be a  peraon w ithout 
ae lf -re a p c c t. . . 
homeleea and dependent 
on o thers for th e  
ree t of your Ufa"
(n q 2)
4. Knowledge dubloua: 
Uaed with caution.
"I na tu ra lly  took knowledge aa aomething 
th a t  Is good, bu t maybe i ts  queatlonable" 
(n  C 2)
"Knowledge Isn 't aa good aa I t seems . . . 
aometlmea Intelligence and knowledge Is 
blind " (n F 2)
. Knowledge aa a  
polygonal experience.
"Sometimes I feal you leam  a  lo t m ore through 
[life experiences] Instead of the  books you 
read" (I k  2)
"Knowledge la th e  understanding gained by 
actual expcrlenoe." (n F 2)
"1 feel In my life I have a  full balance with 
m y Intellectual and aodal knowledge." (I A 2)
"a person having knordedge would have a 
valuable opinion about everything " (n H 8)
"I t h i n  It  th a t  In th e  real world of today knowledge 
la a  naoaaalty. If no t a t leas t knowledge of text, 
then  a t  least some b it of knowledge of th e  world, 
"s tree t sm arts." (B L 2)
(Continued on next page)
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TABLE II
(CONTINUED)
S h ared  T h e m e a /
C om m on Form a T hem e S ta te m e n ts Variationa
6. Knowledge ia 
benevolent.
"With a  g re a t deal of knowledge a  person could 
travel along way in  life" (n  C 2)
"We need knowledge to  u n ders tand  everything th a t 
goes on around  u s" (I F 2)
"having knowledge ia g rea t . . . you are  a 
step  ahead  of o thers who don 't" (I H 2)
"If we u se  ou r knowledge we will u n ders tand  all 
abou t life." (H K 2)
7. Som ething/Som eone 
elae determ ines th e  
am oun t of knowledge 
possible in  a  person.
"if God w anted everyone . . .  to have knowledge 
th e n  every person  would be bom  with th a t  gift" 
( I H 2 )
"Intelligence is tru ly , a  gift, a  blessing from  
th e  Lord . . .  I, like Charlie have accepted the  
way th ings are; God's will." (I L 1)
"knowledge is a  g rea t g ift and  is g rea t to  have" 
(n  D 2)
"He [Charlie] is given h is chance to  be 
in te lligen t and  takes advantage of it"  (1 F 1)
"knowledge is tak en  fo r granted . Many people don 't 
realize th e  gift we have. " (I E 2)
"If th a t 's  th e  way I've been bom  (average) I w ant 
to  stay  th a t  way" (I B 2)
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result of that experience? Is the experience collectively radiating from a 
particular aspect or moment of the experience or predominantly radiating 
toit?
The search for and development of phenomenological themes is 
more however than analysis of grammatical and compositional structure. 
It Involves a process of "insightful invention, discovery, [and] disclosure" 
that positions the researcher as an artist of experiential meaning (van 
Manen, 1990, p. 88). This interpretive discovery of the important 
elements of experience is additionally aided by the experiences of the 
researcher that might resonate in some way with the written descriptions 
given by these students. This calls for the ability of the researcher to 
utilize her or his own interpretations of experience as a guide in 
illuminating and referencing the various elements of these students’ 
descriptions into their important moments.
A third source of insigfit into these descriptions are their linking 
with the described experiences of others. Experiential descriptions 
narrated in poetry, novels, short stories, philosophical writings, and so 
forth give inscribed accounts by others of the lifeworld of human beings. 
The researcher is able to link the students’ descriptions of experience 
with those of others. By doing so, congruent elements of similar 
descriptions can emerge that illumine the students’ interpretation of 
their experience and provide for the researcher thematic possibilities.
These three sources of phenomenological themes—the student use 
of language, the personal experiences of the researcher, and the 
descriptions of lifeworld experiences of others—are not the only sources 
available for gleaning thematic descriptions. Within film, the theater, 
everyday conversations, works of art, etc. can be found the interpretive
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structures of individuals describing what it is to be in the world. The 
three sources identified above were utilized to thematize students 
descriptions of experiencing knowledge. These sources were used 
because they presented themselves as the most available to the writer in 
investigating this experience of reading.
The Pedagogical Issue
Why do some students respond well to the world of learning 
schools present to them during their academic life, while others struggle 
miserably at best and repeatedly fail and drop out? Why do some 
students see the encounter with new ideas and foreign concepts exciting, 
while others feel such intense emotional and mental anxiety?
These are basic educational issues that have been studied 
historically from numerous perspectives. Critical social theory argues 
that the answers lie implicitly in the socioeconomic structure of schools 
and the society e:q)ressed through them. Behaviorists might point to an 
insufficient stimulus and reinforcement schedule provided by the 
schools. Humanists migfit argue against the dehumanization of students 
caused by overzealous technocrats eager to integrate the latest 
technology into educational practice. Conservatives might contend that 
the causes of these issues follow from the destruction of family values 
caused by an educational system that has become value-neutral.
Aoki (1989c) would argue that at issue is the very essence of what 
it is to be-a-student in late 20th century western culture. Aoki posits 
that there are possibly three primary views of present day schooling. The 
first view is that of a school preoccupied with "rational thinking." The 
quest of the school is "mind-building," i.e., preparing "thinkers" for
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effective leadership in society. In such a pedagogical environment 
"teaching is seen essentially as . . . filling containers with factual 
knowledge and theoretical knowledge; being a student is like being a 
blotter, absorbing knowledge, the more the better; the faster, the better 
as the assessment people get closer" (p. 12).
The second view of schooling, according to Aoki, is that of a "doing" 
school. It’s emphasis is upon applied knowledge, i.e., practical skills that 
can be utilized in a market-place oriented world. In such a school the 
curriculum is designed to approach and manipulate students into 
"marketable products."
If the market needs auto mechanics, an automotive curriculum is 
built; if the market needs word processors, word-processing 
courses are b u ilt. . . Predominant are the interests of the market. 
Adult life is the model, and the adolescent is understood as 
"immature adults" yet unskilled. (Aoki, 1989c, p. 13)
Aoki’s third and alternative view to the previous two views of 
schooling, is a school that is actively engaged in nurturing the process of 
the "being and becoming of human beings." Such a school does not 
diminish "practical skills" but merges thought and action into a holistic, 
reflexive stance toward what it is to interactively be and become a being- 
in-the-world, as well as a being-in-relation-wlth-others. In a school given 
to being and becoming,
teaching is understood not only as a mode of doing but also as a 
mode of being-with-others. Teaching is a relating with students in 
concrete situations guided by the pedagogical good. Teaching is a 
tactful leading out - leading out into a world of possibilities . . . 
Whereas the View 1 school and View 2 school are grounded in a
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fragmented view of persons (body and mind), the View 3 school 
sees its origin in an understanding of teachers and students as 
embodied beings of wholeness. (Aoki, 1989c, p. 13)
In the third phenomenologically-oriented view of schooling Aoki 
presents above, questions regarding student failure are not cries for 
inquisitional interrogations into teaching techniques or teacher 
education programs as much as they are a call for a disclosing of what 
learning and knowledge means in the context of a pedagogical encounter 
with others.^ The following investigation is an initial attempt to respond 
to that call by seeking a clearer understanding of what it means for these 
developmental education students to be-ln-the-world as students. 
Students that have been judged by others-with-knowledge as possibly not 
having a relationship with knowledge sufficient to allow them to remain 
in a major university. If successful, the following phenomenological 
study will yield understandings of these students’ being-in-the-world 
that, as Aoki encourages, would allow for more informed pedagogical 
responses: responses attuned to the students lived meanings of the 
world. It is these meanings that must serve as the starting point for 
"tactfully" guiding students into "a world of possibilities" (p. 13).
The students’ descriptions listed in Table 1 and Table 2 are not 
given as absolute or conclusionary renderings of this experience. All 
students did not make the same comments or address the same issues 
concerning knowledge. I do believe that I have been able to ascertain 
clusters of analogous descriptions which are significant in discussing the 
nature of what it is and has been for these developmental education
1. The others mentioned here includes the otherness texts present in a reading 
experience.
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students to experience knowledge. Hopefully the following comments 
illuminate aspects of the questions stated previously as well as raise new 
questions provoking deeper study.
Being With Knowledge^
To Be With Knowledge Is To Actively Detcr-Mlne
No other remark was made more often in these essays than the 
one that reflected the idea that determination was the key to the 
successful mastery of knowledge. Students responded with admiration 
of Charlie Gordon for his strong persistence in wanting to be smart.
Many students felt that they lacked that type of determination and 
wondered how they could achieve a college degree without it. In their 
descriptions determination was consistently referred to as a strength 
that one did or did not possess.
Charlie’s strengths were his naiveness, his loving and caring for 
people and his real drive to achieve good things . . . his 
determination to do things. (Appendix A; I IJ  1, pp. 235-36)
I admire Charlie for his strength of determination to leam. I wish I 
had his determination. He is always striving for goals to get 
smarter. (Appendix A: IH  1, pp. 185-86)
Interpreting determination as a strength to be admired and desired
l.I have entitled this discussion Being With Knowledge because the students in 
their essays overwhelming^ viewed knowledge not as a way of being (such as one might 
refer to a person of knowledge or a knowledgeable person) but rather as an entity you 
are vidth or a thing you possess. Examples of this are such comments as "knowledge is 
blind": "knowledge is a good and bad thing'; "knowledge seems to be the thing that 
everyone is looking for"; "knowledge is a gift": etc. The common descriptive forms these 
students used to express their experience with knowledge are the center of the following 
discussion.
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Implies the presence of the opposite notion of weakness, a state to be 
disdained and avoided. Having determination suggests possessing the 
ability to (de) go away from and (term) pass through and go beyond 
(Oxford English Dictionary, 1988). But go away from what and pass 
through to where? Perhaps another way of looking at the Idea of 
"determine" Is by seeing It as the act to deter or detour from mine or me. 
What "being able to determine" or "determination" is seen to afford In 
these students’ descriptions Is the ability to go away or change who they 
are and go to another place of being that Is not who or where they are 
now. One student Illustrates this when she writes.
When reading Flowers of Algernon I thought of Charlie as a small 
Individual such as 5’ 5" In height, about 130-140 lbs, and small 
bones. This was only his physical body composition. He had a 
great amount of determination that made him appear as a giant. . . 
All he ever wanted In life was to make people proud of him. All 
Charlie thought of was going back home to his parents and 
showing them that he really wasn’t [retarded] and that he was 
smart and now could make them proud. (Appendix A; IA 1, pp. 
162-63)
In this students’ description determination Is perceived as providing 
Charlie to be other than he was: to "appear as a giant." This description 
suggests that determination and knowledge, when successfully linked, 
are able to change the present self (or at least the appearance of the self) 
to a more socially accepted self. Keyes’ Charlie Gordon sensed the need 
In a "retarded" state to be more or beyond what he presently was. 
Knowledge served as the compass of Charlie’s existential map that made 
him acutely aware of the socially Judged difference between the Is and
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the should be of who he was. In his post-operative state Charlie would 
frequently flashback or dream of childhood experiences where his lack of 
knowledge in academic and social adeptness made him the contempt of 
his mother and the ridicule of his peers. This sense of needing to go 
away from or to a more acceptable place of social being is reflected in the 
student's writing stating: "All Charlie thought of was poing back home 
[emphasis mine] to his parents and showing them that he really wasn’t 
[retarded] and that he was smart and now could make them proud" 
(Appendix A: IA 1, pp. 162-63). Another student wrote that "1 think 
Charlie is a very strong hearted man. He has a lot of determination to 
prove to his friends and family that he is not stupid and that he can be 
just like any normal human being" (Appendix A: I H 1, pp. 185-86).
As revealed in the students’ writings determination (in the notion 
of needing to leave who 1 am now) was usually linked via knowledge to 
some socially approved goal. Determination was looked upon as the 
initial and necessary catalyst that could spark a chain reaction of events 
resulting in achieving something socially positive. It took determination 
to gain knowledge which in turn was necessary in order to achieve the 
pride of one’s parents, self-confidence, social acceptance, or monetary 
success. This is illustrated in student comments such as "Charlie is 
determined to be like everyone else" (Appendix A: I C 1, p. 170) and "E)ven 
though Charlie was retarted he was a very determined person. He 
wanted to be smart and have friends like everyone else" (Appendix A:
IIG 1, p. 230). Knowledge is viewed instrumentally as the benchmark 
and mediator between self and imagined social acceptance. Understood 
phenomenologically, determination becomes the existential awareness 
and pressure needed to merge the self into the whole by having one’s
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existence characterized as a being-wlth-knowledge.
Encountering knowledge In this sense can be metaphorically 
compared to bow one may have encountered engineering a steam 
locomotive In the nlneteentb-century. The primary Ingredient for 
undertaking a Journey on such a train was a sufficient supply of 
combustible material (coal or wood) to feed the fire of what was a massive 
steam furnace on wheels. With the proper amount of steam churning In 
the boiler, the resulting combination of interacting pistons, gears, rods, 
and cranks brought motion to this fusion of purposive flesh and 
phlegmatic steel.
Similarly, by linking determination with knowledge in their 
descriptive essays, these students sense themselves in need to travel 
from their present state of being to another more socially responsive one. 
Their great fear in embarking on this journey is not the apprehension of 
being able to operate the locomotive, in that, do the school work required 
of them to attain the knowledge capital necessary. Their terror is that 
they may not have the combustible material (or determination) necessary 
to initiate and maintain the motion required to bring their journey to an 
end; in other words, graduating and/or finding employment, having 
monetary funds to purchase socially desired things, and so forth. In 
associating it with determination, these students describe knowledge, in 
part, as experiencing the awareness of existential isolation and/or lack; 
what Heidegger refers to as the existential condition of angst. In 
understanding one's existential aloneness, usually there is a fleeing to 
the "at-home[ness] of publicness" (Heidegger, 1962), in that, the 
acceptance of others—the perceived social whole. These students 
experience knowledge as a  reminder of the distance between them and
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society. Their desire for determination signals the fear or anxiety 
associated with this awareness and the yearning to run or deter from the 
"mine" to the acceptance of society.
To Be With KnowimHg* Jeopardizes Well-Being
Although one student described a person with knowledge as a, 
"well-rounded" or whole person (Appendix A: IIH 2, p. 234), many 
students’ comments reflected the view that knowledge and well-being or 
"being-whole" are not synonymous, and in fact the former can negatively 
affect the latter. One student writes: "When a person knows, or has Just 
found out information by using his knowledge it does not always turn 
out good. Learning certain things in life can be bad, or depressing. 
Learning is not always good" (Appendix A: I IJ  2, p. 237). Another 
student echoes this caution contending that knowledge (which is 
formally acquired) is an idealistic interpretation of the "real" world and is 
therefore a potential source of depression. They write: "Having 
knowledge, I feel only lets you know how things should be if everything 
was perfect, and when everything is not it only supplies you with let 
downs" (Appendix A: IIA 2, p. 215).
In the novel, Charlie was portrayed in three different states: 
preoperative in which he was retarded with an IQ of 70; post-operative in 
which he reached the level of genius; and finally regressed in which he 
had reverted back to his previous level of retardation v/ith only a few 
extremely vague memories of the events that had happened to him. The 
author rendered Charlie as happy in each stage, though for different 
reasons and based on different understandings of his environment.
Many students wrote that Charlie was truly happier in the preoperative
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state. The reasons accompanying these remarks are somewhat varied, 
however one predominant notion did surface. This was the opinion that 
too much of anything leads to imbalance and adversity. One student 
contends that "(people with a lot of knowledge] will probably have more 
firustration and anger towards life than someone who does not have as 
much knowledge" (Appendix A: 1 S 2, pp. 211-12). Another student 
expressed that intelligence must be effectively counterpoised with 
ignorance. Make the scale lopsided and "you become so smart that you 
leam things that you really would rather not know" (Appendix A: II N 2. 
p. 246). The result is a loss of happiness which to many of these 
students defeats the primary goal of life ^  In describing knowledge as 
risky and even harmful to one’s overeiU happiness, knowledge again 
becomes associated with the search for wholeness . . .  for unity. This is 
illustrated in the following student comments:
Charlie found out that intelligence does not bring happiness, life 
only gets confusing and harder to understand. . . .  I feel no matter 
what you do if you’re not happy with the way you are, life will 
never loosen up. In fact, I feel Charlie should have never preceded 
with having the surgery. (Appendix A: IIA 1, pp. 213-14)
Before Charlie had his operation, he had more strengths in my 
opinion than he did when he was smart. Although Charlie was 
dumb, he was happy. . . .  In my opinion his only weakness was 
that he was dumb, but the key to life is being happy. . . . Sure 
Charlie was smart now, but he was not happy anymore. . . .  1
1. An important question of course is what is meant by "happiness" by these 
students. I felt that these descriptions did not give sufflcient enough attention to this 
notion to effectively discuss It. It would, however, make an appropriate 
phenomenological study.
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would always say I would rather be happy and poor [i.e. lacking 
knowledge] than be sad and rich [i.e. possessing a lot of 
knowledge]. (Appendix A: II B 1, p. 216)
In my mind Charlie was a happy person when he was dumb 
because the only thing he had to worry about was becoming smart. 
. . . Happiness is the key to everything. . . .  In my mind intelligence 
is not the most important factor of life although it helps.
(Appendix A: II B 2, p. 217)
It seems that these students are issuing a "surgeon general’s warning" of 
their own that "knowledge" can be hazardous to your existential health.
Being With Knowledge Is Overrated and Secondary to Other Wavs of 
Being
Experiencing knowledge as hazardous is conducive to interpreting 
it as a subservient experience. One student succinctly states that "1 feel 
that this society is putting to much emphasis on knowledge" (Appendix 
A: I J  2, p. 190) and another student supports this view declaring, "1 
[too] have the feel toward the concept of knowledge being unimportant" 
(Appendix A: IIA 2, p. 215). These students’ descriptions subordinated 
knowledge to what they regard as more important facets of existence.
To these students’, experiencing knowledge has meant to be aware 
of self-lack, to fear the failure of striving for knowledge, and to risk well­
being eifter possessing it. Subordinating its importance becomes like a 
defense mechanism. One such method of defense is illustrated in their 
writings as a distancing between the "self’ and the "other " of knowledge.
A student writes, "I think it is important to have knowledge, but not so 
much that you don’t care about anything else. It is the kind of person
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you are. A person [that] cares about himself and others also" (Appendix 
A; II F 2, pp. 228-29). In this view, knowledge is not associated with 
who one is but as something externally possessed. As such knowledge 
can be discarded or kept at a safe distance if it becomes too volatile and 
threatening. This is further emphasized in the following students’ 
descriptions.
I don’t  think it is what you know, but whats inside of you that 
makes a special person. (Appendix A: IM 1, p. 196)
This book proved that education isn’t everything in the world. . . . 
My views of knowledge was an important aspect in my life, but I 
never knew that without it, life goes on fsicl. This book has 
slightly changed by views, because I didn’t think that life was 
worth living without knowledge. (Appendix A; 10  2, p. 202)
These students’ reveal a perception of knowledge that images it as 
something to be devalued and distanced. Yet, however, the students’ 
reveal another facet of their experience with knowledge that further 
heightens the tension.
Contrary to these students’ interpretation, society as a whole does 
not deem knowledge as minor. It bestows enormous importance upon it. 
One student’s comment reflects this when he writes, "Without knowledge 
you can’t get any good paying Job . . .  alternative is to be a person with 
out self-respect. . .  homeless and dependent on others for the rest of 
your life" (Appendix A: IIQ 2, pp. 255-56). As much as the experience of 
knowledge is interpreted as overrated and not as important as popularly 
viewed, significant pressure to possess it still exists. The tension results 
from the awareness that without "cultural capital", that knowledge is 
seen to afford to its owner, one cannot receive social and thereby self
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acceptance. In such a state one faces the paradoxical world of "damned if 
you do and damned if you don't. "
The Duplicity of Knowl«><lgft Signals Caution
Knowledge is seen as an unstable matter commuting between the 
valuation poles of good and bad. Its location on this bipolar plane is 
manipulated by the amount of knowledge one has and the mixture or 
synthesis of different types of knowledge one utilizes, in that "common 
sense," "academic knowledge," "street smart," and so forth.
1 never did give much thought to whether or not knowledge is good 
or bad. Naturally you take knowledge for good, but maybe its 
questionable. 1 realize that maybe one should be careful of what 
he or she knows. Not necessarily don’t  gain more knowledge, but 
be careful of how you use [it]. . . , use your knowledge wisely. 
(Appendix A: 11 C 2, pp. 220-21)
Knowledge isn’t as good as it seems. . .  . Sometimes intelligence 
and knowledge is blind. , . . Knowledge is beneficial only if people 
use it in auspicious ways. If not, it could handicap them, by 
limiting them. 1 wouldn’t want to be a genius nor would 1 want to 
be retarded. Being in the middle helps me relate to all kinds of 
people. (Appendix A: 11 P 2, p. 252)
Successfully being with knowledge implies the ownership of the formula 
of information that provides among other things, social improvement and 
success in everyday practical affairs. It is to have ready-to-hand the 
culturally dictated right stuff that a society says is necessary to become 
an astronaut, a school teacher, a lawyer, a person with meaning or a 
meaningful person.
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Knowledge as a Polygonal Experience
These students describe the experience of knowledge from various 
perspectives that portray knowledge in multiple forms. To them being 
with knowledge is a multifaceted experience, realized at 1) an 
experiential level stating that:
Knowledge is the understanding gained by actual experience. 
(Appendix A: II F 2, pp. 228-29)
There is . . . everyday knowledge which you leam through life 
experiences. Sometimes, 1 feel you leam a lot more through this 
instead of the books you read. (Appendix A: IA 2, p. 164)
2) and at a social and practical level (i.e. knowledge being the 
accumulation of data about life and the world) stating:
I feel in my life I have a full balance with my intellectual and 
social knowledge. I apply everything 1 have to my everyday 
life. (Appendix A: 1A 2, p. 164)
I think that in the real world of today knowledge is a necessity. If 
not at least knowledge of text, then at least some bit of knowledge 
of the world, "street smarts." (Appendix A: 11 L 2, pp. 241-42) 
Knowledge to me is being a person who has information about all 
areas. . . .  A person having knowledge, would have a valuable 
opinion about everything. (Appendix A: IIH 2, p. 234)
As a result of knowledge being encountered in various intentional 
settings, each student’s confrontation with it, in their own lifeworld, 
leaves an impression of the primary purposes of knowledge that differ 
from their peers, parents, teachers and society as a whole. Knowledge as 
an entity is therefore shaped into the image of the intentional being who 
pursues it.
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The Benevolence of KnnwlmHge
In spite of its inherent risks and overrated significance, these 
students perceive being-with-knowledge as having its benefits also. To 
have knowledge is to have the key to change in one’s life (i.e. leaving the 
place of the present self to that of an anticipated self). As one student 
describes it: "With a great deal of knowledge a person could travel along 
way in life" (Appendix A: II C 2, pp. 220-21). Other students describe 
being-with-knowledge-in-the-world as existing in part in an Interactive 
way with others. A student writes: "Knowledge helped Charlie a great 
deal because he found out who his friends were" (Appendix A: IID 2, p. 
223). Another wrote: "He [Charlie] wanted to be smart and have friends 
like everyone else . .  . After the operation Charlie realized who his real 
firiends were" (Appendix A: II G 1, p. 230). These as well as the following 
comments suggest that these student’s interpret knowledge as an entity 
that allows an alteration in one’s perspective or relationship to the world. 
They write:
1 felt sorry for [Charlie]. . .  and I was glad to see him become 
intelligent and figure out how people really are in the world 
sometimes. (Appendix A: I R 1, p. 207)
We need knowledge to understand everything that goes on around 
us. (Appendix A: I F 2, pp. 180-81)
Knowledge is the understanding gained by actual experience. . . . 
Knowledge helped Charlie because it made him think, and he 
understood things better. (Appendix A: IIF 2, pp. 228-29) 
Knowledge lets others see how intelligent we as human beings 
a re . . . .  If we use our knowledge we will understand all about life. 
(Appendix A: IIK 2, p. 238)
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Charlie like myself is much more of a person now [that] he is 
understanding the facts of life and learning to deal with them on 
his own. (Appendix A; II M 1, p. 243)
The alteration being with knowledge provides is often referred to in the 
students’ descriptions as an understanding one has with the world. In 
effect this understanding provided by knowledge enables a move to a new 
position of standing under or an undergirding or strengthening of one’s 
position in the world. As beings of relationship, to change position with 
the other is to in fact change the self as well as the other (Heidegger, 
1962). To exist with knowledge is to exist transformatively. It is a 
displacing of orientation from one set or multiple sets of multi-relational 
contacts with the world for another or others.
The alteration of positioning in the world is described by a couple 
of students as a standing ahead or over others. A student writes: "1 
think having knowledge is great and if you have knowledge then you are 
always going to be a  step ahead of others that don’t  " (Appendix A: 1H 2, 
p. 187). Another declares that "1 think I can be compared and contrasted 
with Charlie. 1 think that without realizing it, 1 probably take advantage 
of people 1 know I can " (Appendix A: II C 1, pp. 218-19). These 
comments not only reveal knowledge as a shift in orientation, but also as 
a manipulative change that enables one individual’s way of being in the 
world to upstage or predominate over another’s. To be with knowledge in 
the world is to be so in a strategic way. Knowledge becomes an 
aggressive tool, an entity of power over the way of others. To leam is to 
destroy the advantage of the other. It is to see the world existing ego-
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centrically.^
Preordained Lcarnlnf
The final theme to be examined in this discussion is the sense 
these students have that something or someone else predetermines the 
degree of achievement one realizes in acquiring a successjid relationship 
with knowledge. Of all the descriptive statements made these intrigued 
me the most.^
It appears by the following student remarks that knowledge is seen 
by some as a "given" i.e. a gift or a blessing.
Knowledge is a great gift and is great to have . . . (Appendix A: II 
D 2, p. 223)
Knowledge [is] taken for granted. Many people don't realize the gift 
we have. (AppendixA: IE  2. p. 177)
Intelligence is truly, a gift, a blessing from the Lord . . . (Appendix 
A; 1 L 1, pp. 193-94)
Knowledge is something you are bom with and it ju st can’t be 
given [i.e. acquired]. (Appendix A: 1 K2, p. 192)
He [Charlie] is given his chance to be intelligent and takes 
advantage of it. (Appendix A: I F 1, pp. 178-79)
1. A significant contribution to this discussion Is Michel Serres’ notion that "to 
know Is to kill" as Illustrated In his parable of the wolf and the lamb. See Serres, Michel. 
1982. Hermes: Literature. Science. Philosophy. Josue V. Hararl and David F. Bell (Eds). 
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press.
2. This Interest Is due In part to my previous religious studies focused on the 
relationship that exists between various manifestations of 20th century western culture 
and the influence of the fatalistic theology of the 16th century protestant reformer John 
Calvin.
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These statements reveal the perception that the possession of knowledge 
is not so much in our ability to achieve, but rather the work of an 
external force. That force, whether it be the decision of a supreme God 
or by luck in the genetic lottery, assigns to individuals the level of 
intelligence they will attain in their life. To alter the predetermined level 
is to fight the natural or spiritual order of life and such struggle is 
doomed to end up in frustration if not tragedy. To eleven of these 
students, this was the primary theme of the novel. Charlie had his 
chance to be with knowledge but could not hold onto it because that was 
not "his lot in life." Minority students in my classes expressed this 
position towards learning in their writings, no doubt reflecting 
generations of having much of their existence predetermined by others.
The students’ comments associate successful learning with the 
realization of one’s place in the structure of society. School is merely a 
place you go to discover and assure for yourself and others what that 
place is. The rationalization follows that if one is not successful in 
school work it is not the school’s fault, not the student’s, not anyone’s 
fault; the individual was not meant to have that type of knowledge. As 
disingenuous as this attitude might seem to others, the association of 
what it is to be-with-knowledge and the notion of predetermination was 
strong in many of these students. This association signals a disposition 
to learning that suggests that the final outcome of academic effort is not 
really in the individual’s power to control. This fatalism could and 
probably does precipitate a lack of resistance to do anything that might 
seem to directly challenge what is being taught or to question why they 
have difficulty learning. One student writes, "Intelligence is truly, a gift, 
a blessing from the Lord . . .  1, like Charlie have accepted the way things
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are; God’s will" (Appendix A: I L 1, pp. 193-94). Other students write, "If 
that’s the way I’ve been bom (average) I want to stay that way" (Appendix 
A: I B 2, pp. 168-69) and "If God wanted everyone in the whole wide 
world to have knowledge then every person would be bom with that gift" 
(Appendix A; IH  2, p. 187). In such a view teachers and administrators 
come to be seen as the agents of either God or chance in assigning 
grades to students’ work. Grading ceases to be a statement of evaluation 
about the work done, and Instead is received as an official 
pronouncement of the student’s place in society. Therefore for these 
students, knowledge means a predetermined placing of the "one" into the 
context of the "social whole."
Consequences
The third and final stage in pedagogically oriented 
phenomenological research is identifying the significance to pedagogic 
action, analysis of lifeworld experiences afford (cited in van Manen,
1979a; Barritt et al, 1984). My discussion this far of these students 
descriptions of their encounter with the novel Flowers For Algemon has 
been guided by the question of what is the nature of the relationship 
between being-in-the-world and being-with-knowledge. More specifically 
searching for what is that relationship like to these developmental 
reading students?
If to be an educator is to be concemed with the being of others as 
students (Aoki, 1989c), then our probing into experience must offer more 
than just the awareness and understanding of the meanings given by 
others to their experiences. Our efforts must persevere to birth 
meaningful action that enhances the agency of those involved in
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pedagogic encounters. It is to press our investigations into the realm of 
praxical concern. To do less would relegate our investigations to mere 
voyeurism. The following discussion addresses the consequences to 
pedagogy revealed by my analysis. Rather than tendering a plethora of 
instructional techniques, the following discussion primarily raises more 
questions in the hopes of clarifying the real issues at stake every time a 
person enters into a pedagogic encounter with these developmental 
reading students.
The student’s descriptions (see Appendix A), as examined in this 
study, reveal an interaction with a novel. Not only do readers experience 
change within this interaction, but also the text experiences change 
because of the reader’s encounter (Hunsberger, 1983). Based on my 
analysis of these students’ comments in their writings, I contend that for 
these students’ Flowers For Algernon no longer became a "reading" 
assignment but an opportunity to reference themselves to the "other," i.e. 
being-with-knowledge. The reading assignment was an experience these 
students encountered rather than an experience they controlled. It 
became a dialectic between word and world.
Margaret Hunsberger refers to this interaction between reader and 
text as "dialogue." She states:
Ju st as in conversation you and I become we, so when text and I 
come together we dialogue. The nature of dialogue implies mutual 
participation and active listening. The text is a voice "that asks to 
be heard and that requests a response." (Hunsberger, 1983, p. 2) 
Hunsberger criticizes views of the student/text relationship 
that encourage "dissection" instead of dialogue. Such views see texts 
more as immutable sources of objective knowledge that can be explored
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and understood best by looking at the isolated parts. On the other hand 
dialogue acknowledges the changes that occur between reader and text. 
She writes,
And so in re-reading a text 1 am a slightly different person that I 
was in the first reading. This is so even if the second reading 
occurs directly after the first, since the first has already altered 
me. . . in considering this constant change. . .how (can) we achieve 
object constancy of texts. In a sense, we don’t. Rather the text is 
different with each reading because we are different. (Hunsberger, 
1985:162)
The significance of such a view to curriculum development and 
instructional practice is striking. To view texts, i.e., bodies of knowledge 
as something to be encountered ready-to-hand; and students as 
interactive constellations of experiences that produce creative change 
and newness in both, is a provoking way of viewing learning in general 
and reading particularly. When I begin sharing with my students 
notions such as having conversations with texts and allowing yourself 
the freedom to interpretively change texts, 1 receive queer looks indeed. 
To them the idea of talking with texts instead of about texts seems 
laughable and to conceive of changing texts is almost sacrilegious. Due 
to these and other similar convictions that many students despise not 
only reading but learning in general and see it as duteous drudgery.
The thought of having to spend extended lengths of time in a one sided 
encounter with a book, a teacher or another "unalterable" body of 
knowledge, does not provide the passion necessary to engage 
consistently and effectively in such an encounter. In many schools to 
leam is to leam to be other than the self-creative, ever-changing event
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that you are.
The students’ conversations with the text, via their writings, 
disclose a variety of issues concerning knowledge: 1) an occasion of 
fleeing to the perceived socially acceptable; 2) hazardous to "being-whole" 
resulting from being-with-knowledge too much; 3)overrated, secondary 
and creating a paradoxical dilemma; 4) an unstable, volatile entity 
requiring the "right mix" to be successful; 5) polygonal, i.e., multi­
faceted, individualistic; 6) benevolent, providing strategic advantages to 
the one who is with knowledge; and 7)preordained, out of the control of 
those who seek it. These themes, revealed in the students’ writings, 
serve as illustrative moments of these students interpretively interacting 
with their world.
For Aoki (1987a) and van Manen (1988b), understanding the 
connections these students have constructed with knowledge from within 
their lifeworld is vital to pedagogically leading them into new possibilities 
of being. These phenomenologically disclosed understandings of their 
relationship with "knowledge" raises important questions to be 
considered in developing a curriculum and pedagogical approach that is 
"good" for these students. Such questions might be:
1) How can curriculum and instruction for developmental 
education students be constructed so as to shift the emphasis 
from knowledge as an occasion to flee "self to that of a "creative 
becoming of the self?"
2) How is curriculum and instruction presently utilizing the notion 
of "motivation" in the classroom? Are we reinforcing the students 
flight to "publicness?"
3) How can curriculum and instruction for developmental
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education students address the culturally induced fear of eating of 
the forbidden fruit of knowledge that these students associate with 
learning?
4) How can a pedagogy be constructed that is sensitive to the "risk" 
this students sense in "knowing?"
5) In what ways should American pedagogical concern over A 
Nation At Risk be refocused on the risk factor these students sense 
in schooling?
6) How can curriculum and instruction be developed to create an 
understanding of knowledge that is not dualistic in its 
representation of experience but holistic, i.e. "knowing as a way of 
being-in-the-world?
7) How can curriculum and instruction be constructed to present 
the process of "knowing" as possibilities for creativity, i.e., the 
creation of one’s own place?
Conclusion
In the initial discussions of this chapter, I presented the current 
major theoretical approaches to reading. In light of these approaches, I 
attempted to show the significance phenomenology could have in the way 
reading is understood. Following these discussions an employment of a 
phenomenological methodology to a specific Developmental Reading 
classroom encounter with the novel Flowers For Algernon (1966) was 
explained and illustrated. A consistent concern of the writer while 
conducting this analysis, has been the question of whether or not this 
phenomenological investigation has sufficiently grasped the essence of 
this experience for these students. The purposes of this investigation
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never included an exhaustive disclosing of the phenomenon but only a 
touching of the essence of what it is for these developmental education 
students to be-with-knowledge. The foregoing has been an attempt at 
being phenomenologically "sensitive" to these students’ interpretation of 
their world via their descriptive use of written language. My interpretive 
analysis of those writings revealed student constructed connections 
between being-in-the-world and "knowledge". Resulting from these 
connections, several issues were discussed raising significant questions 
regarding the construction of an effective curriculum plan and 
instructional approach for these students.
The next and final chapter summarizes the findings of this 
dissertation study. In that chapter the writer also discusses the 
implications to curriculum inherent in a phenomenologically oriented 
approach to curriculum. These implications are revealed as meaningful 
"possibilities" to curriculum construction that exist because of a 
phenomenologically informed view of pedagogy. The discussion of these 
possibilities are followed by recommendations for further study.
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CONCLUSION, POSSIBILITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
In this study I have summarized the phenomenologically oriented 
work of the noted North American curriculum theorists T. Tetsuo Aoki 
and Max van Manen. Such summarization did not exist as of this 
writing. Using their work as a guide, a classroom situation involving 
Developmental Reading students and the novel Flowers For Algernon was 
explored to illustrate the suggestiveness of this perspective for 
understanding a specific pedagogical occasion. The primary question 
this study has been concerned with is, does phenomenology, as 
exampled in the work of Aoki and van Manen significantly contribute to 
our understanding of curriculum specifically and pedagogy in general?
I conclude that phenomenology offers a powerful methodology from 
which to approach curriculum development, evaluation and instructional 
practice in such a way as to create a praxical pedagogy. I recognize that 
educators steeped in traditional empirical research question the "soft" 
and seemingly enigmatic results of phenomenological research. For 
many it does not supply the "hard" data felt necessary to undertake 
serious curriculum tasks and is therefore only useful as a philosophical 
issue to be debated among "ivory tower scholars." A phenomenological 
approach to curriculum as evidenced in Aoki’s and van Manen’s efforts, 
does not deny a place for "hard," i.e., positivistically-based, empirical 
science in pedagogical research, but echoes Merleau-Ponty’s declaration 
that
if we want to subject science itself to rigorous scrutiny and arrive
at a precise assessment of its meaning and scope, we must begin
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by re-awakening the basic experience of the world of which science 
is a second-order expression. Science has not and never will have, 
by its nature, the same significance qua form of being as the world 
we perceive, for the simple reason that it is a rationale or explana­
tion of that world. (Merleau-Ponty, 1983, p. vlii)
What might be surprising to some is that phenomenology has come 
late to education, in reference to other disciplines that historically and 
presently are benefiting firom its use. Aside from its initial appearing in 
philosophy, psychology, and linguistics, various other trans-disciplinary 
uses of phenomenology can be seen in the social sciences, ^  
architecture,^ geography,® and the fine arts.^ While phenomenology 
attempts a pretheoretical stance in its analysis of lifeworld experiences it
1 . Most pre-eminent in the use of phenomenology in the social sciences is Alfred 
Schütz. See Schütz, Alfred. (1967). Phenomenology af Ihs Social World (G. Welsch and 
F. Lehnert, Trans.). Evanston, 111.: Northwestern University Press.
2. No other discipline outside of the social sciences has made use of 
phenomenology like architecture. For multiple examples demonstrating a 
phenomenological approach to architecture refer to Robert B. Harmon's. Towards A 
Phenomenology of .Architecture: A Selected Bibliography, in Vance Bibliographies: 
Architectural Series. Bibliography #790, Illinois: Monticello, 1982.
3. See Pickles, John (1985). Phenomenology. Science and Geography: Spatiality 
and IhS Human Sciences. New York: Cambridge University Press.
4. The following are given as illustrations of intriguing uses of phenomenology in 
areas of the fine arts such as dance and music.
Clifton, Thomas, 1983. Music as. Heard: A Study kl Applied Phenomenology.
New Haven, Corm: Yale University Press.
Sudnow. David, 1978. Ways gf lbs Hand: Ib s Organization gf Improvised 
Conduct. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press.
This is an interesting phénoménologie^ look at one individual’s experience 
learning to play Jazz.
Sheets, Maxine, 1966. The Phenomenology gf Dance. Madison, Wisconsin: The 
University of Wisconsin Press.
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is not antitheoretlcal.^ However, a phenomenology of curriculum is not 
based on what is written or said about curriculum but on the lived world 
of pedagogical encounters with others. Traditionally, pedagogues have 
been instructed ju st the opposite. They are taught that effective curricu­
lum development and instruction begins with a good theory that provides 
a priori assumptions about what happens when students and teachers 
meet in a classroom. A teacher is critiqued by her peers according to 
how well she can manipulate her classes to mirror the theoretical 
assumptions she has learned. The phenomenology of curriculum prac­
ticed by Aoki and van Manen draws its meaning from descriptions of the 
lived world of the individual, the other, and the use of language through 
which education receives its meaning. It is a methodology well suited to 
contribute to not only a variety of disciplines but also to varied theoreti­
cal interests. Examples of its diverse theoretical use are revealed in the 
work of Paulo Freire, a critical theorist, the existentialism of Merleau- 
Ponty, and the post-modern work of Gary Madison.
Aoki and van Manen’s work have exemplified a methodology for 
curriculum inquiry that successfully analyzes first-order pedagogical 
experiences. As a result of their analyses, significant contributions to 
pedagogy are evidenced and can be utilized. However, the goal of this 
study has not been to present a phenomenological orientation to
1 . I use the word attextipts because much of the current debate and criticism of 
phenomenology Is that It does not recognize Its own inherent assumptions as a 
methodological system of research. If the term theory or theoretical can be synonymous 
with the notions of context. Interpretation and belief then 1 would agree. At this point I 
do not understand how an Individual can be decontextuallzed from her own context. 
However, the Individual’s context can be deconstructed to varying degrees of disclosure 
of one’s own Interpretive formulations. Total objectification of the self however Is not 
possible. While a pure pretheoretical stance was posited by Husserl and his followers as 
possible and necessary, other phenomenologlsts such as Merleau-Ponty disagree and 
argue for embodied perception of existence.
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curriculum as the means by which to understand all aspects of 
educational activities. Pedagogy as a way of being Is analogous to the 
human existential condition of multiple levels of reality. Traditionally, 
varying disciplines and philosophies have argued for the dominance of 
one perceived structure of reality over other views. Since Plato, the 
endeavor of philosophy has been a metaphysical search for what is in the 
attempt to subordinate all experience to a singular existential discourse. 
In its earliest applications, phenomenology too had been utilized first as 
the ultimate metaphysic by Husserl, and later as the methodology the 
early Heidegger felt would expose being and time, the basic structure of 
Dasein, i.e., existence. Phenomenology, however, need not be connected 
to a grand metaphysical pursuit of what is to be valuable as a means of 
disclosing pedagogical experiences. Richard Bernstein, in his book The 
Restructuring of Social and Political Theory (1976), agrees to this by 
suggesting that phenomenology serves as an important moment in the 
triadic nature of comprehensive research consisting of empiricism, 
phenomenology, and critical theory. Aoki concurs and insists that "No 
[curriculum] program can be evaluated in its entirety. But we can 
increase our vision of whatever we are viewing through the employment 
of as many perspectives as we can find appropriate and utilize for our 
purposes" (Aoki, 1978, p. 9). This study has documented some of the 
valuable moments phenomenological research offers to education, 
specifically curriculum theory.
In this study I examined van Manen’s use of phenomenology in 
providing a theory of curriculum that is "edifying." As such curriculum 
theory does not inform us as educators as much as it positions us 
pedagogically toward our students in a way that affords them clearer
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understandings of their lifeworld. A phenomenologically oriented 
curriculum theory discloses the lifeworld of students and teachers. This 
disclosure, guided by what Aoki refers to as "the authority of the good in 
pedagogical situations" (see page 65) provides a place or "edifice" for 
students to understand more clearly what it is for them to be-in-the- 
world. In Chapter IV1 employed this methodology in Developmental 
Reading classes that resulted in the positing of several specific questions 
to be considered for further research in preparing a curriculum for 
Developmental Education students that is "edifying."
A phenomenologically oriented curriculum also provides a gestaltic 
shift in viewing what it is to be educated. For the instructor this shift 
results in the realization of the multiplicity of unique connections to their 
world students bring with them into the classroom. An effective 
pedagogue in Aoki’s view is one that is aware of these connections and 
"guards against disembodied forms of knowing, thinking, and doing."
The students’ world becomes the center of further pedagogical 
experiences that reveal the contextual nexus between the student, the 
learning material at hand, and the socio/historical culture the learning 
situation appears within. Learning by the student and the instructor 
becomes characterized by reflective action or praxis. Aoki (1972) 
modeled this in his Hobbema curriculum project where social studies 
texts and other learning materials were constructed and analyzed 
considering the Hobbema’s lifeworld experiences. I attempted to achieve 
this perceptual shift by phenomenologically investigating the 
interpretations given to being-with-knowledge developmental reading 
students provided in their essays. As such, knowledge was disclosed not 
as a body of information but as concerns over alienation, well-being.
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fatalism, etc.
Van Manen argues that the gestaltic shift phenomenologically 
oriented curriculum research affords is not only a change in perception 
of the learning situation but also one involving a change in pedagogic 
touch or "tactfulness." Phenomenological research provides unique 
insights into how we as educators touch our way through and allow 
ourselves to be touched within the learning situation. This alteration in 
sensitivity is caused by the learning situation becoming redefined. The 
landscape has changed because the lifeworld of the student has now 
come into the foreground of the pedagogical moment. In light of this, the 
world of the instructor is changed and requires a reexploration of the 
boundaries the pedagogical occasion or encounter has now afforded both 
student and instructor.
Possibilities
But what do the phenomenologically disclosed notions discussed 
in this study meaningfully give to curriculum and pedagogy? Every 
experience, especially the "learning" experience, can be considered a 
nexus of interpretive events. What we bring to these moments of 
creative/recreative interactions is a "unity" of experiences that have 
made us distinctive. It is not just physical and/or cognitive skills that 
are present in learning, but all that has been a part of the process of 
constituting us at that moment including affectivity and intentionality, 
i.e, our futural aspirations. Through a series of reflexive reading 
exercises I have my students participate in at the beginning of a 
semester, they find amazement at how much of their body, mind and 
emotions: their past, present and future are involved in the
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reading/learning experience. The problem is that most of it is ineffective 
involvement. A phenomenological orientation to curriculum and the 
teaching of reading allows the appearance of the multiple variations and 
possibilities that arise from understanding the polygonal 
interpretations/experiences that are involved in learning.
If the notions discussed in this essay are consistent and conducive 
to a shift to a phenomenologically oriented view of existence, and deemed 
more descriptive of the human condition, then certain suggestive 
comments regarding curriculum can be made. First, a change in our 
view of knowledge would be expressed. Instead of metaphorizing 
knowledge as specific points on a line (or the "correct" answer on a 
multiple choice exam), knowledge would be seen in more vague corpora 
as volumes of air teachers and students walk through together; cumulus 
spheres without constant boundaries that are continually being reshaped 
by immediate umveltic conditions as well as by turbulent currents that 
move behind and ahead, caused in part by our presence. In such a 
perspective knowledge becomes gifts of ogerience rather than 
immutable facts.
Such a view of knowledge births inevitable issues for the student of 
how right is "right enough" and for the teacher of how clear is "clear 
enough?" It is this temiousness of clarity that Victor Lowe addresses 
when he writes, "This relativity of clarity, springing from the fact that we 
are . . . finite creatures living in an incompletely analyzed environment, 
should be the first principle of all philosophic thought" (Lowe 1950, p.
24). I would stress that not only should this principle of relative clarity 
be the "first principle" of philosophic thought but also that which 
dominates curriculum thought.
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A second comment that can be made concerns the manifestation of 
the teacher in the shift to a phenomenological view of one’s pedagogic 
world. With knowledge becoming so airy, teaching becomes an excursion 
into the bearable lightness of being. Freed from the burden of the 
"knowledge expert," the teacher assumes the relationship with the 
student of experiential guide. In such a relationship the teacher is not 
the dispenser of all that is "right and good to know" but the nurturer of 
self-creative interaction with the world, via science, math, language, etc. 
Paulo Freire is a good example of how one phenomenologically oriented 
pedagogue allowed the labor for literacy to become an encounter for 
students to create and re-create the world. In describing his curriculum 
he writes, "Instead of a teacher, we had a coordinator: instead of 
lectures, dialogue; instead of pupils, group participants; instead of 
alienating syllabi, compact programs that were "broken down" and 
"codified" into learning units" (Freire 1973, p. 42). Freire defends his 
curricular methodology by stating that,
men relate to the world by responding to the challenges of 
the environment, thqr begin to dynamize, to master, and to 
humanize reality. They add to it something of their own making, 
by giving temporal meaning to geographic space, by creating 
culture . . .  As men create, re-create, and decide, historical epochs 
begin to take shape. And it is by creating, re-creating and deciding 
that men should participate in these epochs (1973, p. 5). 
Phenomenologically oriented curriculum-making, as well as 
instructional practice, should include the diverse voices of the learning 
community. Each voice represents ripples of existential occasions that 
sing our fluid world. Each voice not only draws from but also adds to the
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composition known as being-in-the-world and thus is a vital source of 
curriculum planning as well as curriculum living.
Recommendations
Despite its subordination to the ascendancy of the new sociology of 
education movement, there Is still a vital place for phenomenological 
theorizing and practice In education. This is in part because it makes 
primary the everydayness of individual lived experience and exposes the 
way we constitute our social existence. This study has revealed, In part, 
how significant understanding how Individuals construct their existential 
reality is for meaningful pedagogical praxis.
Considering the observations made in this study, several 
recommendations follow:
(1) It is recommended that the extensive curriculum activities of T. 
Tetsuo Aoki be further researched and compiled so that the 
significance of his work may be provided to other pedagogues 
involved in curriculum development and evaluation. Aoki’s 
abundant writings are eloquent illustrations of a phenomenological 
orientation strikingly employed In research relating to curriculum, 
teaching and evaluation as well as the orientations of theory and 
practice in Teacher Ekiucatlon programs.
(2) It is recommended that the growing human science research of 
Max van Manen be further explored for its significance in 
understanding more fully the dynamics of the lifeworld of 
student/teacher relationships. Van Manen’s analysis of these 
relationships can serve as Important Illustrative contributions
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phenomenologically oriented research offers to pedagogy, ranging 
in scope from instructional approaches in early childhood 
encounters to "methods" courses in Teacher Education programs.
(3) It is recommended that more phenomenologically oriented 
research be published and made available to pedagogical laymen, 
including explorations and effective explanations of the processes 
involved in such research. Of primary concern should be the 
development of courses, texts and programs that aid teachers in 
effectively employing a phenomenological orientation to pedagogical 
activities in the classroom.
(4) It is recommended that phenomenologically oriented research 
be undertaken that responds to the criticisms within the new 
sociology of education concerning the inappropriateness of a 
phenomenological orientation to pedagogical issues. This could 
possibly involve collaborative studies involving phenomenologically 
oriented researchers and critical theorists that cooperatively seek 
to address macro and micro level issues of schooling.
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.A iLd)O A J 6 ' 6 '  kJT\ -h u io jd t:, o d M t  I 6 ô ' l ^ û l h ^ ,  
C i n o L  4 m i U  ( W L L ù . v j j u x  ixKOJU i M n .  'ju u^  
y i W i c o l  J M )d j^  o m ^ i K i x t u M o  j k .  -h û u ro u  c ^ o d t  
û u x t M J ü i t  ùj^  o U d u m ^ / i ' a i i O ^ u  # i c ü  . ^ n c W i ^ L u i u  
ûuu ûu û^LôJkt- JUxûÀjdji', V a  hJaàJ U x^  
W o u w i  dxdM ioJxi- f m â i u c  (XaqL iAJLudt u m ^ U u l  
f f i g U L '  < u j j j  m  4 j & l l c U
ûJjM iÀ  ■ - j i M  X ^Ô U X fiU ,  iajJ\jUL> a k û ii  k c
uXk v  4 1  ALp) lufXOüJJiLji^ d k L \ jM ^  k L o
t U l U L  V i l  VJOAJ UU~i}ZhuLÛ^ X iC  UiX U‘XklAA.U  
V i e  oJiD ôaxjfk jumuüjloL 4c  M ûlU l - ^  A m v u  ^  
o W  'Vuûud:. k :  M  / i x i d J A i d .  ü l i  A l  i ü i i
VüÛJdjuL UL UUûUJ 4iO /UXÀL ^ h fJ ju
u p A iX u i ù jj  - f u r u .  O u i  t h o u l c L  PhiU Lûjdo  ( ÿ u  Iü a à J  
,O iM \c^  im ü L >  4 i k r t x  î c  J u u x  f i c m x t a J  oulp^  
M \ hA u (j^  P lv u iL  U ) o d  A l  h l û jJam j jJ D u x  t  
J \jL ± c p iA x .c i ou coL  k i ç x t  V a  ja x ijL >  L u x o n t  
y i W .  o o i i  CMJJtol j r w J u .  V A m u  p a x M id .
V l l k A A ,  i i V i U i  kI  K j L | k c £ û ü i V .  U x j j u  a J u K i t  
d h d i U o , J e  y O U L  û M X  4 A a i  xjlh jjujL
4 1 0 .  ( j jy  rY^ULf-üj^  • ô l l t h  OlAJ V u Ô  
, d j u U u w i a K Î i t a w u  / a  - / ) < % & .  / ' / c  i - i x i k J  d y
V ]a/3 /2M . J  ^
'-A ci/L ' ^ () )V lu6/ iViaV /Æ  /C/oÆwu v i i ^
M / L i n  / a â i / i . ' J  c m u  V ?  / w
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QnûjOct duiAlï oJw ôl c i  ü J d i  CôrUi/Ki^ 
b o  U M  t M M  û K U M < 0  O u u C ' " ' ' ' ^
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ê  ûM  ÛO ^ JyyjCliA/iùCutt/
Âo dd /^  Jr^ t jtp /*Vk  ^^ -^tc^ yC Çjx/cn<^
Xun, U d iu ^  j4 sS  y O ^  yO ÿiC U  /C C < ^ ^  M t /tà o ^  y
J/vyelj/\,4/^ iuy/ ÿÀ-df oZc^ fiJlt jl/d\JL „,ij/(ji/d /^ -*^  /3^
û. A X iy ^ . ^  d (jL cl jtk u J t. Jt^ Jü U '^
Âctv^  aJuJà^  étLei^  oM ^  UAC^  /(y y^ yi/i^ vda
^  /id T A ^  4 \M . M - ÿ t'ù d ^  A/CyiP^ C^ y C < y^  â  y t> a  y^ la /^  ^
i? i3^ >w </ .^ pC4 /«/V?Vv^ , /( '^ y  ô ^ f jtc / 4 /^ / y
Crl/uC/M / t ( ^  Â j^  •
jii yŸuO  ^ ^ait?/X*uC viXa/ 0^1 .>/uu</ j^ xA. /{ '^  ^  ^
J y é f P < À À / jfA X ^  A « ^  A 4 (J M ^  Ol. /<t^ <.«/usU<
X 'ü ^  y o i f / Q / ^  y (^ y ^  /y^ ^ u iyK  /  y ti.~ c a J ,
fp/lÂpP  ? <j \^yO/u/ûA. <Lya&1/0^ %4>d4 /^ x^ *x>vjt j / A / ^
jkùû yO d4^ C t^ y k x ^ i. J^'^ i / At/^ yXf 
A  _/y-'~C^ {At y d  •
•ô  ^ iM  yO xn A ^  y p /l Ç y k o J ^  C(j4- .^ X A /^  y A u /  f i  iO 'U ^<<y/’
(p A j ^  y l^ ij^  4 ^  ^xA û  /0/)wAtAi y d tx jtn  /& A c tA y /iip .^ ^
(mM M 4  A /iô iy é i4 a  zdA^k/ .X y^ H i/ A y  O C ty*^  4 *^ 4"  C^^->»ii4~
Q y^ ^ fiix y^  ^X ?"' l^ ^ d L iX L  A ?  jplX U A X »^ ^  /U '^ iyfzX i^
/iijM . X jijzf f  /jH y J ' û  £*^ ^ y ty e y y ^  o ^  /A  jo k cy£ a
l/y /A ' y \ S J l C ^ ^  fié . y^ zx yfifiî^  C iA /A
Av ^  - C ^  o A Â M i c ^  yM ^ x ù ^ /if
_/tÂi^ J(Aa/  A\a M> cJxyet^  yficy^:^  ^,
oIp C^U^  ^ jjà£e^24Aô A ^  y A i/'  J  xAx/ y  A
y A t^ A 'td ^  a *^ c^J A  y tfA ^  r ^ . ( y f io ^  x ô  R. y^yéy< K ^  y^-Ki^Jv-
y  A A A  4 ^  y iZ c ^ '^  XUX y fi^  A x J c d  Xt(a  ZA A ^y^*^ A - < ^ y
^  'iU '^
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Cf/> ykj? /x /y ? /
. /^C<M  ^_X^ 0^L6^  , ÇO^ ^  Ùci/\AJ
;./*^/zx/'V ^^/&  M c<a^  y ^
^  C Â C o J ^  ^
h/ts^ CiQ jpyyy^fitA^ Oa y ^  y(/i\py(yy(^\X ' *
P ^  P l'w cri/yùxC ^ •y^ '-CyxP . y ^  xP^i’u/^ Cê^
/ 6  ^y\y\^ oi/P C /tyy^ yi/O ^  il'\y^X^/Cyyy^
,p ô ù o /p ÿf^  ,^ zA r/y^  ^ <^-yzxt<J^ i > \ y ^ A„.^^;z4C^
ÿ^X pe^jt/yi/t^  /C uy.. CPiCvJ^ .X/^ /e&ÿ ^Xy^yi/<yt/ Ou^
y>^gÿ^ y /^  ,yyy^  ^ cX yt^  XH 
xÂ X  X^^g*: A '-C ij^  <^ ycyx P p y^yyyc».P f^f~f* ,^
CPei/\/^ /^ ytXjÜ-i^ y-CceP^ y^XA"^(^  O ty ^
AuaaP (T^ ù^v. ,
> ^ J lA /^ y \yp ÿü e^  . ^ < 4 < i P A < y C X > e y ^ / X y s ^ o  
,y>-4^ >y^  Oi\^  Cf '^yC ^yzy^ f^ '^ yy^’^ 'Yi .y'»^yS/CcPf,  <>t5%*.
hiXf' P cfy^ a p  j/y ip p . ^  y^XCy^x^ o ^
fy^yX^ pCc^i2pi é
o U '
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)J X-/ A r 'y /y  K,.f
l.-O , f —C~ X^ 'C'-Ca" ‘^ ^  ■'i^ <i ^
—z— /fyvL-tA'^  ^ /t
aJ^ — ^  -  ^  .//-c-iiA i^ // 'a _ -<  >^ x^a-,-(X£Za^  e~— c
C giP^ Xg^ ~-y cX.eX^.en,'y-rxA..~A‘~xL.e^ -x. .X^ -^ Laii^
^aCax^  2* 0-~CC^>— ^ /^ <3 .A-x^ -Xa^ Xc ■
■  ^ J i "
^ r  iA~t^ .> ixfX. / yK «! I ^CA-^-. i) Î x .^xj /Xa Au -xx^u-c- ’^t-i',^  X /X i-X
^ C tf -c . ^  /^AXAf ------------ ^
- x^-ÙaXj  ^ X^ v Z(: .■ J~g- i^-<- < i^ A—ui t^XtAA-rx^-O
Xii.t.-^ XjX' T-C y*y~tA.— *7' *^^  , _{iAA.tx~. X  jjf ,
^.e-^-X  y_A.^ C~'€y XXc--  ^ (^ Vxrf—^  ^
/CgiAi^ .4 aa<3
C  X x X -■^y
C^''  ^ XI-#-
y  '
- ' U <J,’ -. A -V •
y7
- v —»j
J
/
^-r' - * '' c/^ - -^(-4% — >—3
/
>—,' Æ*- u
* '"f»— » y^y-c t~f 61- ' ^ X- ,- ^  7
* » Lti^ >'
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/(-*«-t—r , J-gn-r^ xCC ik_X-<^
!
^ X— /u/"' ^^ rt--t-'<-t-^
t
; X^-4yCe^>^ X>-e’*~~<-c’>—c y^' A-fl^^ y^'t>-^->-eXr y^Z-CjE^ g-^
Cj<»^  ,/-^'^  , .'^^ ■=■ ^ -~3—^
y / ' t " '  ( - f  V»—C- -y. \n .- ._  r  . . '- i  '~t~ ■ C .£ '. t ^ - < J  .J. ~ ^ '  ,y ;v/= .
z / :t-(^ -^ ->. y -y  _;é-^ 'v_c jMy\jr<
6/C_ZC
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\1 <Ke iUjtXe  ^ |_ecA^
£,<,«— Xd ^  *o
✓»t-«>—■^ i^ * ^ y^ E-O-v*»''''^ —^  • /Zf <T4 . ,  yt^ C-%
yyt-e-a^ n/K^
/^^ eyc-<ucy-o-^  ^
CH-t-O -^^  (yu~<—'^ -‘^  «y<y^L»ty^y^ /C ÿ^e~^
fi~-0-c-iy~-^ .. -^f~<£> . L*X-«.
4
- <7 r ■ r /-m ^  ^„ C r^ ^  ^**C<----
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cn.
£>—  ^  . e^x
/^Ct/'t— ^  ^  |_ f  — ■ 1* t* T  f  ^ .cj-k^  ^^<-%-—<
y i.*. ,^,^ e^w-^ >» y^ci<r'~e^ '^ '“"■’--■^'O^/'y
yLoja.^ £t--^ /^ ■yx.w ^
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/îu^ i,oL__ c!"' c .Â^  t,  ^ ^A-<_
ncs icijtiv^ ly,|3.0~w . c ^l'\J—*-J‘-' J ^ tc (
-L\^ XJ~^  cj^  jL/-/-<^—'1 5» ~f^{.^
t —cX_ cXv-<— cXy^ -cl'^
t  UjOi-''-?*^  — Cyt/-x^ /VC^ — .
I <— —— s L/~— ^ ^ 3^A—^
I V w  '^TO'^ ^ j /v _ v \_ » _ _ 0  p _ < _^_  ' i -O^— , /4 jt_
j p ^ O i y o t x v - i i .  £ > ^  ^ C  L % .— <— _________________________________________________ ^ ^ - ' - A ___ _
t • '
| \ ^ — c L f - ^ i - t - O C o i .  c — ' j C ' - ^ — V j  0 < ^  I— ^
J - ^ - ^ x ^  • ^ / x _ _  w ^je<-<-> ''^X  vv^
j ■'—^  I—  — 'K<1> è—  —aA_C_cJ> 6»^^ A
ji-^vi^-l—  ^ 5o ‘-'‘-~€—£-v->0!— _ C^Z-A-l-XX,  o Ca- ^
{ —c_JU c^-tx-e^ v^o"^ La_t. ~ a^
'j-'^ <3-'^ -C-^ -^A^  -Vo> 1^.^ -^ jCÎ—c^ .—S'^ -AA-i^ -^ £>A^ .
1 - r^<xJL_ d,_ (^ COC-f
i O ' - c L a - O T ' ^ - V * - ^  f c - ^  C ^  c [ o « i o ^  ' - ^
I l A - g O  ^ C )  U /S -V  ^ g )  L / \ _________  p / C ^ V ^ -( ---
j l / t "  I U^ ^  Ç^^d^d-O <^ —1 ^
ji— — y ' —---« 3 ^  A- O i >^
^    ^    «--- -3 '
, '- H - . ^ ^ C .  «>A_ c L ^ '  -1— i_^''->—  u A ' 1
'M  \
• Acrks - ^C- UaxJL «^aHcC ujKa -^  v<c
Uj'deVy ^
t'^ (^ti-^-^Aj— L y - r ^  £ïÿiJ&^  fc|j£g.a<2:d>i-<t^
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"H-m— —■ -o~fl  I <—
.    L-Y? . __  CU-^ t^ JU_<_
; .,'^-^>fv's-----—<%jt-'\_hfew__-. ff . - _ p/y_r g rÀjuJ^
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sjl— '~fVvvV' '-H—<  S&-uCM-v(/V " 'f'lc’XA-HAyT^
^  Atc^.\oo"................................../<>vw€«x^ cye_... '^ i-'
i/&Ct/x)%/vJLv^  . <jL_ '/'I'voo lodLCfHy^ Jt^
. K sl.  6 i iW .Z ^ _____^ ___
;co -N—O V   ^ cAjS-i^'  
-LU/Z-i—  ^ 9ya^  (^u_y^ &"K
7f^v<_ -A-L^ D l~o iAv\4r 4^
'^ ' '&<_   >4vJ. —
:y o -^  ■»—J— 'i/'-cA— t<_0 '+- Ckrf'.yz- __
‘^ ‘^ ‘3 ^ ' ~  iooc/^ .
, %JL /o fi—V.— -jytjld^ '/c^ »'\<icX "^■'*~-*--
L C 7 V \_ C _ » _ /\ /7 f"  ^  K - ‘- '0 - < - ^ ^ '^ - * - C > t  c y l _  UV»
-v-VJ.  vX\n_^ ./ULtjL_cA. -^p f ^
~H.^ /<yV" '2^ 'v.x— vK. k/^ /3-LC-x^  'f'4-\^ V'---  k^ '-OS'H
—ov^ _XjLc*'C—A^J2  ^
' I o-£  ^ -jj-mJi-. O'cJL  ^ . Æ^suk^ :,
Ijcx-w . A/^ -ouA-; _ A<x»«_/ ___^ —
• t^   à-~c^
y^'''^ -t-'—~^ <wl-^'-t>^-v |^|Ar>*-/^i^  ^  —0~V v>^
'^-^P-Lao-^_________ vA>-\Jr\_,— _5Lo^
I cAj C, ^- »— ^    —  l^r\£'‘-^ '-JU.^  ^T— <-------
v-JjOttA\JV!-S--j^  Do '^ Cl\_  '^ ML. .
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^  t 'f c r u  f y y o ^  ^
^^-o/ y h r \^ C \J l •^^ie«'»uyOCo er^ v^ tfvTkt I \x .
\ oL*^ U//uU  ^ AjL t^/ZW "Q^/KvdL<t%f.
i 6wTD^  oIm ^tZ t  j ^  u ft» ^  A\A ,^ 4fC^ . Cl/tv-L/»  ^ yO~Co^aX(_
I C\/V^ tt-»vO^  z6 ^QjU.J )^ 'ÉôjtAf^  oZrVuZ ÆZ<^  />^y\.^ 'd»dL(_
; CMaaJL^ X xy^l^  . ûjZA.en*y4 ^  L^VZL^ xlÿZty^^^ /
1 Xf 4/%w^  . Jyvt. *^4<yK,og>/\. ^s/'taJl-
x!^  /r < > iy * ^  X x y ^ ^ .
/K&C4 ù^<^ Ce^ y/*^  Xuo
4  ^  CL < y i.^ > 'U i^ , A /tw  ,4 /rù t3 /C Z ^ ^
/kXX)t/y\ ^vVfu_4X<y , A  ^  ‘ Xc?
^ L - ' - t ' * . ^ -  /^ C ^ X L * , ÜO A z  C J " ^  ^
, ^ z r c m  / i r ^ ^ y O y ^
i X* XaX^ Ô I\jClA^<j(. /^^'CXUxwL/ X /
iQzt^zzjl. /XtcAC CJuUi/tlc (,1/cL^  /^yyt^ZA-Zt'  ^ Z -'-Z '
! ^  /YŸ\y^^/ix/^  XxM /XCtuuSiZZn^^
: / / ^  c J i Z Z o l x Z a y c ^  . U  C,.zertj&/Ci^ (>^zcuy  ^
«X t^ J tn Z o ^  y t/A Z A * y i /Z z  ouMx^X/3^p? ^xvv \
; ^  A^az)/ Oy^ Az/y Z À  . ^  i^>t^ cw ^
Z tZ tZ A  CL y ^ Z y t o X  *?
^  Xo^^ Szy '^^ ZAi/^  x<g
^  A y^ yX -^ 'Y ^  XL y y ^ tr s /
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•Xk XA* irt-ryk I , /t/v. CLulOun
4jO A/rfUjix^ itfiu'Jt /ù ^  k i ^icjï
M / y*W"U . .  (jJÀx''x ^L(
Û^ ÿ^ kJLcx ku^   ^ >Cui - t l A-^
YoXvL cJrx^  /ur^' dJxX^ yjlM Xx) cri
Xx %A.Tuj) uykjL/r\ ku. CJ^ (k^ 'VrJr. â, dtkc^^f /u t^ ï^lA^ ,\yy
A rw  IM/y^ JUx JCJuj /(mJu-vv^  y^yvic^ à cc/v^ /i<K; A . (jrXq! 
(Xc CL\\x^ jtlny^  ~tc Jh  /1/yn/Mil cX/^ à^ 7i  ^ <^ -uXX<rL 
vLA\ '^ AC'èX diXXjùi tlu^ykuS Crn<^^vv7.
CAajJL^ tJo^ A. yüL<>u4kd-rL Xx
X/J-L4 o/uv^Tu/' X X / iku^ -^ x^  / j  /lo^^
/v.T V L i^, LjJ~^ 'I k'^ C<'i'n'K f~y ^Xx. dj/L^X'%
't^ \>yj X k^ O^\)-L f ^XcL'iX^
kj-L^'y^j y-c -kkayu^^ pAuri-liyT^ cl/j ox) Ax
i)X.'ur>'yuy^  JUvJjJjL^ c^ i/*^ .
cX -|-uX /(/Ucf /YrvükxjLo / ^  X /y y i^
l«<0 uA\^ jr (J éJlJf . //oy|^(L6'?UXL^ <Cf
^/je yLct^ ^  JiArO it'^k»^ . é  /V yu s^lc^c  
jf& iX  ^  Z/hkjfJj i.^ 'U A'urk fi£ujY^ TIu cujfy^ 'i 
AX4réA^X!) (vtk-i
(}J^ <^  /f-CC&vVU X ' ^  /SM'rufMX. A itCi
X  XXxx\Xs /Ki-X j^Jj-" /l, J'^ Z'C-yy^ '> c 
^ù>\^ '.w) , X/^ /vkvÀ-'m/ fjvkxiliCc^L^^^ x/i yw X ^ Jku
yV ^^  A '^ v j'y X k ^  / /  ilL  ; l /  /u y w
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2 s “-
y<2.6<.>^«..v<^ «-C* .JL-Aj^^L
•^ Àz/xJu ^  ( aui^ y^a--*-—-
.^ t-e-^ 2il>v->=te ^  <,ûy9KA»»-'^ €>s_
L?6^ %XL. G^ u-eÂ. ^  x6ÙL
y>rtCMU^ ^  • X!X.A,^ ‘f'<M.
/07CUX £i4^^ "Ôt' c£)^  /yfiM-^  ^ -^cA-zi-x- 'Xl  ^ ^^/x.fX.-*-^fiz)
d/\^ X _^-^ !^C&i»-o-, yXt^ C^&t<JUù~ Y^  C^ A-<A"g
îih*-C.dLM.<jL. _5fcafe  ^ A  Cxf X2/h^Lc4o  ^ Jbfz^^
, ^ A ^ < r ï -A  y^ ‘-<-^ yy^ yuy Cl/\M,^ UUji-
£^ y t/uÀ ~X\Syi 
(?CVT_».^  ^ g.«y ^ c. c6>K.L^ X, yh/ikyû (/)
uyb^ry^ YPBut-oJ^ . ^ ia j-  ^
'Xi^  ^y\uuL,'yA  ^ {y>U-'^  /rvtX^ -^t-Vg ''pi^^ ^  -Xc/h  ^ j ' ^
G^<:ÿ\ju\/£A<ld~ Ih xJU- ;;6X_L/*^  , -t-s 
.C'.ç.a^  .ptr  ^ '-Xi Xÿ^OJ <£//Zi^ <^ --Ac/W'..
<—l  ^  <■ - • ^■*~*— Û^Tfy^ x^
^ S*~tû^-o^C^ «/—i t  i/i/c.À-Jyti^ df'
VL&^:(x^>^ylx*. ^  J « j^  , ^  x.p-'U>i''ZJi*-t<  ^ :k h J ^
^  i^ Zjz-jo/ lSLm— ^  <ld-K. 7 ^  vdkz>?)i_x_
ü>élA7^  G^UK^ULtUL- UC  ^ y “^iX ,^^ t.y^ _J,jyzÂyA.4~y
yJiitk -Zïd* i^a^ yy>*~iz. _^T>y\jp:ùny~<.z3 (j^  ^
^Iaz Ck^^‘^ 4.^  X^-L-vo^ 
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ukA ^  ioLi_^ b^C&Â, -V  tci^ c^JlJL JLj ^ r - r u jtL i^
<£>vX <_ç/ /"^ K  ^ g / ,# c & r » t x L ^
yA-^ CA-C-CÆ^ *<^  ^  QSLy^  ^ij
(Ltc^ , - ^  =^^ L^ -'rk- o^roJUiJ'-^ cccéz^
jûa>Wyj^  AjA ^  jc^ Aj n ^A .
$ v r  "'i/Co ~‘*~/'/Zsu \^A y^ULj>- , -uC .V - ^^/uLeJr s ^  9^  cAJU
cCo -f^ ctl>^ ^  J'W 'L /* ' /z- '
,  X/XexL X t JL-*-j!^ .<X^  ^
U -^^ jdSSui^ jL (^LM- / 6i<r^^ JUaJL- -/Cl^
L -^/ùc/t Qo~\r -f- _ \r^ ,x i\l,-^  “^ J l ^  û-'^ '^ -K ,
/ Z
<- ^ - o é -  /9)vggut^ <^<3( Ÿ ^ - ^  ^  / ^  ,
^  y ^  Cent jt- -£ g > -^  xz?TK>»t^ y6<lc;u  ^ ^  y u z a J U Z j^  OOt^ 'yxJ:
A L ^  -Ui ,a tyr\.dA A V \^J ^2#-^  /d^ O vt'ini\^paA\Asfi' cA-o C^uH'dlû. 
-<-^  ~9^k<. i-»<U_ya_  ^ C a iC t^ - A ^  jt<  d /jly J U j
J L ^  Ia£a~~xJ^  (Jl^h-K . ^^Lto I ^  y  Êh-O-^ JÀ-*^
^  /b * . ^^tx>rv<x^ ^  JT^ b y&_t j2xX«.o€
•<  ^ "^>v.g^  A i^U t^Je. 6v/_/eiv^ / jL t^  &UjL /?
. , AQUf-hM^,
x t , .lanj* rifff: ^AulaJUjl
/*  Lv(L  ^ ^  .£*< /'n.TT^ yy^ Jl -ZJUj?.
I\)j (ZJU JA C n ^  ^  ,/sx AÀju» ItÜAa-^  ,
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Cûy\^  ^UZ. > / ] ^^Cy 2 ^c i - P aujtr
. ^JL-^ A J~Jtu!~X
2^«rv»t<!6 <S,~v-«—^ f  O^"*—^ A-'4,^ .
TXLc ^^ A^Lxt-aTv /?->-|^ M4 ,2^ t> pjLüfS^
.-é-i. c/z> ^ <p<r«^
.js^ ^  /^ »T-/ C-A  ^ Jouk. Jy^ <  ^ ,
-<_A ;x^ :zy.x JbCi o-y^ 'Uiv-~ i f  IL'^ -^^
f  trk Ûûc^y y y^in^ kTi-.  ^ i=^<.^  t^ yn<^KX^^MjlJ'^ J-.
Â-a- Ÿ'J-æL e^ y%^ et- jL-»-W . "'-^  X -^a -^*Jtyy<y  ^ ^  y2> o
:XjCa, /Ac jL -^tsii. 1^^
, . a 4  i T K - o c X  a ^ - t - ^  J i - tL c À  ' ~ ^ ^ i P ^ ' ’' - ^ ^
4>r»Lje„-L/ Xy 7^  . ^^ y£-/»>Ow
~^ c-> yg-c7?i^ ùy.yi- t^l^\jL'-^ ‘■'^ ,/n^ir
^oA<rux-i,  ^ p^-'tAJilxtfJt^ '*-' CA.ciy^su^_ji . /•/c
^ ^ ■ '4 ..£ 'l^ J yyy■  ù < .y k . ÿ  / :  c L - t — f i Ç
^  yT] C/X- cSA<^ <î/c^  Ç^OStL % /Cx»^  .
■ * C A - ^  Ô -^ '^ -c y ^  y t - t  f / ^  / y * l . l ^
j^ o<ct>, rv ^  ruy-*Lc_s^ -^ y- yT~^yyu.^
tCy.£À ^xcvuc xMix^ ey -T^d i^J\stiji_^ (p. /}\_tfA:
X--vt_/t,t/y--(Lg_(X^JL /C" '^ ÿyiyvtL «t G.'CtA
X/^ /Ct. . iyujr /Ti-HUy^ y^  y/6>
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My initial interest during my undergraduate years was in 
Communication Arts/Telecommunications; specifically audio-visual 
production. Early experiences in this field included Chairman of the 
Communications Committee of the Student Government Association; 
Technical Director for Stone Productions, a theatrical/musical touring 
company; Producer/Director/ Writer/Host for Grapevine Radio, a 30 
minute weekly news and information radio program broadcasted on the 
campus sponsored radio station; Sound Director for the World Action 
Singers, a university sponsored, student concert group; and, in the 
capacity of production manager for Oral Roberts Evangelistic 
Association's prime-time, NBC network television specials. During the 
senior year of my undergraduate studies 1 became increasingly interested 
in the field of education. I was particularly drawn to issues relating to the 
epistemological implications inherent in learning.
Upon graduation in 1976 with a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Communication Arts, I pursued my education interests and accepted a 
position as registrar at Faith Bible College, a newly formed independent, 
ecumenical Christian college in Shreveport, Louisiana.
In 1981, after being appointed the previous year to the position of 
Executive Vice-President of FBC, I decided to further my interests in 
education and enrolled in a Masters of Education program at Louisiana 
State University in Shreveport. At this time my concerns in education 
were expanding from religious to public education. My major emphasis
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was In the philosophical and historical foundations of education, with a 
minor concentration in educational psychology. It was during these 
studies that my interest in reading became crystallized through an 
introduction to the literacy work of Paulo Freire. My developing interest 
In the interactive relationships between the experiential world of 
students, teachers and texts (ignited by Freire’s research and literacy 
practices) later guided my doctoral studies in a phenomenological 
direction.
In 19861 received my M.Ekl. degree and also the appointment to 
President of FBC. It was at this time the region’s oil-based economy was 
beginning its swift progression toward eventual collapse. A partial 
outcome of this economic struggle was a significant paring of the 
academic programs and personnel of FBC. This substantial reduction of 
the general operations of the college, in 1989, afforded me the 
opportunity to leave FBC and work towards the completion of my Ph.D. 
studies at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, La. My research 
there has been in the philosophical and historical foundations of 
curriculum theory, development and evaluation with applied emphasis 
given to reading. While at LSU, I have presented at two national 
education conferences and wrote and had accepted for publication a 
chapter in the text Understanding Curriculum As Phenomenological and 
Deconstructed Text (Plnar and Reynolds, in press).
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